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An information processing model of the problem-solving

performance of mechanical designers is presented for four design

tasks: conceptual assembly design, layout component design, detail

component design, and catalog selection. These tasks are organized

into six kinds of segments called episodes, which describe the goal

structure of the designer while performing the task. The episodes

are identified as plan, assimilation, specification, verification,

repair, and documentation. The basic building blocks that designers

apply during these episodes are known as operators, of which ten have

been identified: select, create, simulate, compare, calculate,

accept, reject, suspend, refine, and patch. These operators are

applied in groups which comprise four local methods, identified as

generate-and-test, generate-and-improve, deductive thinking, and

means-end-analysis. These operators applied according to these

methods constitute local design performance. Identifying these

processes isolates which functions need to be performed by

intelligent computer-aided design tools for assisting mechanical

designers.



Observations of global design performance, independent of task

type, are also presented under nine topics. For example, designers

often pursue a single conceptual design, and designers find

satisfactory rather than optimal solutions to design problems. These

observations provide insight as to the flexibility and level of

intelligence actually needed of CAD tools as well as establishing

differences between observed design performance and present design

methodologies.

A comparison of this research to other studies in mechanical

design is also presented to solidify what is known or not known about

mechanical design. This information has never previously been

assimilated into coordinated and specific statements.

These descriptions of the mechanical design process are based

on the case studies of five mechanical designers, gathered through

verbal protocol techniques of cognitive psychology. A data

management technique called breakdown analysis was applied to over 36

hours of protocol data to identify the tasks, episodes, and operators

that describe the process of mechanical-design performance.
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An Empirical Study on the Process of Mechanical Design

1. INTRODUCTION

Many researchers have demonstrated how mechanical engineers should

design. There is an established wealth of theories, from very simple

guidelines (Asimow, 1962; Love, 1980) to very elaborate, systematic

methods (Hubka, 1982; Pahl and Beitz, 1984). These theories represent

the views of the individual authors based on their own perceptions of

the design process.

While many people have shown how designers should pursue the

problem-solving design process, little empirical evidence exists that

demonstrates how they actually perform design. Studying the problem-

solving performance of designers at work is a long, tedious, and often

uncertain endeavor. Consequently, little research has been conducted on

the topic, and that which does exist is often based on personal opinion

and informal observations. There is, however, a minor body of research

based on empirical evidence (Marples, 1961; Ramstrom and Rhenman, 1965;

Mitroff, 1967; Lewis, 1981; Waldron and Waldron, 1987). These sources

will be discussed individually in Chapter 2, since they provide good

comparisons for the results of this thesis and aid in developing a

coordinated approach to the problem of how mechanical engineers design.

1.1 Motives and Objectives

A study of how humans perform mechanical design is important for

three reasons. First, the mechanical engineer's design process is

complex and poorly understood. As a consequence, there is no clear way

to teach design, no objective way to evaluate the design process, and
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little understanding about how design can be improved. Though there has

been research in the area of design evaluation (Eckersley, 1986;

Bernasconi, 1987), these methods have been too simplistic to handle the

complexity of actual mechanical design. It has been conjectured that

manufacturing productivity has improved many times over since the turn

of the century, but design productivity has increased only slightly. AI

(Artificial Intelligence) methods applied to design show promise of

improving design productivity. Some researchers have developed detailed

design procedures largely independent of the performance characteristics

of the human designer (Hubka, 1982; Pahl and Reitz, 1984; Burgess, 1969;

Jones, 1963). Others have included the designer in a model of design,

yet do not base their model on empirical evidence (Eder, 1986). The

lack of detailed data makes these models vague. Mechanical design is a

critical research area, and a better understanding of the process is

needed for the industrial viability of the nation (Rabins, et al.,

1986).

The second reason for studying human designers is to develop an

understanding of actual design methodology, which is essential for

future development in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Knowledge-Based

Systems (KBS) tools. Existing CAD tools aid the mechanical designer in

specific domains, as:

an advanced drafting tool, through assisting in
the visualization of hardware and data, by
improving data organization and communication,
and through being used as a pre- and post-
processor for computer-based analytical
techniques such as finite element analysis,
weight and mass properties, kinematic analysis,
and so on (Ullman and Dietterich, 1987).

Researchers have been quick to identify general areas of design where

CAD can be applied (Hatvany, 1985; Ohsuga, 1985; Tomiyama and Yoshikawa,
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1985), but have been slow to offer any concrete applications due to the

complexity of the problems. Researchers in KBS (such as expert systems)

have developed tools to aid mechanical designers, but these tools do not

address the issue of human problem-solving performance (Brown and

Chandrasekaran, 1985; Dixon and Simons, 1985; Mittal, 1985). There may

be some very good reasons why humans design the way they do, which can

be incorporated into these systems.

Third, to make the best use of these future CAD and KBS tools, it

is important to understand how mechanical designers solve problems

(Ullman and Dietterich, 1987). Computer-based methods need to be as

flexible as the designers who will use them. A part of this flexibility

requires a natural interface between future CAD tools and designers. If

designers cannot follow what the computer system is doing, they are

unlikely to make full use of the system. CAD tools need to employ

human-like methods so that they can readily assist the designer in all

phases of the design process. These issues of human performance can

only be incorporated into CAD and KBS tools if we first try to

understand how human designers solve problems.

In researching a problem such as "the process of mechanical

design," it is easy to wander aimlessly unless one has some specific

goals in mind. With the previous three motives in mind, the research

has been focused towards three main objectives that have implications

for both an understanding of mechanical design and an understanding of

computer-aided assistance to mechanical designers. These objectives

are:

1. To develop a model of mechanical-design performance. In developing

this model, one needs to identify the mental actions, or processes, that
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must be performed to accomplish mechanical design. Identifying these

processes isolates which functions need to be performed by the

combination of intelligent computer-aided design (CAD) tools and

mechanical designers.

2. To make observations that describe the designer's performance and

identify the global methods of problem solving. These observations

provide insight as to the flexibility and level of intelligence required

of CAD tools. For example, if designers are found to be very

systematic, flexibility will not be a criterion for CAD assistance, and

the complexity of these systems would thus be greatly reduced.

3. To compare this work with other studies in design in an attempt to

solidify what is known or not known about the process of mechanical

design. What is known about mechanical design has never been

assimilated and summarized.

While the focus of this research is on these three objectives, the

entire research project (of which this dissertation is a part) has three

additional objectives. The reader needs to be aware of all six issues

to understand the reasons for conducting certain procedures. These

additional objectives are:

4. To compare the problem-solving performance at different stages of the

design process. The requirements of designing continuously change,

depending on which stage the designer is working (e.g., conceptualizing

an idea, detailing dimensions, etc.). Identifying these differences is

important for developing CAD tools that will assist the designer at all

stages of design--from the early stages of conceptualizing to the latter

stages of making mechanical drawings.
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5. To compare the problem-solving performance required to design a

product versus that required to design a one-off device. Product-

oriented designs can utilize special tooling or materials since the high

cost involved can be amortized over the large volume of products

manufactured. One-off designs must use off-the-shelf materials and

typical manufacturing processes, because the extra cost of special

requirements cannot be justified for a couple of pieces. Supposedly,

high volume products are designed more carefully than low volume

products, since any mistakes will be manufactured many times over, while

a one-off design can always be "tweeked" until it works.

6. To compare the problem-solving performance of novice designers to

expert designers. This topic addresses the flexibility issue again by

viewing differences in users of CAD. Theoretically, novice designers

will need CAD tools that are more intelligent than those required for

expert designers, since novice designers have less domain knowledge than

experts. This issue also identifies the nature of design expertise.

1.2 Fundamental Assumptions

This investigation into mechanical design is based on three

fundamental assumptions. First is the assumption that a human,

specifically during problem solving, can be viewed as an information

processing system (IPS) (Newell and Simon, 1972). This theory

emphasizes performance of the task rather than personal behavior or

emotion. The heart of the IPS, as shown in Figure 1.1, is a processor

that converts information and provides an interface between the

designer's memory and his external environment. The processor contains

elementary information processes (EIP), a short term memory (STM), and a
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controller. The EIPs are specific to the particular task domain--in

this case, mechanical design--and are designated as elementary because

they are the simplest processes to be analyzed in the theory. A

collection of EIPs compose macroscopic performances of the IPS, though

the number of such processes is not endless. Quite the contrary is

true. A fundamental assumption in the IPS model is that general

information processing can be accomplished with a relatively few,

specific EIPs. The STM, sometimes referred to as the working memory,

has a limited capacity and holds thoughts for only a short duration.

Only the most recent information used by the IPS exists in the STM. The

controller determines the sequence of EIPs to be executed and provides

the integration of information. Receptors and effectors provide an

interface between the processor and the external environment.

The circle in Figure 1.1 represents a person's long-term memory

(LTM). The LTM refers to all of the information (or knowledge) in a

person's mind that has accumulated over a life time. The LTM has

essentially infinite capacity and stores knowledge by association--of

the relationships of one symbol to another. This information is stored

in chunks, with access times reported to be anywhere from 2 to 10

seconds (Newell and Simon, 1972; Akin, 1979). The receptors collect

information from the environment, such as a problem statement, and the

effectors interface back to the environment by documenting the solution

to a problem. During problem solving, the processor accesses

information from the LTM into the STM as it is needed by the EIPs. The

execution of the EIPs by the interpreter changes the contents of the STM

and thus makes progress in problem solving.
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A second basic assumption is that problem solving takes place in a

task environment consisting of both internal and external dimensions

(Newell and Simon, 1972). The external task environment consists of

those elements in the designer's environment that can provide or receive

information during problem solving--drawings, design notebooks, or

computers--which can serve as an extended memory (EM), along with other

influences such as vendor catalogs, handbooks, and colleagues. The

internal task environment consists of several problem spaces. A problem

space contains the present knowledge about the problem and knowledge

about the desired outcome.

The third assumption is that problem-solving progress in the

internal task environment can be modeled as a search through a problem

space, where a person moves from one state to the next in order to

perform some task (Simon, 1983). If one could take a snap shot at some

instant of time of the designer's knowledge of the design, the picture

would identify the state of the design at that moment. Problem solving

is a search because a person begins at an initial state, which is a

statement of a problem, but does not immediately know the final state,

which is the solution. So a person must search for information about

the present state in order to continue. The search is made by the IPS

when it applies operators--actions performed by the problem solver--to

the present state. During problem solving, the state of the design

continuously evolves when operators are applied until a solution is

found. The result is known as a "change of state." To identify what

operators are used, what they contain, and how they are applied is to

identify the building blocks of human problem solving.
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The beauty of the IPS theory lies in its compatibility with

computational structure. This is not to say that a person thinks like a

computer; but rather, in part, a computer may arrive at a similar

solution to a problem by following this model. Modeling human problem

solving as an IPS is not new: it has been applied to areas of problem

solving in cryptarithmetic, chess, and general areas (Newell and Simon,

1972; Ernst and Newell, 1969) and other well-structured problems. The

IPS model has been applied to ill-structured problems in the fields of

architecture (Eastman, 1968; Akin, 1979) and software design (Adelson

and Soloway, 1984), as well as mechanical design (Lewis, 1981).

The validity of any particular IPS model depends on the data that

backs up the theory. An exploratory method of gathering data on human

problem solving is through a technique from cognitive psychology known

as protocol analysis.

1.3 Protocol Analysis

To gather data on the mechanical design process, a technique known

as protocol analysis was used. In this technique, commonly used by

cognitive scientists for studying problem solving (Ericsson and Simon,

1980), subjects are asked to "think aloud" as they solve problems. The

verbalizations contain information that is attended to in the STM. The

recorded data provide a detailed report of the performance of a subject

during problem solving. Data gathered by protocol analysis is well

suited to the IPS model, because of its detailed content for revealing

problem-solving performance. The verbalizing in protocol experiments is

somewhat like talking to oneself while working; subjects verbalize

whatever they are thinking, no matter how insignificant or incoherent
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the thoughts may be. These verbalizations are not an attempt to explain

what the subjects are doing, but simply to verbalize spontaneously while

they are working. In this way, the person's normal train of thought is

not interrupted.

To record only the verbal protocol for a mechanical- design

engineer would be to miss a significant amount of information contained

in physical gesturing, sketching, and pointing to earlier drawings. It

is essential to have the sessions on videotape rather than just audio

tape, since so much of the information is visual. Subjects often use

words such as "this" or "that part" while pointing to their sketches.

Therefore, a video camera was focused on the subject during the initial

stages of the design when there was much gesturing and little drawing.

Later, the camera was aimed directly at the engineer's sketch pad, as

the problem solving relied increasingly on drawings. The camera was

refocused as needed during the protocol, always in an effort to record

the major communication of the subject. This visual report was used

with the verbal report to better understand the subject's performance.

1.3.1 Protocol analysis vs. other methods of data collection

There are other methods for collecting data about a person's

thoughts; primary among them are retrospective reporting, interrogation,

and informal reporting. Retrospective reports contain after-the-fact

information and explanation about what was done. Unfortunately, when

reporting in retrospect, people tend to tell not what actually happened,

but what they perceived to have happened (Ericsson and Simon, 1984).

Additionally, retrospective reports tend to reveal only summaries rather

than the details of problem solving.
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In the Interrogation method, a person is interviewed with a set of

questions. But this method has the problem of leading the witness, so

to speak; the interrogator enters the interview with preconceived ideas-

-revealed in the framing of questions--about what he wants to find.

Since many interviews are after the fact, this method may also have the

problems associated with retrospective reports.

In Informal reporting, an observer simply watches and notes what a

subject does, perhaps asking a few questions. While this method records

problem solving as it actually takes place, cognitive scientists have

shown that these types of reports only tell what the subject or observer

perceived happened rather than the sometimes unsuspected, dynamic

behavior representative of human thought (Newell and Simon, 1972).

Verbal protocol analysis is enjoying increased popularity over

these other methods of data collection, as evidenced by the larger

number of protocol studies in recent years. Protocol analysis reveals

more specific details of problem solving than other methods of

gathering data. Retrospective reporting tends to summarize and

systematize, editing out the false starts and dead ends of thought that

can reveal the deeper structure of problem solving. For example (in

experiments discussed in Chapter 3), one of the subjects was asked to

give a retrospective report of what he did the previous day. He

mentioned only three different accomplishments, all of which were

reported with less detail than the verbal protocol report of the

previous day (see Appendix I). In total, he failed to report 23 design

decisions, and this report was made only 24 hours after the fact. Had

this report been made a week later or a year later, the lack of detail

could have been even more dramatic.
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1.3.2 Weaknesses of protocol analysis

While protocol analysis is viewed by the investigator as the best

method for gathering data on design problem solving, it does have some

problems--some inherent in the procedure and some specific to mechanical

design. The major problem with the protocol analysis method is the

amount of work required to analyze the large amounts of data generated.

Typically, researchers have limited problem-solving sessions to 30

minutes (Bailey, 1986) or to as much as 2 hours (Adelson and Soloway,

1984). One researcher (Akin, 1979) used four protocol sessions of 2-4

hours each, though this is the most ambitious study known to date.

Based on present efforts, 30 man-hours of research time is required to

comprehend and analyze only an hour of verbal protocol data.

A second problem is that the requirement to verbalize while

working tends to make subjects take longer to solve a problem than they

would take under normal working conditions. Research has shown,

however, that this does not affect the subjects' actual performance

(Ericsson and Simon, 1980), though this is a controversial topic. Since

we are interested only in performance and not solution time, this

problem is only an inconvenience since longer solution times result in

even more data. It is not viewed as a methodological impediment.

A third problem with protocol analysis concerns incubation, where

a person can "mull over" a problem for a while to stimulate ideas.

Psychologists are divided over the role of incubation in creative

problem solving (Weisberg, 1986). Some researchers have attempted to

include incubation by telling their subjects in advance of protocol

analysis sessions about the problem to be solved (Eastman, 1968).
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Eastman reported that his subjects commented that this was necessary for

normal intuitive design. In our own study, we did not provide time for

incubation because we wanted to observe all the stages of design and

every decision, from the initial problem to the final solution. To give

the subject the problem before actually recording verbalizations would

preclude the collection of information during the initial problem-

solving effort.

A fourth problem is that protocol analysis is most suited to the

study of individual problem solving. Designers often work together in

teams in their normal work environment. Protocol analysis is not

easily adapted to observing designers operating in teams; under such

circumstances, capturing the specific thoughts of each individual group

member is difficult if not impossible. This is not viewed as a

significant limitation in the current study, for research teams

typically come together only for review and brain-storming sessions;

most substantive work is still performed by individual designers working

independently. One of the goals of our research is to provide a basis

for CAD and knowledge-based systems. Since a designer will most likely

work on a computer alone rather than in a group, protocol analysis for

team design was not deemed necessary.

Waldron and Waldron give an extensive list of problems they

encountered in using protocol analysis in mechanical design studies

(Waldron and Waldron, 1987). It is important to address these problems

since their experience represents the only other attempt known to use

verbal protocol data to study mechanical design. They contend that it

is too difficult for engineers to verbalize reasoning which is spatial

in nature or which involves visualization of the mechanical system.
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They report that they have collected protocols and related information

from designers and have been told by their subjects that the process of

verbalization disrupts their thought processes. The Waldrons claim that

the verbal protocol is "a procedure with which most of us with

technological training feel rather uncomfortable" (Simon, 1985; Siu,

1957). Waldron and Waldron claim that reasoning is a very conscious

event which the engineer is aware of, but can not verbalize since it may

occur in a nonverbal mode of reasoning.

One reason Waldron and Waldron had difficulty using verbal reports

as data arose from the problem they studied. They based their research

on a retrospective report on the design of a mechanical leg which was

very complex, involving a considerable number of people over a thirty-

month period. They contend that "real-time protocol analysis has

limitations based on the volume of information which must be collected

and sorted," which is true: verbal protocol data for their entire design

project would have been impossible to collect and analyze.

The Waldrons begin to soften their attack on protocol data at the

end of their paper, claiming

the integrated visual, spatial, and verbal
nature of the knowledge and decisions made by a
group of individuals (emphasis mine) is often
inadequately represented by this mode (protocol
analysis) of data collection. A retrospective
study may be a reasonable approach to the
identification of an organizational structure of
the design process.

Ultimately restricting their discussion to group designs and the

limitations of retrospective reports, they conclude that "retrospective

study can be used to support real-time protocol collection" and that

"retrospective studies can also be of value in identifying problem areas

in the formulation of real-time protocol collection studies."
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In summary, protocol analysis has been extensively studied and

applied to many problems in engineering, psychology, and artificial

intelligence. Though the method may have some problems, the

completeness and accuracy of the data is superior when compared to these

other methods of data collection.

This chapter lists three motives for the research:

(1) mechanical design is complex and poorly understood, (2) methods of

artificial intelligence can be applied to develop intelligent CAD and

KBS tools, and (3) an understanding of mechanical design performance is

needed to provide a natural interface between computer tools and the

designer with the proper amount of flexibility. These motives provide

the impetus for investigating three objectives: (1) to identify the

processes required to model mechanical-design performance, (2) to make

general observations of design performance, and (3) to compare this work

with other empirically-based studies in mechanical design. Three basic

assumptions of the research are that (1) a designer solving a problem

can be viewed as an information processing system, (2) problem solving

takes place in an internal and external task environment, and (3)

problem-solving performance can be modeled as a search through a problem

space where a designer applies operators to states in order to

accomplish the task. And finally, data collected through protocol

analysis techniques reveal the problem-solving performance more

accurately, and in more detail, than data collected through other

means. The following chapters survey past empirical research in

mechanical design, describe the experiments performed, present the
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analysis of the protocols, and address the three issues concerning the

process of mechanical design.
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2. PAST EMPIRICAL RESEARCH IN MECHANICAL DESIGN

While there is a significant body of research in the study of

design, relatively little research has been based on empirical evidence,

especially in mechanical design. In fact, serious study in design in

general has only occurred in the past 25 years (Cross, 1986); thus, the

study into mechanical design begins without a very solid past.

This chapter is a review of five studies in mechanical design

which are based on empirical data (Marples, 1961; Ramstrom and Rhenman,

1965; Mitroff, 1967; Lewis, 1981; and Waldron, 1987). None of these

studies is based on data gathered through protocol analysis techniques;

although, they rely on more informal data, they are still more rigorous

than studies with no empirical basis at all and provide a good starting

point for understanding mechanical design.

In addition to studies in mechanical design, there has been

significant research in the areas of architecture (Akin, 1978, 1979,

1986; Eastman, 1968) and software engineering (Adelson and Soloway,

1984; Kant and Newell, 1982). All of these studies are based on verbal

protocol data and have been helpful in interpreting our data and

developing analysis techniques. A thorough investigation into these

studies is beyond the scope of this research, yet the success in these

areas has provided not only insight into mechanical design but also

encouragement in the present study.

These past studies in mechanical design are examined under four

headings: PURPOSE, EVIDENCE, DISCUSSION, and CONCLUSIONS. The PURPOSE

and EVIDENCE headings contain the purpose for the study and the evidence

on which the research is based. The DISCUSSION section explains

important information on the methods of data analysis, discoveries, and
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theories. Under CONCLUSIONS are summarized the findings of the study.

While the present chapter will simply present this material, Chapter 7

will compare the conclusions from this section with conclusions from our

own research to discover the points of agreement and conflict.

2.1 Study by Marples

PURPOSE: D.L. Marples (1960) conducted this study to develop an abstract

model of the design process. The model shows the search for possible

solutions, the strategies for their examination, and the rules for

choosing between them. The model applies only to problems requiring

novel solutions.

EVIDENCE: Marples investigates two case studies: (1) the ducts and

valves problem of the Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor of the Atomic Energy

Authority and (2) the fouling of a heat exchanger used in a new powder-

producing process. In the ducts and valves problem, he follows the

development of the co-axial gas ducts that connect the reactor to two

heat exchangers. The entire area involved over 70 people, but this

particular project consisted of a team of one professional engineer and

one or two designer-draftsmen.

The fouling problem involves many chemists and engineers. A

process is developed to "flash dry" a moist product to produce powder.

The new process causes fouling problems in one of the heat exchangers.

The design team meets and introduces a number of solutions to the

problem; three of these were investigated simultaneously because of time

restrictions on the project. Marples gathers evidence from design

notebooks, drawings, and interviews in both of these problems.
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DISCUSSION: Marples considers the two cases together along with other

evidence to describe the design process as a decision tree. He

describes the tree as a set of sub-problems which arise from

alternatives to a problem. Each sub-problem can itself have

alternatives that result in their own sub-problems until each component

of the final design is represented as an alternative of a final sub-

problem. The Ducts and Valves design is a four-level tree involving

decisions on the duct, the valve arrangement, the valve design, and the

valve detail. The Powder-problem design is described as a smaller tree

where each alternative has to be taken through more stages before it is

possible to determine which is best. He states:

As we move down either of
of abstraction decreases.
problem and its solutions
relatively abstract terms
envisage detailed bits of
particular materials.

the trees, the level
At the top, the
are described in

. At the bottom we
hardware made from

The tree which Marples describes illustrates that his model of

design can be represented as a sequence of critical decisions leading

from an abstract problem statement to the final hardware specification.

Marples reports that:

Each decision involves the consideration of
various proposals: predictions of the outcomes
of each with particular emphasis on the sub-
problems raised by it and an evaluation of the
outcomes....

These decisions are made by someone much higher in the executive

hierarchy than the designer. The critical decision is assumed to be

irrevocable. Everyone else working on the projects assumes the decision

will not be revised and proceeds with their work accordingly. Then the

design team begins examining proposals for the set of sub-problems that

result from the critical decision.
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Marples claims, "Most of the designer's time is spent in examining

the effects of the proposed solutions." He believes this makes

considerable demands on the designer's imagination because he must

visualize the finished article and the processes it will be subjected

to. As an aid to visualizing, designers use drawings and models. To

predict the behavior of the hardware, calculations and tests are used.

Sub-problems then result from these tests. Marples says:

The examination of proposals may be conducted
serially or in parallel. The second method is
preferred as it is likely to be quicker, to give
a better insight into the problem and to avoid
personal attachment to a particular proposal.
If the first method is used it is better to
consider the proposals in the order of their
expected advantages than of their judged
tractability.

Regardless of which level on the decision tree the designer is

considering, each proposal will be evaluated as not feasible, feasible

but inferior, or feasible and best. With these evaluative possibilities

in mind, the designer must first conduct a search for possible solutions

and then collect evidence about each one. He now has several options.

Marples observes:

If all the sub-problems are judged solvable, but
solutions have yet to be found, it is impossible
to be certain that any one of the proposals is
the best, and each must be pursued through the
next set of sub-problems until reasonable
certainty is attained that the best can be
distinguished.

This strategy is used in the powder problem. Marples also notes:

If all of the solutions are judged "not
feasible" a search for further alternatives will

be instituted. If this is unsuccessful, the
problem will be judged insolvable, and the
corresponding solution to the problem one higher

up in the tree will thereby become "not

feasible". An alternative to rejecting the
solution is to lower the standard of
satisfactory solution.
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This strategy occurs in the duct and valves problem.

CONCLUSIONS:

1. Design can be modeled as a decision tree (where each node represents

a critical decision) leading from the initial problem statement to the

final hardware solution.

2. Each critical decision involves the consideration of various

alternatives called proposals which result in sub-problems which

themselves have proposals and sub-problems.

3. Designers evaluate proposals by solving their respective sub-

problems.

4. If the examination of proposals is pursued in parallel, a solution

will be found more quickly, give better insight into the problem, and

avoid personal attachment to a particular proposal.

5. Proposals are examined in series if there is a lack of manpower or

when the problem is felt to be so difficult that a number of feasible

solutions seems improbable, and so only a satisfactory solution is

sought.

6. Tests, calculations, models and drawings are made to simulate the

behavior of the final hardware and reveal sub-problems associated with a

given proposal.

2.2 Study by Ramstrom and Rhenman

PURPOSE: D. Ramstrom and E. Rhenman (1965) state:

The aim of this paper is to suggest a method of
describing and analyzing the progress of an
engineering project. The major purpose of such
a description is to facilitate a study of how
the problem-solving processes involved are
influenced by various kinds of impulses.
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EVIDENCE: The case study concerns the design of a radiation rig--a metal

tube, which houses test specimens, that is introduced into a nuclear

reactor. This project is considered to be a typical design problem, yet

non-routine in nature by the engineering group. The design team

consists of a single engineer with one assistant and support from the

group head. The customer in this project is an R&D group at the nuclear

facility. Data on the project was gathered through weekly interviews

with the cognizant engineer and through a notebook in which the engineer

made daily notes. Since neither Ramstrom nor Rhenman are engineers

(they are business professors), a fellow engineer in the group conducted

the interviews.

DISCUSSION: Ramstrom and Rhenman begin their study by saying:
Engineering work is, to a large extent, complex
problem-solving, as opposed to routinized and
programmed decision-making (March and Simon,
1958). As such, it shows basic similarities to
other fields of problem-solving which have been
made the subject of theoretical and empirical
studies, such as the solving of mathematical and
logical problems (Newell and Simon, 1958) and
the treatment of business problems (Clarkson,
1962). Engineering can thus be regarded as an
example of heuristic problem-solving (Newell and
Simon, 1958); that is to say, problems are often
solved by means of rules of thumb.

Ramstrom and Rhenman are the first to label design as a problem-

solving process. They also look at design as a group activity, which in

turn interacts with the entire organization, and finally with others

outside of the organization, such as the customer. In trying to

describe the design process, they contend that the description of the

project depends on the person who does the describing (e.g., manager,

customer, engineer, etc.). They refer to these descriptions as the

dimensions of the project.
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Their model of a design project includes the following four

dimensions: need, engineering, control, and product. Need dimensions

describe the customer's needs and the methods by which the customer

represents or communicates his needs to the engineer. The technical

aspects introduced to the problem by the engineer are termed the

engineering dimensions. Control dimensions describe the interactions of

the other factors on the designer during the project. The product

dimensions are representations of the project in terms that the

manufacturing group uses, such as materials used or manufacturing

drawings. Control and engineering dimensions refer to all the aspects

upon which attention is focused during the transformation of a problem

(expressed in need dimensions) to the solution (expressed in product

dimensions). So in summary they reported:

The process of problem-solving in engineering
work can be described formally as a
transformation of the problem defined in the
space formed by the need dimensions to the
solution given in the space formed by the
product dimensions. That is to say, problem-
solving involves:
1)choosing relevant product dimensions
2)assigning a value to these dimensions.

The authors admit that in practice, problem solving is not

explained simply as the transformation from need to product dimensions.

Very few engineering problems are so straightforward that only a single

solution is possible. The engineer must decide among several possible

solutions. Ramstrom and Rhenman present four tasks performed by the

engineering dimension to transform the need dimension into the proper

product dimension. These tasks are limitation, generalization, change,

and reformulation. Limitations occur when the engineer makes

decisions, ultimately leading to a limited number of solutions and often
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to a unique solution. Generalization is the process opposite of

limitation occurring when the engineer discovers that the idea he is

pursuing will not work, and so he must take a step backwards. Change

occurs when the engineer shifts to a different sub-problem. Ramstrom

and Rhenman report:

For a decision to be a limitation, the new set
of alternatives defined by it must be a subset
of those considered earlier. (The decision tree
techniques developed by Marples (Marples, 1961)
may provide a useful tool for identifying the
subsets.) Otherwise the process will be
characterized as a change, meaning that the new
set of possible solutions is not logically
implied by the previous one.

Reformulations occur when dimensions used for describing the

problem are exchanged for other dimensions. In the study, there are no

occurrences of reformulation. The authors state that:

this may be the result from the fact that this
design problem was relatively simple, and it was
therefore possible to structure the problem from
the very beginning, selecting the majority of
the appropriate dimensions at an early stage.

They summarize the report by stating that "engineering work

consists simultaneously of transforming values from one set of

dimensions to another and limiting the alternative courses of action."

CONCLUSIONS: The first and second conclusions appear to have been made

directly as a result of the case study. The last four are more general

and never explicitly linked to the data.

1. The progress of a project can be represented in the form of a

dimensional description.

2. Goals are often formulated, not before the plans are worked out, but

as part of the planning process itself.
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3. Engineers commonly employ means-end analysis to divide a problem into

sub-problems.

4. Engineers commonly use indirect evaluation criteria which work as

operational sub-goals.

5. Engineers commonly make a qualitative plan for designing without

specifying the details.

6. Engineers commonly accept a solution that is satisfactory even if it

does not represent an optimal result.

2.3 Study by Mitroff

PURPOSE: I.I Mitroff (1967) reports that the purpose of his study is to

add to the understanding of:

what design is, what it is that engineers
actually do, and what they ought to do . . .

furthermore, we also believe that by knowing
what a particular engineer can do, we are
helping to define what an engineer can be
expected to do, and in this sense, what ought to
be done in order to improve design.

EVIDENCE: Mitroff observes the design of a pressure vessel for an

experiment in basic physics. The experiment's purpose is to study the

reaction of high energy nuclear particles shot from an accelerator.

These particles are protons and electrons of liquid hydrogen, which is

to be stored in the pressure vessel. Mitroff gathered data through

interviews and observations of the engineer, the engineer's supervisor,

fellow engineers, and the physicists for whom the vessel was being

designed.

DISCUSSION: Mitroff contends the most general conclusion of his work is

that design is both a technical and a behavioral process. He is not

trying to de-emphasize the technical aspects of design but rather
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emphasize the equal importance of individual behavior; interpreting

design in terms of one aspect without the other is incomplete. He

thinks that every design variable has both a behavioral as well as a

technical meaning.

Design is influenced by the personalities of the engineer and the

clients (physicists in this case) and the ways in which they interact

together. To show this, Mitroff states:

The initial problem statement "(make the vessel
wall) as thin as possible" was intentionally
left vague. As far as time went, X (client X)
remarked that the date of his experiment was
about six months in the future . . . . The

engineer later commented that X
characteristically underdefined his design
requirements . . . . the initial requirements
may have been underdefined on purpose and that
no final design requirements may have been
formulated even up to the present for the reason
that at the time X originally called him in, X
may not have even been scheduled for an approved
experiment.

The engineer said:

When we sold a design to a physicist in the
past, if it was one that was hard to come by
originally--i.e., it took five or six layouts to
get something . . . we weren't going to take all
five or six alternatives to the physicist and
say you have to use alternative number 6 . . . .

This might imply that it was a trial and error
type of design and it might make him lose
confidence in the way we do things . . . . So

just to get a firm commitment on a design . . .

we would limit the number of possible designs we
consider to just a few . . . to sell him on one

particular design.

So Mitroff contends that individual personalities play important

roles in design, though he never specifies the function of these roles

other than they make the design process irrational.

The organization which employs the engineer has an effect on

design. In Mitroff's case, the designer was working for the physicists
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who had the authority to override the decisions of the engineer.

Mitroff says:

It is not a trivial task to decide whether the
basis for a decision is either technical or
administrative. In reality, most decisions,
even if largely one or the other, are still a
bit of both. Additionally, the structure of the
organization can affect the design. The lab
which employs the engineer has a policy which
requires the job to go out on bid to a list of
vendors. The engineer said, "If we wanted to
make a change in the design that would actually
save time and money in the fabrication, we'd
have to pull all the bids back in, cancel the
bids, make the changes, and then go back out and
bid all over again on the same project. This
can often be quite costly and time-consuming".

In other words, the organization makes it too difficult for designs to

be changed.

CONCLUSIONS:

1. Design is both a technical and a behavioral process.

2. Design is influenced by the personalities of the engineer and the

client as well as their interactions.

3. Topics such as education, training, and values of the designer need

to be included in future programs of design.

4. The type of organization which employs the engineer and how the

organization operates have an effect on design.

2.4 Study by Lewis

PURPOSE: W.P. Lewis (1981) performs this study to define the role of

human intelligence in component design and provide insight on the extent

to which it can be simulated or augmented by a computer. His task is to

construct an information processing model of component design.
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EVIDENCE: Lewis's case study is the design of a shaft for a rock-cutting

machine for the boring of underground tunnels. A mechanical engineer

was the consultant to an expert in rock mechanics who needed the shaft

designed. The case study is not limited to the actual design of the

shaft, but also includes the client-consultant interaction before the

actual design took place. Lewis recognizes the methods of Newell and

Simon for using verbal reports as data, but decided to use the

engineer's notes and sketches on the project and a retrospective report

from the engineer instead of making real-time protocols.

DISCUSSION: Lewis's main effort went into developing an information

processing system (IPS) model (Newell and Simon, 1972). (Section 1.2

describes this model in detail.) Lewis lists five steps for fully

developing this model.

(1) Collection of protocols of subjects thinking aloud as they solved

the problems.

(2) Analysis of protocols into short phrases, each indicating a single

task assertion or reference.

(3) Representation of the subjects' states of knowledge by nodes in

problem behavior graphs, the links between adjacent nodes indicating the

process of transition from one knowledge state to the next.

(4) Identification of four basic information processing operators

required to generate new states of knowledge from existing ones, i.e.,

to proceed from one node to the next in the problem behavior graph.

(5) Construction of production systems equivalent to these operators and

capable of expression in terms of elementary information processes, and

therefore capable of generating computer programs for simulating the

observed human problem-solving behavior.
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Lewis states that the level of detail to be attempted in his paper

is equivalent to stage (4). He never mentions why he used informal data

collection techniques as opposed to collecting verbal protocol data as

required by stage (1). Nor does he show any evidence of attempting

stages (2) or (3). He only reports his development of stage (4); the

information processing operation model.

In his IPS model, information flows through processors from a

problem definer to either a performance predictor or a cost predictor

and then into an integrator and finally into a recyclor. Each of these

processors in turn is represented by a subset of additional processors

known as elementary information processing operations (EIPS).

Information flows through the processors as a type of variable: initial

configuration, design, initial state, goal state, and resource. For

example, one of the EIPSs that make up the part labelled "problem

definer" is called a translator. The translator handles information in

the form of a goal state variable. Inputs to this EIPS are the client's

statements about functions of components; the output provides indicators

of unacceptable performance. The processing of this information follows

the principles of means-end analysis: a hierarchical sub-problem

development to determine the difference between the initial state and

goal state. Lewis completes his model by building many more EIPSs to

make up each element of the IPS. Besides the translator, the other

EIPSs that make up the Problem Definer are classifier, comparator,

generator, assigner, and estimator. He goes on to develop the EIPSs for

the other parts of his IPS model. Appendix II of his paper presents an

example where he makes his case study fit the model.

CONCLUSIONS:
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1. An information processing system (IPS) model is a useful research

tool for studying component design.

2. The IPS model is not followed whenever decisions or selections are

made; the designer uses his experience and judgment to take shortcuts in

these cases.

3. The shortcuts are often based on quick, qualitative judgments of what

constitutes reasonable performance.

4. The client-consultant nature of design requires resolution of

uncertainties and incomplete data in problem descriptions.

2.5 Study by Waldron and Waldron

PURPOSE: This study's purpose is to make observations about design

during the conceptual design phase.

EVIDENCE: K.J Waldron and M.B. Waldron (1987) studied the design of a

single leg-mechanism for an adaptive suspension vehicle (ASV). The ASV

is a legged locomotion machine which required several engineers two-and-

one-half years to design. The principal investigator of this design

study is also the chief engineer on the ASV project who knew the issues

involved in the design decisions. The data for this study were

collected as a retrospective report of the chief engineer. He described

the design topically rather than giving a chronological account of the

design process. The actual design took place between September 1982 and

November 1984, so the report was made several years after the fact. The

data consists of a retrospective report. They say:

since the most important processes are taking
place within the designer's brain, there is
really no alternative in this study to having
the designer verbalize his thoughts.
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DISCUSSION: The Waldrons have no formal method of analyzing their data.

They include an extensive section of the retrospective report in their

paper and highlight the sections that pertain to their conclusions.

They provide no other information about design but do make comments

about modes of data collection.

This paper is as much a discussion of the retrospective versus

verbal protocol methods of data collection (discussed in section 1.3.2.)

as it is a study of design.

CONCLUSIONS:

1. Knowledge from diverse sources and different individuals is

integrated and contributed to the collective knowledge base used in the

conceptual design.

2. The concepts generated are influenced by the knowledge base of the

designers.

3. The initial focus of the conceptual design is on the critical areas

where pre-existing knowledge was limited or the functionality of the

system would be hard to achieve.

4. Biological analogies are extensively used as bases for concepts,

particularly in the absence of complete understanding of the mechanics

involved.

5. Initial premises for concept generation are often false, but provide

a necessary starting point.

6. Individual designers have favorite solutions at any given time.

7. For efficient design, sub-goals are pursued in parallel, and the

results from each affect the outcome of the others. While an individual

designer may only be able to actively pursue one sub-goal at a time, he

or she may still actively be seeking resolution of other sub-goals.
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8. Models are used to set mechanical parameters and make configuration

decisions.

9. Individual team members change roles between conceptual design,

analysis, and detail design throughout the design process.

10. Important decisions are made on the basis of primarily qualitative

information when time and resources do not permit development of

appropriate quantitative information.

11. The design process is multidirectional; and there is no clear

distinction between conceptual, layout, and detail design phases.

12. The design goals are initially qualitative, but become quantitative

as the design progresses.

In conclusion, five past studies based on empirical evidence have

been surveyed. These studies represent the totality of the documented

research in this area and give the reader a basis for understanding.

The present research will now be introduced in Chapters 3-6. Then in

Chapter 7, the present research will be compared with the studies in

this chapter to solidify our understanding of the process of mechanical

design.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The procedure followed in this research will be explained in

substantial detail, since there is little in the literature about such

studies; establishing a clear picture of both procedures and results

furnishes a basis of comparison for future studies.

3.1 Design Problem Selection

All of the studies in Chapter 2 were based on actual design

projects. The fact that the process of design was being studied was of

minor importance to their subjects, and the researchers could not alter

the problems being solved. Not having to rely on the projects of

others, the problems for this research were developed with several goals

in mind: first, to observe all phases of the design process. Hence,

the subjects were provided with incomplete, high-level specifications,

and their progress followed until they produced detailed, working

drawings. Consequently, the problems had to be open-ended yet concise

enough so that a subject could produce working drawings in a reasonable

amount of time. As mentioned previously, one of the main problems with

protocol experiments is the enormous amount of data generated: the

longer the experiments the more data generated.

The second goal was to explore the differences between product

designs and one-off designs, because the constraints on the problem of

designing for a product are much different from those for designing a

one-of-a-kind device (see section 1.1). Developing one problem that

requires the design of a high-volume product and another problem that

requires the design of only three machines would allow observation of

any differences in design strategy.
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Third, problems had to be typical of those encountered by a

mechanical designer in the field. All of the past studies mentioned in

the last section were based on actual design projects where the possible

design solutions were endless. Likewise, textbook-type problems that

would be too trivial for observations of actual design performance were

avoided.

Appendix II of this paper presents the two design problems that

were used. One, which is called the flipper-dipper, requires a machine

to grasp and position a thin aluminum plate on the surface of a chemical

bath to alternately dip both sides. Solving this problem requires

simple knowledge of kinematics and some actuation technology, such as

manual manipulation, pneumatics, or small electro-mechanical

transducers. It is a one-off problem, since only three of these

machines are to be constructed. This problem is based on a consulting

contract completed a number of years ago by D. Ullman, the major advisor

on this project.

The second problem is called the battery-contacts problem and

involves designing the contacts and compartment for the batteries in a

small, portable computer. The contacts must be designed so that a robot

can easily install them in the computer during assembly. This problem

requires knowledge of metal springs, molded plastic materials, and robot

assembly constraints. Over the expected lifetime of the product,

approximately 1.8 million units will be produced. This problem was

developed with the cooperation of a major computer manufacturer.

Each problem was designed to take about 10 hours to complete.

This is long by the standards of other protocol-analysis studies, but

the length of time was dictated by the need to use realistic design
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problems and by a desire to obtain data on all phases of the design

process. Ideally, even longer protocols would be taken, but these 10-

hour sessions already present formidable data analysis problems; longer

protocols would make analysis too cumbersome and contribute only

marginally more information. Ten-hour solution times were deemed

sufficient to obtain a complete, if basic, picture of design stages.

3.2 Protocol Data Collection

One of the issues to explore is the difference between novice and

expert designers (see section 1.1). This is a topic of much research in

other domains (Larkin, 1980), and there was curiosity to see how the

expertise of a subject would affect problem solving in mechanical

design. Therefore, the problems were presented to a total of six

subjects, three subjects for each problem. Of the six subjects, four

were experienced, practicing design engineers working in areas that

matched the problems to which they were assigned. Two experienced

engineers were assigned to each problem. The other two subjects were

graduate students who had some limited design experience; they were

considered the novice designers. One graduate student was assigned to

each problem. The protocol data from one subject, S3, was not analyzed

because the recording of his performance was of poor quality and,

therefore, it was difficult to understand what the subject said.

Consequently, the research is based on the work of five subjects rather

than six. The distribution of subjects, the length of time each subject

spent solving the problems, and their experience are shown in Table 3.1.

Protocol experiments were conducted in three phases. First, using

a graduate student subject (not one of the six subjects), a verbal
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protocol session was conducted, and the subject was stopped after about

an hour. The purpose of this session was to test the problems to make

sure that all essential information was available and to identify any

aspects of the written description or the initial sketches that might

confuse a subject. Also, there was a need to see what kind of questions

the subjects might ask, in order to be prepared to give good answers

during subsequent data taking sessions.
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Table 3.1. Distribution of Subjects

Subject Problem Status Design Experience

S1 BC Novice 2 yr-electrical
component packaging

S2 BC Expert 12 yr-plastic
injection molding

S3 BC Expert **

S4 FD Novice 4 yr-mechanical
systems analysis

S5 FD Expert 14 yr-kinematic
mechanism design

S6 FD Expert 9 yr-machinery
design

** The data from S3 is not used because the recording was not good

enough to consistently understand what was said.

BC: battery-contacts problem

FD: flipper-dipper problem
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Next, after editing the problems based on the preliminary one-hour

session, verbal protocols were conducted for each problem using the

graduate-student subjects (subjects S1 and S4), permitting him or her to

take as much time as needed, up to ten hours. The purpose of this step

was to collect data on less experienced subjects and to make sure the

problem statements were clear before taking data from the practicing

engineers. There was also a desire to see if the problems could be

realistically solved in ten hours and whether they resulted in

unforeseen difficulties at the later stages of design. No major

difficulties were found, and no changes made to the problem statements

or experimental procedure.

The third step was to administer the problems to experienced

engineers. Each subject's background was matched to the problem as

closely as possible (see Table 3.1). All protocol sessions for the

professional engineers were conducted at the subject's place of

employment--both for the availability of personal-reference materials

and for the convenience of the subjects, who were making a large time

commitment to the project. At the plant, the sessions would take place

in a convenient Conference room; none of the engineers had a private

office, and conducting the protocols in a public setting would have been

too distracting.

In the conference room, a videotape recorder and camera (and a

back-up audio recorder) were set up for use. All equipment was tested

prior to the subject's arrival in order to de-emphasize its presence and

to help the subject relax. One subject, S3, never became automatic at

verbalizing. He spoke softly--thereby making voice recording difficult-

-and often began to mumble when work became tedious. Most of the
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subjects, though, appeared to lose conscious thought of the camera after

working awhile. This was evidenced both by comments from the subjects

(e.g., "Oh, is that still on?") at the end of a session and the

examiner's own perceptions. The main physical considerations were to

get the microphone close to the subject without getting it in the way,

and to keep the equipment controls turned away from the subject so he or

she was not distracted when tapes were changed. In addition to the

video-recording, an audio recording was taken as a backup. Two audio

tape recorders prevented delays during tape changes.

Interruptions were not always avoidable, such as those between

sessions. A subject could verbalize his or her thoughts for two or

sometimes three hours, but after this time, fatigue set in; the subject

lost concentration and became too tired to continue. Consequently, the

protocol sessions were conducted over the course of 2-4 days depending

on the schedule of the subject and the time required to solve the

problem. At the conclusion of a session, the subject was encouraged not

to think about the problem until the next session. Though they all

claim to have made an effort not to think about the problems, some

thoughts inevitably took place. To help account for these thoughts, the

subjects were asked to report on their designs at the beginning and end

of each session. In this way, the investigators hoped to detect any

problem-solving that might have occurred outside of the protocol

sessions. To prevent further loss of information, the sessions were

held on consecutive days.

During the entire protocol session, the examiner was in the

conference room with the subject--to monitor the video and audio

equipment, to change the tapes, to operate the video camera (zooming in
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and changing positions when necessary), and to answer the subject's

questions. Despite careful editing of the design problems, the subjects

always had unanticipated questions--such as uncertainty about the scope

of the problem or various constraints. These questions were answered

promptly, and subjects were told to ignore some sub-problems to keep

them from delving into fringe areas. For example, one subject

considered designing a tray to hold the finished plates in the "flipper-

dipper" problem. Since a holder was beyond the scope of the problem, he

was told to ignore that aspect.

A further purpose for the examiner to remain in the room was to

keep the subject verbalizing. Sometimes the subjects would get so

involved in their designs that they would forget about the experiment

and cease to articulate their thoughts. The examiner would simply say

"keep talking please" and nothing more. Finally, the examiner narrowed

the scope of the design to only a few components if it became apparent

that a complete solution was not possible in ten hours. (When the

subjects were approached about the experiments, part of the agreement

was that they would commit a maximum of only ten hours. Some of this

time was consumed with side issues, so that the amount of time actually

devoted to problem solving was less than ten hours.) Of the six

subjects, only Sl, the novice designer, finished the problem, making

detailed drawings of every component. The work of all of the other

subjects had to be focused so that they brought the design of one or two

components to completion, in order to observe performance at all stages

of the design process.

At the beginning of the first protocol session, the examiner

presented the subject with a set of written instructions (Appendix III)
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to ensure consistency among the subjects. Generally, the instructions

explained the need to verbalize and the way to ask questions of the

examiner. The subject read the instructions silently and then asked

questions.

As the first session continued, the examiner presented a practice

problem to the subject, checked out the equipment, and generally tried

to put the subject at ease. Other researchers have used puzzles for

practice problems (Adelson and Soloway, 1984) or a hands-on, model-

building exercise (Bailey, 1986). Instead, a realistic problem with no

guarantee of a solution was devised--a problem representative of the

type subjects would be solving in the sessions. A problem was needed

that would require no rigorous analytical treatment but would be

solvable with a basic mechanical engineering knowledge. A problem was

developed which required the subject to design a toilet water tank for a

mobile home with unique space requirements (Appendix IV). All the

subjects felt somewhat knowledgeable about the task and therefore could

work the problem with confidence. After the subject had worked on the

problem for 10-20 minutes, the examiner had the subject abandon the

solution when the verbalization technique seemed routine. The subject

was encouraged on his or her performance, suggestions were made, and

questions were answered. Then the actual problem session began.

The subject was given the written problem statement and asked to

read it aloud, in order to reinforce the verbalization needed in the

remainder of the sessions. The subject was encouraged not to rush, but

to work as naturally as possible. All subjects worked with a sketch

pad. One subject even brought in drafting supplies and paper to

construct a full-size drawing of his machine. This type of behavior was
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encouraged if it made problem solving in this experimental environment

more similar to his everyday work environment.

Two of the engineers occasionally used CAD systems in their

everyday work. Their systems were not used in this study, since it was

unknown what effects CAD would have on their problem-solving process and

another variable was not desired. This is an area for further study.

Additionally, all of the workstations were in public places and were

therefore not conducive for taking data. It was not practical to move

the CAD systems to the conference rooms. Neither of the two engineers

said they did the bulk of their work on CAD; both had only begun using

CAD within the last year.

3.3 Post-Session Reflections

As mentioned previously, experiments of this nature are relatively

new, and information about how to administer protocol sessions is

practically nonexistent. The remarks in this section may prove of use

to researchers who are developing their own protocol experiments. Some

of the remarks in this section deal with topics that are not introduced

until the next chapter. The reader with no experience in protocol

analysis may wish to bypass this section until later.

3.3.1 Advice on taking the protocols

These six protocols generated a data library which includes over

30 videotapes and 50 audio cassette tapes. A well thought-out method of

labeling and organizing this data is essential. Even with careful

planning, we still managed to record over one of the audio tapes during

a session. Fortunately, we were able to create the tape from the video
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soundtrack--a backup system is essential. If a videotape is lost, that

part of the protocol is lost forever; these experiments are not

repeatable for the same subject. Copies were made of all of the

videotapes, and the originals were stored in another location to prevent

possible simultaneous destruction of both.

Although a TV monitor was needed in the room where the experiments

were being conducted to assure that data were being properly recorded,

turning it off during the session kept the subject more relaxed. During

some of the first practice protocols, the subjects would watch

themselves and get distracted. When the TV was turned off, they ignored

the taping. In fact, subjects seemed to work best if they never saw

themselves on the monitor and if all the equipment was turned so they

could not even see the controls. A lab where all of the equipment was

in a different room or concealed from the subject would have been best.

Feedback was a problem when the microphones for the video and

audio recorders were placed too close together. One of the tapes

recorded an annoying hum before the problem was detected. Moving the

microphones at least two feet apart corrected the problem. A hum in the

recording can make data analysis very difficult.

Finding and scheduling the subjects took incredible effort. Even

locating enough graduate students with the proper background required

some searching. The problem was not in finding companies willing to

participate, but in getting the subjects and their supervisors to commit

to ten hours of time over several consecutive days. This usually

involved several phone conversations with the subject weeks before the

sessions and actual confirmation the Friday before. Sometimes, last-

minute cancellations and personnel switches caused weeks of delay.
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Fortunately, having once begun, every subject continued until the

experiment was complete.

During the initial session, the camera was focused on the subject

to capture the hand gestures; during subsequent sessions it was focused

on the drawing pad to capture the sketching. The sketching information

is much more important for interpreting the protocols than are the

gestures, and in the future, the camera should always be focused on the

paper. During the sessions for S6, the camera was focused on the paper

from the very beginning, and this proved to be very helpful in

understanding his protocol.

During the experiments, the examiner was responsible for keeping

the subject verbalizing. If subjects were silent for more than five

seconds, they were asked to keep talking. However, because the examiner

was occasionally preoccupied, periods of more than five seconds' silence

sometimes occurred. To provide a more reliable reminder, an automatic

"beep" should be installed, to sound after five seconds of silence. The

beeper may annoy the subject, but this method has been used by other

researchers with apparent success (Bailey, 1986).

3.3.2 Advice on organizing the data

The protocol experiments yielded boxes of video and audio

cassettes and sketches. The data are not very convenient to use in this

form and required some organization. The audio tapes were transcribed

and a notebook of each protocol was assembled, containing the problem

statement, sketches, transcript and coarse breakdown (see next chapter)

for quickly locating sections in the transcript.
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Perhaps the most time-consuming problem was getting a written

transcript of the verbal protocols. A written transcript is essential

for analyzing the data and following the videotapes. It took over four

months using two wordprocessing companies and an in-house secretarial

word processor to make the transcripts. Once they were typed, a

reviewer had to correct the transcripts while he or she watched the

tapes. This transcription-review process took 20-40 hours of effort per

protocol, depending on the subject. If the subject spoke clearly, the

transcriber could usually type a reliable transcript, requiring little

correction. If the subject mumbled and used broken sentences, the

transcriber, having no domain knowledge, would often type nonsense or

nothing at all. At such points, even the researcher might review a

segment of tape many times before deciphering its content--a tedious and

time-consuming duplication of effort. Much time could have been saved

by conducting some sort of preliminary experiments to test both the

recording system and the transcribing process. Moreover, significant

time could have been saved by hiring a transcriber whose only task was

to transcribe these tapes or by scheduling a local wordprocessing

company to dedicate a block of time for transcribing these tapes.

During analysis of a few sections of data, understanding the

subjects' performance was difficult because some of the constraint

syntax was unintentionally duplicated. For example, one constraint in

the flipper-dipper problem said the machine could enter to a depth of .5

inches and another constraint was that the water level was maintained .5

inches below the surface of the table. At one point the subject was

dealing with both constraints and it was sometimes difficult to know
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which .5 inch dimension he was dealing with. This problem is only a

minor inconvenience, but one that could be easily avoided.

A much more serious problem lies in the documentation of the

protocols for locating specific sections of verbalization. We ended up

with two systems, one according to page and line number in the

transcript and the other with videotape number and time on that tape.

Documenting according to line number allows the quick and accurate

location of a section in the transcript since each line contains only a

few seconds of verbalization. Other researchers have documented their

data in this fashion (Akin, 1978). However, this method gives no

information about elapsed time nor does it locate a section on the

videotape. Documentation by elapsed tape time has the advantage of

indicating time, but there is the problem of cross-referencing to the

written transcript. The best method would be a compromise--documenting

with elapsed time and then recording the elapsed time for, say, every

fifth line of the written transcript. Then in the top margin of each

page, the researcher could identify the videotape number, time on the

tape, and drawing number on which the subject is working. This

information should also be duplicated on the coarse breakdown (see

Section 4.1). In this way, the actual elapsed time could be identified

while maintaining a quick and easy method of locating sections on the

videotape as well as the written transcript and drawings.
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4. BREAKDOWN ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOCOL DATA

After the protocols were taken, a procedure called Breakdown

Analysis was developed to manage and study the data. The term reflects

the process of breaking the data into successively smaller elements in

order to examine the contents and relationships of parts. The procedure

consists of two separate breakdowns--coarse and fine--both of which have

their own purpose and method of analysis. In this chapter, the

development and application of both coarse and fine breakdowns is

explained.

Before the breakdowns are discussed, however, it is important for

the reader to have a realistic perspective of what the protocol data

actually contain. The protocols give a verbal and visual recording of a

portion of the information attended to in the subject's short-term

memory during the design process. The subject can only articulate one

thing at a time and thus cannot verbalize all that he or she is

thinking. Additionally, everything that is recorded is not necessarily

pertinent to the design. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the relationship

between the engineer's problem-solving performance and the protocol

data. Some of the information in the protocol is irrelevant ("How do

you spell 'nickel'?") and can be easily eliminated. What is left is the

"relevant protocol," that which captures a portion of the subject's

problem-solving effort.

The engineer's problem-solving effort not only contains a

description of the form and function of the mechanism being designed,

but also other information such as the engineer's strategies.

Statements such as "I think I'll look at a side view first" don't

correspond to any change in the mechanism, but certainly give an
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indication of the subject's design strategy. So the subject could be

regarded as having two types of verbalizations: (1) those which pertain

to the form or function of the mechanism being designed and (2) those

that refer to the problem-solving process itself. The protocol analysis

method captures part, but not all, of the engineer's problem-solving

performance via the subject's verbalizations and video recordings, and

is represented by the hatched region in Figure 4.1. The remainder of

the design process must be inferred. But, as shown below, careful

analysis of the protocol can give meaningful results with reasonable

inference.

4.1 The Coarse Breakdown

The first step in analyzing the protocols was to develop a coarse

breakdown, which was accomplished by the investigator watching the

videotape and reading the transcript simultaneously. This breakdown was

performed to promote familiarity with the protocols, and to identify

global design strategies used by the subjects. The coarse breakdown

provides a sort of table of contents for the protocol so that sections

can be located quickly. The coarse breakdown contains the points at

which the subject articulated specifications, constraints, design

considerations, and design decisions. Also included are points where

drawings were constructed or calculations were performed. Whenever the

subject focused on one of these new parameters, it was noted in the

coarse breakdown. Because the goal is to identify the overall flow of

the design process, the coarse breakdown omits much detail concerning

the subject's precise rationale for each decision.
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Various notations for representing the coarse breakdown were tried

in an effort to capture both the chronology of the design and the

development of form and function. Many researchers have used a tree to

represent the design process (Pahl and Beitz, 1984; Mitchell, Steinberg

and Shulman, 1984). We have found that the mechanical design effort- -

complete with form, function, strategy, and chronology--is too complex

to represent in such a simple manner. A stand-alone tree of the final

form or of the function does not sufficiently convey the chronology and

the complex interrelationships.

To check the general procedure for constructing a coarse

breakdown, two researchers independently prepared a breakdown for one

protocol and then compared the results. With practice, a 75.4%

agreement between the researchers was reached. At times it took three

or more viewings of a specific section of the protocol by each

researcher, followed by vigorous discussion, to reach an agreement on

what the designer was doing. Once the procedure was well understood,

all of the coarse breakdowns were constructed. They are included in

Appendix V for each subject.

4.1.1 An example of coarse breakdown analysis

An example is presented of the coarse breakdown for subject S6, an

experienced engineer. The mechanism he designed is first explained in

order to aid in understanding the coarse breakdown.

A side and top view of the assembly designed by S6 is presented in

Figure 4.2. The problem requires a mechanism to dip a plate into a

chemical bath to apply a coating, flip the plate, and repeat the process

on the other side. The problem gives various constraints for this
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process such as geometric and ergonomic limitations for the mechanism.

(The reader may benefit from reading the "flipper-dipper" problem

statement in Appendix ILL) Each of the major components of the

assembly is labeled. The table and water are constraints given to S6 in

the problem statement. To operate the device, a worker holds a knob in

each hand and gently lowers the flipping frame until it registers on the

table top. (The flipping frame is cross-hatched in the top view to

distinguish it from the rest of the assembly.) The horseshoe clamp,

with the plate inside, slides down the wire hoops due to gravity, so

that the plate touches the surface of the water. The worker then raises

the flipping frame with the aid of springs until the pivot arms are

halted by the stops, at which point the knobs are turned about the

pivot, and the process is repeated to coat the other side of the plate.

Figure 4.3 shows the coarse breakdown for S6 immediately after he

read the problem statement, representing about six minutes of his design

effort. He did not discuss the form of the machine at this time, but

was concerned with the functions that needed to be performed. The four

main headings in the figure correspond to the three basic functions that

needed to be considered (as they were conceived by this subject):

"operation," "power," and "environment." The vertical axis represents

elapsed time, and it advances down the page. The protocol is divided

into a sequence of events. In each event, the subject is focused on

some entity: a form, a function, or a strategy for carrying out the

problem-solving process. Each event is labeled in the figure with a

circled symbol. The circle "o" means the subject was working on some

form, "u" is for function, and "s" is for strategy. The number for each
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event identifies the page and line number of the transcript where the

event occurs.

As in all the protocols, S6 began by reading the problem

statement. (He spent 11 minutes here.) After gaining an understanding

of what was required, he began to think in terms of the three main

functions. After addressing each of these main functions, he began

concentrating on the "operation" function. In event 3.45 he began to

develop his first form when he stated, "So, basically, I'm going to just

sketch mechanically how the piece might be handled." While sketching

the constraints of the problem in part la of Figure 4.4, he talked

vaguely in event 4.13 about some "kind of mechanism" for handling the

plates and eventually, in event 4.29, sketched his first form, part lb,

which he called "little grippers"--these were still very nebulous.

After this brief functionally-oriented thought process, the subject

started to sketch his first conceptual design that would perform the

functions he had been considering.

After the first conceptual design was developed, the subject

organized his thoughts around individual components (forms) or the

functions of individual components, not around the general functions

shown in Figure 4.3. To reflect this change in focus, occurring at the

time of the first conceptual design, the columns of the coarse breakdown

are re-arranged so that they now denote forms instead of functions.

This can be seen in Figure 4.5, where events 5.29 through 6.7 indicate

the various forms S6 mentioned as he sketched his first conceptual

design, represented by parts lc, ld, le of Figure 4.4. Once S6 made

this first conceptual design, he reflected on the ergonomic value of his
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idea, event 6.13, and then resumed functional analysis of the problem,

events 6.27-8.25.

In this form-oriented coarse breakdown, a function sometimes

spanned two or more columns when the function pertained to more than one

form (e.g., 18.45 and 20.31). A form block could also span two or more

columns if it later evolved into different forms. However, this is not

evident in the example and rarely happened in any of the protocols.

By event 9.45, S6 began to focus on his conceptual design again,

specifically the horseshoe clamp, and further developed that component.

Between events 10.15 and 10.43 he added a system of six more components

to his first conceptual design, to help lower the plate. Once S6 made

his conceptual design, he never considered other ideas. Later, he added

other parts to his idea, but his original design remained and evolved

into a final detailed design.

Later in the problem-solving session, S6 was still finalizing the

relationship between the forms. Towards the end of Figure 4.5 the

subject stated a function that would eventually affect several forms

(event 18.35): "it would only take an altitude of about 8 inches to

clear the water and to rotate the part, then come down and register on

the sides of the tank...." He then developed refinements to pre-

existing forms to achieve this function. Configuration A at event 20.13

in Figure 4.5 is a drawing of the mechanism at this point.

Next, he restated the need to raise the plate to clear the water

bath and rotate it, but this time, in event 20.31 he calculated a

distance of 5 1/2" instead of 8" as in event 18.35. He then generated

Configuration B at event 20.39 in Figure 4.5, which basically switches

the positions of the support and the spring.
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Rather than analyze both configurations to a greater level of

detail, he simply chose the second idea over the first (for apparently

minor reasons, event 20.41). In actuality, the 5 1/2" distance would

cause physical interference in the machine's operation, and he never

again used the 5 1/2" distance for raising the plate. He eventually

designed a machine that correctly raised the plate 8" above the water

bath.

This brief example demonstrates how the coarse breakdowns can be

studied and interpreted. (The coarse breakdown for S6 in its entirety

is presented along with the other four in Appendix V.) From the

breakdowns, then, the investigator is able to become familiar with the

protocols and identify global design strategies. Also, researchers can

use the breakdowns as a table of contents to quickly refer to sections

in the protocols. The breakdown presented here however, represents an

engineer's view of the data--emphasizing the evolution of the mechanism

and identifying form and function--but these are not the issues. The

issue is performance, i.e., what are the processes of performance that

describe mechanical design. Identifying these processes will enable us

to adapt the IPS model of problem solving (see chapter 1.2) specifically

to the mechanical-design domain and thus describe mechanical-design

performance. In order to understand these processes, the data were

analyzed in a more systematic, detailed way--with fine breakdown

analysis.

4.2 Fine Breakdown Analysis

Fine breakdown analysis is a procedure for breaking down the

protocol into finer segments to reveal the problem-solving processes
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that a subject performs in order to design. Fine breakdown analysis was

applied to selected sections of each protocol. It was not practical to

analyze all of the data taken in a reasonable amount of time, nor was it

necessary. The goal of the research is not to understand every problem-

solving process of each subject, but to understand the types of

processes characteristic of the subject. Since the subject's design

activity is primarily repetitious, an analysis of just a few sections of

protocol data is sufficient to identify his or her problem-solving

performance. It takes relatively little protocol data to reveal

hundreds of problem-solving decisions. However, appropriate sections

cannot be chosen without specific criteria, for this might lead to a

biased analysis of the data. Additionally, selecting only sections of

protocol that look interesting may yield a distorted view of the data.

The rest of this chapter shows how the fine breakdown analysis

method was developed and used to select and analyze representative

sections of the data. Section 4.2.1 establishes the motivation for

developing a set of processes for breaking down the protocols. Section

4.2.2 describes the set of processes that have been identified for

mechanical design. Section 4.2.3 describes the criteria for selecting

parts of the protocols and the manner in which these parts were actually

selected. The last two sections present finer processes that were

identified, subsequently revealing the "building blocks" of mechanical

design in the protocols.

4.2.1 The motivation for developing a set of processes

The initial step in the fine breakdown analysis is to divide the

protocol into a set of processes. There are three motivations for
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organizing the protocols in such a way. First, the main goal of this

research is to identify the processes that describe problem-solving

performance for developing a model of mechanical design. Breaking down

the protocol into a set of processes provides a natural means of

achieving this goal. Second, a set of processes provides a framework

for discussing and understanding the protocol, analogous to organizing

the human body into organs--a study of the parts leads to an

understanding of the whole. Developing a "taxonomy" for the protocol

permits both the comparison of sections within a single protocol and the

comparison of different subjects' performances. Without this set,

differences and similarities between sections of protocol become

difficult to describe. Third, the set of processes makes the study of

the data manageable. One of the main disadvantages of using verbal

reports as data is the large volume of data generated from even the

simplest experiments (see section 1.3). In this project alone, over 36

hours of protocol data were generated.

4.2.2 Description of the processes

Since the protocols reveal the performance of the designer, the

set of processes should emphasize performance. Thus, the protocols are

viewed as a set of hierarchical processes of performance (Figure 4.6).

The highest level performance, of course, is the design process itself.

On the next finer level, we view the designer as performing a number of

tasks. This is consistent with our model of the designer as an IPS

functioning in a task environment (see section 1.3). By representing

each protocol as a set of tasks, we can compare sections of protocol by
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tasks. Just what constitutes a task and what categories of tasks should

be included are matters of interpretation.

A case can be made to associate the tasks with the form and

function of the mechanism being designed. So the design of component A

could be a task and the design of component B could be another task.

Since every design has several components, the protocol can be viewed as

a collection of tasks, each focused on the design of a component. In

this way, the tasks are easily recognized and can thus be compared. For

example, the investigator can now contrast the section of protocol in

which S1 performs the task of designing the "top cover" to the section

of protocol for S2 performing the same task. Also, associating tasks

with form has the advantage of replicating the way designers think about

their designs. For example, at the start of day 2, S1 said, "I was

working on the housing..." and S5 said, "I'm thinking of detailing,

starting to detail some parts...." So we see that the subjects view

their tasks according to the components.

The last quotation raises the subject of "level of abstraction."

At any point in the design process, a component exists at some level of

abstraction, from a conceptual level when it is first conceived to a

more specific level when the part is actually manufactured. Mechanical

design is universally viewed in three basic stages--conceptual, layout,

and detail--which provide convenient levels of abstraction for this

study. So S5 was not only thinking of the task of designing some parts,

but also the level of abstraction of that task--detailing. This

sequence of levels of abstraction is not fixed but flexible, for our

protocols and other research reveal that design is multidirectional

(Hayes-Roth, 1985; Waldron and Waldron, 1987). Multidirectional, in
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this case, means that the subject goes back and forth between

conceptualizing and detailing. For example, while making a detail

drawing, S5 added a ledge to a component, which first had to be

conceptualized. But predominantly, the general sequence is followed

throughout the protocol from the conceptual to the detail level.

Accepting that conceptual, layout, and detail are the general stages of

design is simple; consistently identifying them with certainty in the

protocols is not so simple and is discussed in Section 4.2.3.

To accomplish each task, we view the subject as performing a

number of "episodes"; thus the category "episodes" is the next finer

process level of performance (see Figure 4.6). An episode is a section

of protocol which contains a particular focus of attention during the

task--the goal of the designer. As the designer progresses through the

problem space, he or she accumulates new knowledge and new information;

his or her attention shifts continuously as progress is made. Whenever

the subject's attention shifts to a new idea, a new episode is created.

During an episode, a subject might solve some particular problem- -

picking a thread size or simply documenting a hole to a part in a

drawing. Episodes may be thought of as sub-tasks with a specific focus

of attention. A good detailed description of the designer's progress in

performing a task is gained when the investigator reads a listing of the

episodes.

Such a listing represents the goal structure under which the

subject works to accomplish a task. At any point in the protocol, an

episode is being performed to accomplish some goal which in turn

accomplishes the goal of the task which is, in turn, also a part of the

overall goal--to design the mechanism. So, in one respect, an episode
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begins when the subject sets a new goal and ends when the goal is

satisfied or discontinued. A new episode can also begin when the

subject becomes opportunistic (see section 6.4) and addresses issues

that do not aid in accomplishing the goal of the episode. In this

case, the new episode represents a shift of attention motivated by the

fear of losing an idea rather than a desire to accomplish the present

episode. This brings us to the subject of co-existing episodes, or

rather, sub-episodes.

Sometimes, a task may be accomplished simply by performing a

series of episodes, but this is not always the case. Often, an episode

must be interrupted to determine some missing information crucial to the

completion of the episode. In this case a new sub-episode takes place.

For example, in episode 8 of the detail design task for S5, he began to

specify a hole in a part, yet while doing so realized that he could not

specify the tolerance because he was not sure of the tolerance of the

shaft that fit into the hole. So his attention shifted to the problem

of specifying the shaft tolerance and then immediately returned to

specifying the hole size. During this time he had two related goals--to

determine the tolerance of the shaft so that he could specify the

tolerance for the hole.

Another situation that brings about a sub-episode is the discovery

of an error. Sometimes the implementation of one idea conflicts with a

previous constraint, and the subject must repair the situation. Again,

the subject's attention shifts momentarily to resolve the conflict so

that he or she may proceed.

Another common occurrence of sub-episodes occurs while a subject

is documenting information on a drawing. Sometimes, his or her
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attention is focused simply on making a detailed drawing of a component,

but often attention is split between specifying information about some

part and documenting that information on a drawing. In this case, two

goals are being satisfied simultaneously in both the internal and

external task environment (see Figure 1.1).

So in summary, there are four ways in which sub-episodes are

motivated: (1) by opportunism, (2) by a desire for more information to

satisfy the goal, (3) by constraint conflicts that need repair, and (4)

by a desire to document information in a drawing.

The finest information process identified in this research is an

operator (see Chapter 1.2). An operator is the basic unit of problem

solving. According to Newell and Simon (1972):

An operator is something that can be
applied to certain objects to produce different
objects (as a saw applied to logs produces
boards). The objects can be characterized by
the features they possess, and by the
differences that can be observed between pairs
of objects. Operators for a given task may be
restricted to apply only to certain kinds of
objects; and there may exist operators that
apply to several objects as inputs, producing
one or more objects as outputs (as the operation
of adding two numbers produces a third number,
their sum). (pg. 414)

By applying operators to the present state, the subject changes the

state of the design: this is the essence of problem solving. The

subject will apply several operators in order to achieve the goal in a

single episode. Operators are analogous to the function keys of a

calculator--numerical information (the state) is entered and then the

function is applied, resulting in a new state.

In this analysis, then, a hierarchical set of processes is

identified from the protocols. Consequently, the subject's performance
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is represented as a series of tasks which are accomplished by applying

operators to states in order to achieve a goal in an episode in order to

complete a task. These processes constitute the "building blocks" of

mechanical design.

4.2.3 Selecting design tasks

As stated previously, the goal of applying fine breakdown analysis

to the protocol data was not to identify every problem-solving process

that occurred in the protocols, but to identify the "types" of processes

being used by the subjects. To accomplish this goal, an unbiased sample

of tasks representing each subject's performance at various times

throughout the design process had to be selected. Then, investigators

could identify the operators that the subjects apply during an episode

in order to accomplish those tasks. This goal was objectively met by

randomly selecting tasks for each subject.

Sections for fine breakdown analysis were selected to fill the

matrix in Table 4.1. So for each design task, there are five fine

breakdowns, designated by FB. The subscript stands for the row and

column number. The columns represent categories of tasks that span the

chronology of the protocol and can be consistently identified.
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Table 4.1 Matrix of design tasks to be analyzed

SUBJECT

conc assm

TASK TYPE

lay comp det comp cat select

S1 FB11 FB12 FB13 FB14

S2 FB12 FB22 FB32 FB42

S6 FB16 FB26 FB36 FB46

The first subscript is the task number and the second is the subject
number.

conc assm > first conceptual assembly design

lay comp > first layout component design

det comp > detailed component design

cat sel > catalog selection design
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The categories are defined as:

First Conceptual Assembly Design: This task is characterized by the

section of protocol in which the subject makes his first sketch of the

assembly. This first sketch may or may not contain all of the

components of the final design. It may not even be of the mechanism

that is eventually developed. This task, as well as the next two, is

tied to a sketch because it is difficult to identify with certainty the

beginning and end of the task unless a sketch is used as a guide.

Conceptual design occurred in several phases--the subjects would sketch

an assembly, then re-read the problem statement, and then add to their

original ideas. By analyzing the protocol during the first sketch, we

could be consistent for all of the subjects.

First Layout Component Design: This task refers to the section of

protocol in which the subject first sketches a specific component of the

mechanism. During the conceptual stage, the subjects always made a

sketch of the entire mechanism. After they felt confident with their

ideas, they isolated each component in a sketch in order to specify it

more fully. Each subject made one or more sketches of the component, so

the first sketch is consistently used to represent this task for each

subject respectively.

Detail Component Design: During the latter part of each protocol, each

subject made some detailed drawings of one or more components. These

drawings are easily identified from the protocols and represent detail

component design. The subjects had a dual purpose in this task. The

first purpose was to "specify the component" completely--determine

tolerances, determine surface finish notes, and calculate dimensions - -so

that the component was described well enough to be manufactured. The
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second purpose was to "produce a working drawing" where all this

information about the component was documented clearly enough to send to

a machine shop. This meant the drawing had to be neat, fully detailed,

drawn to scale, and titled.

Catalog Selection: This task is characterized by the designer's

acquisition of information from a catalog in order to get ideas and make

a selection of a component. It does not cover the time when subjects

refer to a catalog to get information such as cost, thread size, etc.,

after they have already selected a component. This design task is

performed as a special case of component design if an item is available

"off-the-shelf." This task is easily recognized, for in every case, the

subject thumbs through a vendor's catalog, selects a part, and records

the part number.

To select the section of protocol, say for FB13 in Table 4.1, the

coarse breakdown for S1 was searched for examples of that particular

design task. Each section which was identified became a candidate for

FB13. The tasks needed to be no more than roughly twenty minutes, and

at least two minutes, in length. Longer tasks contain too much

information and are therefore difficult to manage. Shorter tasks

contain too little information for the investigator to observe much

performance. The tasks also needed to be fairly well contained. If a

task is attended to sporadically throughout the protocol, it may be

impossible to objectively identify all of the pieces.

From the candidates, a finalist was selected at random for tasks

of catalog selection and detail component design. The conceptual

assembly design tasks were identified with the "first" sketch, and the

layout component task was of the same component used in the detail task;
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therefore, these two categories of tasks were not randomly selected.

By following this procedure, the investigator was able to identify

sections of protocol, demonstrate representative design activity for the

four design tasks, keep the analysis manageable, and remove much of the

subjectivity from the selection process.

Figure 4.7 contains every task within the protocols that is an

example of detailed component design or catalog selection and meets the

additional criteria established above. The sections marked with an

asterisk (*) are the sections that were randomly chosen to represent

each subject for each design task. This list was compiled from two

lists made independently by two researchers. Of all the tasks

identified in the protocols, 83% of the tasks were on both lists. The

numbers preceding each task correspond to the line numbers in the

protocol at the beginning of each task. Appendix VI contains a listing

of every task within all four categories of tasks in all the protocols.
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Detail Component Design

Si:

* 68.25 middle contact
69.22 far left contact
71.18 far right contact
72.25 bottom envelope (too long)
81.20 top envelope (too long)

S2:

73.22 middle contact
* 85.01 far left contact

50.18 bottom envelope (too long and scattered)
90.05 top envelope

S4:

76.03 clamping frame
105.24 side view with bearings and support plate

* 120.26 bushing housing (new choice)
* 122.01 shaft (choice discarded, layout too disjointed)

124.21 bushing
128.07 plate for dipping collar to bearing housing

S5:

106.25 chair
top

* front
side
rear

122.23 gripper

S6:

38.25 horseshoe clamp
43.23 flipping frame

* 57.13 blocks for hoops
59.19 top view of flipping frame
61.15 side view of frame and support
69.27 top view of frame and support

Figure 4.7 Candidates for Design Task Matrix, sheet 1
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Catalog Selection

Si:

9.09 looks for contacts
52.11 material for contacts
78.08 screw

* 87.07 adhesive
90.15 envelope material

S2:

55.19 material for envelope
* 57.11 minimum wall thickness

S4:

* 61.15 sprockets for flipping
76.16 clamps
83.27 material for metal frame
102.12 bearing for flipping axis bar
103.20 machined bars
133.09 machined bars

S5:

* 61.26 motor
64.03 sprocket
65.27 pillow block
67.26 flange
109.10 Thompson nyliner bushing

S6:

none

* designates selected tasks

Figure 4.7. Candidates for Design Task Matrix, sheet 2
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4.2.4 Identifying episodes for the tasks

Recall that the goal for identifying episodes for each task

selected above was not to identify every episode for every subject in

the protocols, but to identify the "types" of episodes that the subjects

utilized in performing tasks. An episode is a focus of attention or a

goal, under which the subject applies operators for problem solving. To

identify the episodes, the following steps were performed:

1. The section of protocol for each task was re-examined to ensure

exactness and correctness so that the section was letter perfect.

Though a word processing operator did a good job of transcribing the

tapes, only someone with several years' experience in mechanical design

was able to understand every utterance.

2. Additional implied information was supplied parenthetically to help

clarify what was said, describe the drawings or gestures, and include

the elapsed time for every minute.

3. The text resulting from steps 1 and 2 was subdivided into episodes

and documented for identification and future reference.

The nineteen tasks identified above were analyzed as the

investigator read the transcript, watched the videotape, and studied the

figures at the same time (S6 did not perform a catalog selection task).

The process was iterative, for it required several passes through a

section and discussion with other researchers to completely understand

what the focus of attention was, and when that focus shifted.

Descriptions of the types of episodes were kept semantically rich at

first. The goal was to identify all possible types without forcing the
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data into a preconceived description. After identifying the episodes

for most of the tasks, a formal and exhaustive list was compiled. The

list was studied and intensely discussed with several researchers to

identify redundancy and completeness. Each of the nineteen tasks was

then re-examined and broken down into a sequence of episodes to assure

investigators that the list was complete and could indeed describe all

performance in all the tasks (see Appendix VII for a list of episodes).

From this iterative process, five types of episodes have been identified

and are discussed below.

Assimilation--to gather information, usually constraints, and integrate

them into the present state of the design. During episodes of

assimilation, new constraints are developed which do not change the

state of the proposed solution, but rather bring additional information

to bear on the problem. During these episodes, the subject's goal is to

explore and gain a better understanding of the problem as a precedent to

finding a solution to the problem.

Planto devise a method for doing something or achieving some goal by

developing strategies to guide the problem-solving effort. Plan

episodes are recognized within each task at those times when the subject

verbalizes strategies, which usually occur at the beginning and/or end

of each task. This is not to say that planning occurs only between

tasks, but these are usually the only times when the subjects are

focused primarily on developing problem-solving strategies.
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Specification--to solidify information into a specific description of

the form or function of the component being designed. During this type

of episode, the subject's goal is to decrease the level of abstraction

of the design by finding a solution to a problem, since once found, the

design more closely resembles its final, detailed description. During

specification episodes, the subject quantifies information such as

determining a dimension or tolerance. For example, during a

specification episode a subject may quantify a dimension from being

previously unknown to being 3.0 inches. The quantifying may be less

analytical such as deciding to make a part out of a specific material,

such as copper. In all cases, specification changes the state of the

proposed solution.

Repair--to alter the solution to a problem that does not fit the

constraints. Episodes of repair occur because something is discovered

to be wrong and needs to be altered in order for the subject to continue

a task. For example, if a subject decided to make a part out of steel

but then realized the part was to be submerged in water, the subsequent

problem solving required to find a non-corrosive material would be

designated as a repair episode. The distinguishing characteristic of a

repair episode is that it involves a constraint violation.

Verification--to look back and reevaluate what has been done. During

verification episodes the state of the proposed solution do not change,

since this type of episode simply identifies repeated problem-solving

performance. So when a subject has as his goal to resolve a problem in
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order to "make sure" a mistake was not made, the episode is a

verification.

Documentation--to record information as a drawing or written words

during the task, almost exclusively during the detail component or

catalog selection tasks. During these tasks, the subject may have two

goals--both to design the component and to produce graphic/explanatory

information needed for its manufacture, i.e., a detailed drawing. So in

this sense, the documentation becomes a product of its own (analogous to

this dissertation being a product of its own), distinct from the

research that produced it. In the other two tasks--conceptual and

layout design--documentation usually takes a subservient role; it is

basically performed for the purpose of supporting the design of the

mechanism or component and therefore is not viewed as an episode.

During a document episode, there is no need for a sub-episode if

the subject is simply recalling information from memory and writing it

down. If, however, the subject requires additional information to

continue documentation, he may have to interrupt the episode to find it.

Of the six episodes identified, only three episodes signify unique

and active roles in problem solving: plan, assimilation, and

specification. In general, the designer makes progress toward obtaining

a solution in these three episodes. The other three episodes emphasize

a variation on this general activity. Verification emphasizes the re-

enactment of any one of these three. Repair emphasizes a constraint

violation that forces the designer into giving immediate attention to

the discrepancy. Documentation emphasizes those times when the
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designer's goal is to produce a drawing parallel to developing a

solution under the other five episodes.

In viewing this list, one should realize that it is both

exhaustive and limited--exhaustive in that all performance of the tasks

can be described by these six types of episodes; limited in that the

research is limited to the nineteen tasks of Table 4.1. It may be that

for other subjects or other problem areas, additional episodes could be

employed.

4.2.5 Identifying operators for the episodes

Operators are the fundamental building blocks of design that are

applied to a state to produce a new state (see Chapter 1.2). During

problem solving, a designer applies operators during an episode in order

to perform a task. The nineteen tasks of Table 4.1 were studied to

identify the "types" of operators that the subjects applied during

problem solving. The procedure followed was very similar to that of

identifying the episodes. The nineteen tasks, plus numerous other

sections of protocol, were analyzed as the investigator watched the

video, read the transcript, and studied the figures. The process was

iterative requiring several passes through a section as well as

discussion with several researchers to understand the subject's

performance. The descriptions of the types of operators were kept

semantically rich so as not to force the data into preconceived

descriptions, and the list grew to over twenty possible operator types.

The list was intensely studied by many researchers and reduced in

order to eliminate redundancy yet preserve completeness. The nineteen

tasks were re-examined so that researchers could assure themselves that
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the list was complete and indeed could describe all performance in all

the tasks. From this iterative process, ten types of operators that

fall under three general categories--generate, evaluate, and decide- -

were identified and are discussed below.

Generate operators introduce information in the problem space so

that it may be processed. The first type of generate operator is called

select. The select operator may be applied to information contained in

the problem statement, to information having previously been used in the

problem-solving effort, or to information representative of common

domain knowledge. In other words, the problem space contains mechanical

domain knowledge held in the designer's memory, or his extended memory- -

i.e., catalogs, sketches, manuals.

The second type of generate operator is create. The create

operator is used for those times when information is generated but is

not known to, or cannot be inferred to, come from one of the three

sources of the select operator.

All generation should be performed by the select operator, because

a designer can begin problem solving only from known data and then

proceed either to search for more information or to project new

information. The create operator is used when the subject probably went

through the normal process of generating and evaluating information, but

the protocol data does not reveal enough details to make reasonable

inference of the problem-solving process. For example, if a method for

achieving some function is proposed for no apparent reason, the create

operator is invoked. It is possible, however, that some constraints

were considered and quickly evaluated but were not verbalized. Yet

there may not be enough information to infer this with any degree of
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certainty. So in some respects, the use of the create operator admits

the inability to determine the problem solving that brought about the

information.

Evaluate operators examine information from the generate operators

and perform a judgment on that information for transfer to the decide

operators. Three evaluation type operators are identified--simulate,

compare, and calculate. In all cases, evaluate operators work in pairs,

either as simulate-compare or simulate-calculate.

The simulate operator is applied to represent information at the

proper level of abstraction and in the proper context in order to apply

a compare or calculate operator. There are three modes of simulation

discussed in detail in section 6.7: mental, visual, and physical. The

simulate operator is listed in the fine breakdowns only during visual

and physical simulations, for these are the only times simulation is

obvious; yet the assumption is, that simulation always occurs. The

exact role of simulate is dictated by the other operator that follows:

compare or calculate.

With the compare operator, the subject possesses all of the

ingredients for a solution. By comparing generated information, a

proposed solution becomes limited to a specific description.

The calculate operator is used to logically project or infer new

information from the information at hand, such as adding two numbers.

The information need not be mathematical--it could be qualitative. This

operator is distinguished from compare in that the solution is not known

ahead of time.

Decide type operators are applied primarily to the results of the

evaluate operators to describe the subject's subsequent actions. There
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are five types of decide operators: accept, reject, suspend, refine, and

patch. The accept and reject operators approve or disapprove of an idea

and are used to terminate an episode. These two operators are usually

not verbalized, but are obvious from the videotape. If a subject

specifies a dimension and then writes it down, obviously that dimension

is accepted. Likewise, if a subject says "no, that won't work" or

scratches out a figure on a drawing, obviously the idea is rejected.

The suspend operator is used to terminate the present problem

without coming to a definite conclusion. The designer often suspends a

decision because he or she is not prepared to make one, or to seek

additional information. This operator invokes an exception to the rules

for some episode definitions. For example, an episode may be identified

as a specification episode, but in fact, the state of the proposed

solution does not change. But we assume that the intent was to specify,

based on previous performance, had the subject not suspended the

process.

The refine and patch operators are used to alter information.

Refine is applied in order to make it more specific. In doing so, the

level of abstraction is decreased. Patch adds to or combines

information without changing the level of abstraction.

In Chapter 5, a model of mechanical design is introduced that

contains the task, episode, and operator processes listed in this

chapter. The model is applied to four different tasks to demonstrate

how these processes are used to describe the design performance of the

subjects.
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5. A MODEL OF THE PROCESS OF MECHANICAL DESIGN

The problem-solving performance of a mechanical designer is

modeled as an information processing system (IPS) as described in

Chapter 1. The heart of the IPS is the processes that change the state

of the design. A hierarchical organization of processes for the

protocols has been identified--tasks, episodes, and operators. To

accomplish mechanical design, the designer executes tasks described by a

set of specific episodes which are accomplished by applying operators.

During problem solving, the state of design continuously evolves as a

result of these processes until a solution is found.

Identifying which types of operators are used within each episode

constitutes the building blocks of the problem-solving process.

Identifying the sequence in which the operators are applied constitutes

the local control of the processor.

This chapter presents the IPS model which has been modified to

describe the process of mechanical design. An application of the model

to four tasks from the protocols will demonstrate the utility of the

episodes and operators for describing problem-solving performance. The

operator sequences used by the subjects will then be identified to

determine what methods characterize the subjects' mechanical design

performance.

5.1 Description of the Model

The model of the mechanical information processing system is

presented in Figure 5.1. This model preserves the same structure as the

IPS model in Figure 1.1 and has been tailored to reflect the uniqueness
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PROCESSOR

controller
short term memory

Tasks conceptual assembly
layout component
detail component
catalog selection

Episodes assimilation
plan
specification
repair
verification
documentation

Operators generate: select, create
evaluate: simulate

compare, calculate,
decide: accept,reject

suspend, refine, patch

Figure 5.1 Model of the Mechanical Information Processing System
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of mechanical design based on the protocols. Note, the model is not

complete. For example, the controller has not been investigated in

order to identify the task-level organization of problem solving. The

external environment consists of the drawings used by subjects as an

external memory, as well as other items: manufacturers' catalogs,

handbooks, and at times, the examiner. The internal task environment

consists of four types of tasks--conceptual assembly design, layout

component design, detail component design, and catalog selection.

Recall that these four tasks do not constitute a complete list, but

rather represent the tasks studied in this research. The next level of

processes identified are the different types of episodes--assimilation,

plan, specification, repair, verification, and documentation.

The episodes utilize three groups of operators--generate,

evaluate, and decide. The generate operators either select or create.

Evaluate operators simulate and then compare or calculate what was

generated. Finally, the decide operators either accept, reject,

suspend, refine, or patch the evaluated information. In Figure 5.1, the

operators are nested to show the hierarchy--a task is accomplished by

applying operators to achieve the goals of the episodes. The operators

are applied to change the state of the design, or rather, the designer's

state of knowledge.

Assumed in each operator is a completeness checker which

determines if enough information is available to proceed. If additional

information is needed, other operators may be called upon to provide

that information. Thus, the sequence of operators required to perform

an episode is not necessarily a sequential application of one generate-
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evaluate-decide operator; rather, the three groups may call upon each

other as needed. For example, the subject may generate a proposal and

some constraints for evaluation and find the information is incomplete.

He or she will then generate more information in order to complete the

evaluation. (The completeness checker demonstrates some of the duties

of the controller in Figure 5.1. Other examples of control are

discussed in Section 5.3 and Chapter 6, but a complete description of

the controller is beyond the scope of this thesis.)

During problem solving, the processor receives knowledge from the

external environment and LTM, processes it, and then sends new knowledge

back to the LTM and external environment. Knowledge communicated in

this fashion is known as information. For the sake of simplicity and

consistency with the IPS model, this processed knowledge is referred to

as a state of information. For example, in order to perform a verify

episode, the subject generates information, then evaluates it and

decides whether to accept that information. In this way, information is

processed and problem solving is accomplished.

Three types of information have been identified in the protocols:

strategies, proposals, and constraints. Strategies are methods for

achieving some goal, a procedure for executing the problem-solving

effort. The strategy can be formal (specifically stated) or informal.

In the protocols, strategies are influenced by experience, a catalog, or

a sketch. For example, a common strategy is to represent a component in

three orthogonal views--a technique taught to all mechanical designers

as part of their education. Another strategy--selecting a component

"off the shelf"--involves consulting a manufactures' catalog for the
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available options. Strategies are often influenced by drawings; in an

effort to detail a part, a designer will focus on unspecified dimensions

until the drawing is complete.

Proposals are suggestions or ideas for achieving a goal--a

solution to the problem. From an engineering description, a proposal is

the mechanism or component being designed, or a characteristic of the

device. The identity of a mechanism is contained in the sum of all the

proposals that are accepted in the design process. As problem solving

progresses, proposals are often refined or patched into other proposals

that specify the proposed solution more exactly. For example, in

section 5.2.1 below, S4 develops his proposed solution (the component

for flipping the plate) starting with proposal 1, a clamping device, and

ending with a collection of seven accepted proposals that describe the

form and function of the component. The term "proposal" was first used

by Marples (1961), who identified it as a particular component that

serves as a proposed solution. The definition has been expanded to

refer to either form or function. A proposal could be a gripper to hold

a plate, the width of the gripper, or a method of rotating the gripper.

Although the design process is predominantly devoted to the development

of form, functional development does occur to a lesser degree.

Constraints are information that help limit or help define a

proposal. Generally, constraints that are given in the problem

statement and referred to as constraints must be adhered to, since these

represent the requirements of the problem. During problem solving,

other constraints, known as derived constraints, result from the design

itself. These constraints can be relaxed or altered when they conflict
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with other constraints. Typical derived constraints arise when

selecting a part introduces new restrictions on such elements as

geometry, configuration, or function. Constraints may also be

distinguished as local or global. Local constraints are associated with

the problem, and are identified in the problem statement or result from

the problem solution. Global constraints are not associated with any

particular problem, but rather with all problems in mechanical design.

Typical global constraints, for example, require costs, number of parts,

or complexity to be minimized. These types of constraints are brought

to the problem by the designer based on his or her experience and

background.

Distinguishing between proposals and constraints is not always

easy at first glance. For example, an "AC-DC gear motor" could be a

proposal selected to turn a shaft. The cost of this motor, though, is

also a proposal (the cost is a characteristic of the motor), not a

constraint. A typical constraint used in this case might be "the cost

must be less than $50," which limits the definition of the proposal.

Therefore, a designer might compare the proposal "cost of motor is $60"

to the constraint "cost must be less than $50" and find it necessary to

reject that proposal.

Functional proposals can also be confused with constraints without

careful inspection of the context. "The motor turns at 60 rpm" is a

functional characteristic of the motor; it is a proposal, not a

constraint. That the speed is 60 rpm is a fact, not a limitation placed

on the motor. If, on the other hand, the designer says, "The motor
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cannot turn more than 100 rpm," then he has established a constraint on

the function, because this phrase puts limits on the proposal.

Information can convey either a proposal or constraint, depending

on how and when it is applied in problem solving. For instance, a 60-

mil wall-thickness could be regarded as a proposal at one point during

the problem solving, with other constraints such as limits on strength

and insulative requirements used to evaluate it. Once accepted,

however, the 60-mil wall-thickness could then serve as a constraint

limiting the location of one of the electrical contacts. In summary, a

proposal is a possible solution to a problem and a constraint is a limit

placed on that possible solution.

Making the distinction between proposals and constraints helps

identify and keep track of information during problem solving, since the

purpose of design is to develop the proposals into a completely

specified design. Design is essentially starting with constraints and

ending with proposals that completely specify the form and function of a

mechanism.

5.2 Demonstration of the Processes

The ability of the episodes and operators to be used in describing

design performance is demonstrated with sections of the protocol data.

For the sake of economy, only a representative sample of the data will

be presented. The utility of the model in Figure 5.1 is best

demonstrated by identifying the processes in diverse sections of

protocol. The criterion of diversity is best satisfied by presenting

one example, from each of the four types of design tasks identified in
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Table 4.1, to demonstrate problem solving from the early through the

late stages of the design process. Additional diversity is achieved by

presenting one example of a product design (i.e., tasks from S1 or S2)

and one example of a one-off design (i.e., tasks from S4, S5, or S6).

In addition, the most diversity is achieved by also presenting one

example from a novice designer (i.e., S1 or S4) and one example from an

expert designer (i.e., S2, S5, or S6). All these criteria of diversity

were satisfied by randomly selecting one section of protocol for all

four design task categories that represent two novice and two expert

designers as well as two "product" and two "one-off" designs.

The four examples that illustrate the processes begin with a brief

explanation of the subject's final design, thus allowing the reader to

put the task in proper perspective. This contextual material is

followed by the section of protocol transcript, including the figure(s)

made or referred to by the subject. The text in parentheses "()"

contains additional information the reader may find helpful, and the

times in parentheses are elapsed times since the beginning of the task.

The asterisks "*" in the text represent pauses by the subject of

approximately five seconds. A double asterisk "**" signifies a period

of silence of approximately ten seconds. Usually, the longer pauses

occur during some activity and an explanation follows, such as: " * *

(looking back through figures and finds figure 2)." The inequality

signs "(<>)" that appear in the transcripts show breaks where the

subject goes to a sub-episode, (>) means a sub-episode is beginning, and

(<) means the sub-episode is concluding. Ellipses with no space between

them "..." signify that the subject is dragging out the word into the
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next word, whereas ellipses with spaces between them ". . " signify

missing words.

After the listing of the protocol transcript, a listing of

episodes and operators follows. Sub-episodes and associated operators

are indented five spaces to distinguish them from main episodes. A

phrase that continues to the next line is indented only three spaces.

Abbreviations and symbols are used for the episodes and

operators. Each episode is preceded with two times in parentheses,

which represent the start and end of the episode; the difference in

times gives the length of the episode. The episodes are documented as

to the episode type, and a dash "-" introduces a short description of

the subject's focus of attention during the episode. For example

(0:56-2:10) spec-diameter of contacting surface

identifies an episode that begins 56 seconds and ends 2 minutes and 10

seconds from the start of the task. The type of episode is a

"specification," and the "diameter of the contacting surface" describes

the focus of attention. Definitions of abbreviations and symbols used

appear in Table 5.1.

The final section of each example presents the operators that were

performed, followed by a discussion that describes the information

processed in order to accomplish the episode. Definitions of the

abbreviations also appear in Table 5.1. The operators are documented by
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the operator type followed by square brackets which contain the state of

the information being operated on. For example,

sel[propl:middle contact]

is an operator. "Select" is the operator type, and the square brackets

contain the information being selected, "the middle contact," which is

the first proposal (propl) identified in the task.
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Table 5.1 Definitions of Symbols and Abbreviations

Symbol or
Abbreviation Definition

assim- assimilate episode type
spec- specify episode type
rep- repair episode type
-opp- opportunistic performance
EPSM episode M
sel select operator type
cre create operator type
sim simulate operator type
cal calculate operator type
com compare operator type
acc accept operator type
rej reject operator type
sus suspend operator type
ref refine operator type
pat patch operator type
propn proposal n
consn constraint n
stran strategy n
(>M) begin sub-episode M
(<M) end sub-episode M

[1 state being operated on
text description of prop, cons, or stra

> designates change of state
designates inferred operator

TO separates compared information
ST designates "subject to"
?? can't understand well enough to make

reasonable inference
dra() designates drawing by the subject
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Some of the operators must be inferred in order to make a

plausible reconstruction of the subject's performance. This is to be

expected since the subject does not verbalize every thought (see Figure

4.1). The reader should recognize that the inferred operations are

minimized, and every attempt is made to remain true to the protocol

data--only those operations that seem necessary and obvious are

included. There are two situations in which operators are inferred:

(1) when the subject's actions convey non-verbalized performance, and

(2) when local or global constraints appear to be used, but are not

explicitly stated. For example, if a subject specifies a dimension and

writes it down, the accept operator is assumed. If a subject adds 0.29

and 0.10 and writes down 0.40, a select operator for a global constraint

to round off numbers is inferred. This second case is most _common, for

the subjects are more prone to verbalize proposals than they are to

verbalize constraints. A typical example is S5's statement: "Permanent

magnet 20 volt DC gear motors...Hmmm...Spendy." The proposal is

obvious, but the constraint is not well verbalized. Yet a global

constraint that cost should be minimized is inferred by the word

"spendy." When not enough information exists to make reasonable

inferences like this one, a double question mark is inserted to

demonstrate the lack of detail in the data. For the four tasks

presented, only 10.8% of the operators are inferred.

5.2.1 Conceptual design of S4

The first example is taken from the protocol for S4, a novice

engineer, solving the "flipper-dipper" problem. (The reader may benefit

from reading the "flipper-dipper" problem statement in Appendix II.1.)
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The mechanism he designed is first explained to aid in understanding

what follows.

Figure 5.2 presents the final assembly as designed by S4. (Figure

5.2 was drawn by the investigator to show S4's final design.) The side

view shows the mechanism assembled to the table with the plate being

dipped into the water. An air cylinder is attached to the support frame

on one end and to the linear bearing housing on the other. The motion

of the air cylinder provides the up-and-down motion for the plate as the

linear bearing slides on the guide. The bracket holds the gripper out

over the water and also supports the drive mechanism for flipping the

plate. The assembly is also presented from the front view in Figure 5.2

and shows more clearly the components used for flipping the plate. The

electric motor is attached on top of the bracket to keep it out of the

water. A chain transfers the power of the motor to a sprocket on the

shaft which flips the plate in order to coat both sides.

During the section of protocol presented below, S4 made his first

sketch of the assembly (Figure 5.3) 39 minutes after he began reading

the problem statement. During this period, he spent most of his time

understanding the problem statement and assimilating constraints. The

reader must use his or her imagination in reading the text below because

the sketch in Figure 5.3 is actually blank at the start of episode 1 and

not fully realized until the end of the task.

EPISODE 1 (text from transcript)

"Ok. I'm going to sort of sketch up this idea I already have of this

machine, get that down on paper, see what it looks like... Ok, and er...
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Figure 5.3 First Sketch During Conceptual Design for S4
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going to do... I've got the picture in my mind right now, of sort of a

frontal view...maybe I'll make this a ...typical engineering

drawing...front top, side view, so I'll sketch that out...first part"

EPS1 (episode from text above)

(0:00-0:40) plan-how to configure the sketch of assembly

(operators within the episode)

cre[stral:get ideas down on paper]

acc[stral]

cre[consl:S4 has a frontal view in his mind for the drawing]

cal[stra2:make drawing with a front, top, and side view]

acc[stra2] (end of episode 1)

S4 begins the task with episode 1 by planning how to configure the

sketch of his conceptual idea of the assembly, and he creates his first

strategy, which is to get his ideas down on paper. Then he verbalizes

that he has in his mind a "sort of a frontal view" and from this

information, reasons to make a typical engineering sketch--orthographic

views--as a way of getting his ideas down on paper. From this

information in the protocol, the type of evaluation must be a calculate

and not a compare. Had the subject mentioned that he had all three

views in his mind, then strategy 2 could have come about by comparing

strategy 1 with constraint 1 and then refining. But the top and side

views are new information that do not appear in the constraint; so the

operator is calculate.
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EPISODE 2

"so ...here's the...the table with the sink below it... (fig 3.1) So,

let's see, flip and dip. Ok, and so this on first try...drawing a plate

in... (1:00) with er, some sort of a... clamping device above and...

(>3) (symbol designates the start of sub-episode 3) Let's see, flipping

a plate, what are the possibilities, thinking about, looking at this

bath like this, it goes on one way though, well, that's a worker area,

we're constrained to doing that, so we usually flip the plate this way,

(gesturing with his hands) this way, I'll do it...and just around its

axis like that...you know how we want to ...flip it...er, we could flip

it and over ...like that...flip it this way...possible of rotating it.

(2:00) Ok. So flip it that way... Ok, (<3) (conclusion of sub-episode 3)

so... In either approach we've got to have some sort of an axis on this

on this way. (drawing, fig 3.2) Do this...does it have to be concentric

with the plate axis? Yes, it does. We're just stuck here with this, so

we have to do it that way. Ok, and that's the axis we've got to flip

from. Looking at it from the top. (sketching) *** And here's the plate,

like this, and you think that you want to be roughly on the line with

the principal, neutral axis of the plate when you flip it. (3:00) (>4)

You wouldn't necessarily have to be. If you're behind it when you flip

it. Ok. er, I want a plate...Yes, ok. Ok. (picks up a notebook,

pretending its a plate) So I get this plate and I flip it...flip it like

that, that's the neutral axis here, could be back here, I suppose,

that's a long way to flip it...flip it this way, clamp it like this...I

don't know, that's the best idea I have and I don't want to be closed
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minded over that. (<4) Any way, there I'm clamping on that, (4:00) with

some sort of axis coming out here."

EPS2

(0:40-4:05) spec-device for gripping plates

sel[cons2:table with water bath must interface with

assembly]

dra (cons 2) (in Figure 5.3)

sel[cons3:plate must be flipped and dipped]

cre[propl:a clamping device]

ace[propl]

dra (propl)

com[propl TO cons3]

EPS3 (start sub-episode 3)

(1:20-2:03) spec-means of flipping plate

sel[prop2:flip a plate]

sel[cons4:flipping should be easy for worker]!

ref[prop2 > prop3:flip plate back to front]

sim[prop3, cons2,4]

com[prop3 TO cons2,4]

ref[prop2 > prop4:flip plate left to right]

sim[prop4, cons2,4]

com[prop4 TO prop3 ST cons2,4]

cre[cons5:flipping should be about the plate's axis]

ref[prop2 > prop5:horizontally rotate plate]

sim[prop5, cons2,4,5]
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com[prop5 TO prop3,4 ST cons2,4,5]

rej[prop5 (that would only spin plate)]

com[prop3 TO prop4 ST cons2,4,5]

acc[prop3] (conclude sub-episode 3)

(continue episode 2)

pat[propl > prop6:clamping device extends in left/right

direction]

acc[prop6]

cre[prop7:gripper axis should be concentric with plate's

principal axis for flipping]

dra(prop7)

sus[(is this the best way?)]

EPS4 (start sub-episode 4)

(3:00-3:53) verify-location of flipping axis

pat[prop3 > prop8:plate flips from back to front on

principal axis]

sim[prop8, con2,4]

com[prop8 TO cons2,4]

pat[prop3 > prop9:flip plate back to front on side

axis]

sim[prop9, cons2,4]

com[prop9 TO prop8 ST cons2,4]

rej[prop9 (that's a long way to flip it)]

pat[prop3 > prop10:flip plate left to right on

principal axis]

sim[prop10, cons2,4]
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com[prop10 TO prop8 ST cons2,4

acc[prop8] (conclude sub-episode 4)

acc[prop7] (conclude episode 2)

During this episode, S4 specifies a device for gripping the

plates: a clamping device that extends in the left/right direction from

the front view whose axis is concentric with the principal axis of the

plate. Two sub-episodes are performed which support episode 2: episode

3, specification for ways of flipping the plate and episode 4,

verification for the location of the flipping axis.

S4 begins episode 2 by sketching the first two constraints and his

first form, a clamping device, in part 1 of Figure 5.3 (designated by

"dra()" symbols in the code). This sketch is a representation, or a

visual simulation (see Section 6.7), of the gripper as the subject

conceives of it at this time. While the subject is comparing his

"clamping device" to the constraint of "flipping" he realizes he does

not have enough information to progress any further and must specify an

additional parameter--a means to flip the plate--which is accomplished

in sub-episode 3. Hence, the subject's attention momentarily shifts to

the problem of specifying ways of flipping the plate so that he can

complete his comparison in episode 2.

In episode 3, S4 investigates different ways of flipping plates.

From the video, the subject can be observed performing a physical

simulation using his hands (see section 6.7) of each case. The

simulate-compare operators are listed, implying that the subject is

performing the simulations as a way of comparing the different options
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to each other. The episode ends when S4 accepts proposal 2 as the best

way of flipping the plate, and with that knowledge he is immediately

able to patch the clamping device and then accept proposal 6.

After the patch following episode 3, S4 creates proposal 7 which

further specifies the clamping device by establishing one of its

functions. Two observations should be made at this point. First,

episode 2 contains two decisions, one to patch and accept proposal 1 and

another to accept proposal 7 (last operator in episode 2). Since they

are both performed with the same goal to specify the clamping device,

they are included in the same episode. Thus an episode can contain more

than one decide type operator as long as consecutive decisions have the

same goal. A second point is that the operator that introduces proposal

7 in the problem space is "create". It is quite likely that the subject

performed a sequence of events at this time that are prevalent in the

protocols (selecting and evaluating information) but the protocol data

do not reveal enough details to infer the problem-solving process with

any certainty. So it "appears" that the subject simply "creates" new

information.

After creating proposal 7 and drawing the gripper axis in Figure

5.3, S4 hesitates and says "You wouldn't necessarily have to be"

(gripper axis does not necessarily have to be concentric with plate

principal axis). He then experiments with various options to verify the

location of the flipping axis in proposal 7 by picking up a notebook and

flipping it as if it were the plate. This type of action is identified

as a physical simulation and is identified with the simulate operator.

Simulate operators are only listed when they are obvious from the data,
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but they are assumed to occur every time a compare or calculate operator

is applied, as a way of representing the generated information for

evaluation. The conditions for being obvious are that the subjects

verbalize a mental simulation or perform a visual or physical simulation

which is seen in the video (see section 6.7). In episode 4, S4 was

simulating various proposals with constraint 2, table with water bath

must interface with assembly, and constraint 4, flipping should be easy

for the worker. During this episode S4 pretended to sit before an

imaginary water bath, flip a notebook (which served as the plate), and

see how the different ways of flipping felt. In this way, S4 was

"living" or rather representing the proposals and constraints:

simulating, in the present terminology.

EPISODE 5

"And I want some sort of mechanism, not going to worry just yet, some

sort of mechanism... to do that flipping...which could be er... I,

talking about a...a stepper motor, I suppose... although that's an

overkill. I've got to do... 180 degree flip, to er...even do something

cam driven or gear driven... er air motor or something like that, gear

driving around, so... that would be...driving that... (>6) The trick is,

we're gotta keep that out of the...water bath. How are we going to do

that... Flip it, keep it out of the water bath. (5:00) Have to be done

by gears... Kitchen sink here, the water bath, try gear or something

that wouldn't be too crazy, this gear drive here, maybe try something

else. They'll be exposed, I don't know how abrasive these chemicals

are... that might be a problem too. (<6) Anyway, that would flip it."
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EPS5

(4:05-5:43) spec-method of flipping plate

cre[cons6:use a mechanism instead of a person for flipping]!

cre[propll:some sort of mechanism]

ref[propll > propl2:stepper motor]

com[propl2 TO cons6]

cre[cons7:plate needs to be flipped at least 180 deg]

ref[propll > propl3:cam driven mechanism]

com[propl3 TO propl2 ST cons6,7]

ref[propll > propl4:gear driven mechanism]

com[propl4 TO prop12,13 ST cons6,7]

ref[propll > propl5:air motor]

com[propl5 TO propl2 -14 ST cons6,7]

cre[cons8:must keep corrosive parts out of bath]

EPS6

(4:48-5:41) rep-find way to keep motor out of bath

cre[propl6:flip plate with gears]

sel[cons2]

sim[propl6 TO cons2,8]

com[propl6 TO cons2,8]

acc[prop16]

comp[propl2 -15 TO propl6 ST cons2,7,8]

acc[prop14]

dra(prop14,16)
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During this episode, S4 is focused on finding a method of flipping

the plate and refines proposal 11 into four different proposals for

doing so. While comparing the different options, he realizes a problem

with his ideas in constraint 8 and then seeks a way to repair the

situation, which he does by accepting proposal 16 in episode 6. This

episode is a repair type episode because the subject is repairing a

problem with the present design. With this additional information, S4

accepts proposal 14 and draws it in Figure 5.3.

EPISODE 7

"and er...then it sort of just a matter of holding these axis... ah...

(6:00) something like this. This would have some sort of

bushings...here...that's bad too, because you're going to drop that in

the solution...every time. (>8) Now, let's see... Those bushings, flip

that er....* I'm having a problem... yes, that would be er... (starting

figure 3.3) we could clamp the plate, and here...plate** we'd be

flipping about that axis. Let's see that would put you up high, that's

the problem with doing that. (7:00) But you know, no. But still we've

got to bring it out of the H2 (water). I need a better model. I was

just thinking that a... I don't want to get stuck just heading in this

one direction. I'm not thinking about any other ...ideas...yes, It'd

have to be real conventional model. Oh, I know, well maybe, even by

using er, some sort of a...teflon or polymer, for these bushings, one of

the problems of trying to design (<8) ... (8:00) When your just not

out...doing it for a living...you just don't, you just forget about all

the different materials are available and what's new. Ah, subscribe to
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a New Equipment Digest or something. But er, yes, you might find

without too much trouble, something that's resistant to those

chemicals... ** So that's a possibility, ok, let's go back to that

idea...Scratch that out... (fig 3.3) Er, ok, so anyway, now flip that

around, and this is supported by the actuators on the machine, that

er...raise and lower this thing somehow, ...center... and er... so fixed

it up, part of machine, some sort of a hydraulic lift or other actuator

so, to make it go down like that. So, there's any number of ways, you

can put transducers in to regulate that. (9:00) So, anyway, that's a,

that's a place to start..."

EPS7

(5:41-9:52) spec-structure for raising and lowering plate

cre[cons9:need to support gripper]

cre[prop17:vertical members]

acc[prop17]

cre[cons10:gripper must rotate in propl7]!

com[propl7 TO cons9,8]

pat[propl7 > propl8:vertical members with bushings]

com[propl8 TO cons3,8,10]

EPS8

(6:07-7:57) rep-keep bushing from corroding

cre[propl9:bend axis to get bushing out of bath]

dra(part3 of Figure 5.3)

sim[propl9 ST cons2,3,8-10]

sel[cons11:plate must just touch the water surface]
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com[propl9 TO consul]!

rej[propl9 - (plate will be too high)]

cre[consl2:use corrosion resistant material]!

com[prop18 TO consl2]

ref[propl8 > prop20:vertical member with teflon or

polymer bushings]

acc[prop20]

dra(prop20)

cre[prop2l:cross member to support vertical members]

acc[prop21]

dra(prop2l)

cre[prop22:actuator to raise and lower plate]

acc[prop22]

dra(prop22)

cre[cons??] (can't understand text, see Table 5.1)

ref[prop22 >prop23:hydraulic actuator]

com[prop23 TO cons??]!

ref[prop22 > prop24:other actuators]

com[prop24 TO prop23 ST cons??]!

ref[prop22 > prop25:transducers]

com[prop25 TO prop23,24 ST cons ? ?]!

sus[this is just a place to start]

S4 begins to specify a structure for raising and lowering the

clamping part of his design. He specifies vertical members and bushings

to allow the gripper to rotate, but again, he feels the chemicals in the
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water bath will cause corrosion problems and he begins episode 8 to

repair the constraint violation.

He has an idea for solving the constraint violation and simulates

proposal 19, which he draws in part 3 of Figure 5.3. After some

deliberation, he rejects proposal 19 because he can see from his sketch

that the proposal will violate constraint 11; thus the compare operator

is inferred. He creates another idea, constraint 12, and immediately

refines the bushings to be of a teflon or polymer material.

Returning to episode 7, he writes down proposal 20 and then adds a

cross member and an actuator to his structure for raising and lowering

the plate, proposals 21 and 22. He then refines proposal 22 three times

but never makes a choice. He says "So any way, that's a, that's a place

to start" and just drops the topic--thus the suspend operator is listed.

In this episode, four proposals are added to the design: proposal

17, the vertical members; proposal 20, teflon or polymer bushings;

proposal 21, the cross member; and proposal 22, the actuator. The

bushings were reduced to a lower level of abstraction, from proposal 17

to proposal 20, when S4 refined them to be of teflon or a polymer

material, and he attempted to refine the actuator, but dropped the

topic. At this point in the problem-solving effort, S4 has concluded

part 1 of Figure 5.3 and returned to the problem of flipping the plate;

thus the above performance is identified as the first conceptual

assembly design task.
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5.2.2 Layout component design of S1

An example is presented for S1 solving the "battery-contacts"

problem. The product she designed is first explained to aid in

understanding the following section.

The top, side, and bottom views for the assembly of the product

designed by S1 is presented in Figure 5.4. (The reader may benefit from

reading the "battery-contacts" problem statement in Appendix 11.2.) In

the side view, the batteries are shown in alternating positions--minus

up, minus down, minus up--as rearranged by S1 for transferring the

current in series. The oblong shapes with circles at each end are the

contacts made of beryllium copper. The batteries and contacts are

shrouded by an insulative envelope made of glass polyester. There are

four individual contacts used in this device, but only three unique

ones--there are two middle contacts, one in the top, and one in the

bottom envelope. The function of the device is to supply power to a

circuit board from the batteries via the four contacts connected in

series.

In the particular design presented here, S1 performed the layout

component design task for the middle contact. During this time, she

constructed Figure 5.5 and recorded the dimensions on the figure. The

only prior discussion of the middle contact occurred twenty minutes

earlier in the protocol. At that time she sketched part 6a in Figure

5.6 while verbalizing:

"Looking at it from the top ** (sketching shapes) this one would go out

* to solder on a wire which would go around the support (of the
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Figure 5.5 Sketch During Layout Design of Middle Contact for Si
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envelope) to the other battery. And you could use the same part on the

top and bottom half of the envelopes."

One could try to infer information about the design at this point, but

all we know for certain is that the contact consists of three pieces:

two flats pointing towards each other with circular nickel platings on

each end and a wire soldered in between. Of course there is the

information that is associated with all three contacts in general, but

nothing else specific to this particular contact.

EPISODE 1

"So for dimensions of those little contacts, (two halves of middle

contact, points to Figure 5.4) starting with the two (sketches left

half) that (>2) look going back and angled, (changes sketch so that left

half is at an angle) there's a little more space that way, without

hitting the supports which * (sketches in wall of support) would be

somewhere near there (sketches right half of contact) (<2) * with a wire

to connect those (sketches wire in between two halves)."

EPS1

(0:00-0:56) doc-overall shape of middle contact

sel[propl:sides of contact are horizontal]

dra(propl)

sel[consl:relative location of support wall interferes]

sim[propl TO consl]

com[propl TO consl]
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EPS2

(0:22-0:44) rep-angle of contact's sides

pat[propl > prop2:sides of contact are angled back]

acc[prop2]

dra(prop2)

Sl's overall goal in the task is to decrease the level of

abstraction of the middle contact by identifying some of the dimensions.

Her immediate attention in episode 1 is focused on sketching the overall

shape of the contact and then adding dimensions to it. While drawing

the contact, she compares the location of the support wall of the

envelope that houses the contact to proposal 1 and realizes that it

provides a physical barrier. She fixes this problem in the repair sub-

episode by applying a patch to proposal 1 so that its shape is now

angled backwards, around the barrier. Note that the shape has been

altered but the level of abstraction has not changed, thus the operation

is a patch. Had the configuration been altered and specified as 30° for

example, then the modification would have resulted from a refine

operator.

EPISODE 3

"The diameter of that (1:00) would need to be... (referring back to

Figure 5.6, part 6a) (>4) the top part of the diameter of the battery is

.28 which is the smallest part, so it would have to be smaller than that

diameter. And, (<4) ** well, pick a number from .228, smaller than

that, say, if we look at .2 diameter and that would give you 40
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thousandths clearance all around. That's probably not important, but

we're goin for (2:00) a number. (dimensions .20 nickle contact surface)

I don't know how a computer's are supposed to do that. *"

EPS3

(0:56-2:10) spec-diameter of contacting surface

sel[prop3:dia of contacting surface in drawing]

dra(reference for dimension)

EPS4

(1:04-1:25) assim-limitations on diameter

sel[prop4:dia of battery is .28]

cre[cons2:contact can not short-out]!

cal[cons3:dia of contacting surface must be < .28]

acc[cons3]

sel[cons4:round off number to a "nice" number]!

cre[cons5:clearance between contact diameter and battery

diameter must be 0.040]

com[prop3 TO cons3-5]

ref[prop3 > prop5:dia is 0.2 inches]

acc[prop5]

dra(prop5)

S1 began this episode by selecting the diameter of the contacting

surface and drawing reference lines and arrows in order to add the

dimension for the diameter of the contact surface. Not knowing the

information, she shifted her attention to the battery in part 6b of
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Figure 5.6 in order to assimilate information on the limitations it

placed on the diameter of the contact. She selected proposal 2, the

diameter of the negative and smallest surface of the battery, and stated

that "it (proposal 3) would have to be smaller than that diameter."

The problem is that the diameter of the contacting surface should

only be large enough to touch the negative surface of the battery, thus

preventing touching the positive surface and shorting-out. So a new

constraint is calculated that the diameter must be less than 0.28

inches. Notice that the state of the middle contact did not change

during episode 4; she simply developed a new constraint. Hence, the

episode is of the assimilation type.

With this new constraint, her attention returned to the task at

hand of specifying the diameter. S1 refined the diameter to be 0.020.

She performed this operation after comparing the present form of the

diameter, proposal 4 to constraints 3-5. Constraint 4 is inferred, yet

it is obvious that she simply rounded off, since she could have used

0.21 or 0.19: designers know to use "round" numbers such as 0.2.

Round numbers describe dimensions that refer to even or whole

numbers, or maybe standard material or machine tool thicknesses. A

experienced mechanical designer will recognize this type of rounding off

as typical design constraint. If we subtract the 0.2 diameter from the

0.28 diameter of constraint 3, we get the 0.040 clearance all around

that she verbalized. But why she picked a clearance of 0.040 instead of

0.050 or 0.030 to prevent a short is impossible to infer. Interpreting

the protocol data is rarely as difficult as it is for this particular
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episode--fortunately, most episodes are more straightforward and more

clearly verbalized.

Proposal 3 is described as the "diameter of the contacting surface

in the drawing" which is rather vague. The diameter of the contacting

surface had no numerical value at the beginning of the episode, but S1

did in fact have a general idea of what the diameter should be since it

appears in the drawing. Episodes 5-7 are presented together to make

their explanation clearer since they are interrelated.

EPISODE 5

"The distance from the center there to there (length of right half of

contact) will have to be the diameter of the battery plus a little

clearance, to have enough room to solder the wire on."

EPISODE 6

"** Or again, you could just * connect those metal to metal and just

have it all one part. (3:00) (make the contact all one piece of metal)"

EPISODE 7

"** This should be a different height than the rest of the material if

this (nickel plated area) is gonna make the contact. So it could all be

made out of one part, instead of soldering it. Okay, say if we leave

that all one part, and connect that across there and this nickel plate

(labels nickel plating) (4:00) * The two circles to add the increased

height which you'd need and the same part we're goin to use on the

bottom and top envelope. Glue them on."
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EPS5

(2:10-2:32) spec-length of side

sel[prop6:length of side in drawing]

dra(reference for dimension)

sel[prop7:dia of battery]

dra(prop7)

cre[cons6:need clearance for soldering wire]

sim[prop6 TO prop7 ST cons6]

sus[make contact out of one piece]

EPS6

(2:32-3:00) spec-contact out of one piece

sel[cons7:minimize number of parts]!

sel[prop2]

com[prop2 TO cons6,7]

pat[prop2 > prop8:contact is made from one piece]

acc[prop8]

EPS7

(3:00-4:20) ver-contact out of one piece

cre[cons8:height of contacting surface must be greater than

rest of contact]

com[prop8 TO cons8]

acc[prop8]

dra(prop8)
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cre[cons9:use same part on top and bottom]

sel[cons10:contacts will be assembled with glue]

com[prop8 TO cons9,10]

acc[prop8]

S1 begins episode 5 with the intention of specifying the length of

the contact's side. While making a visual simulation of the proposals

and constraints involved in the decision, she discontinues her present

goal and begins episode 6, so the final decision operator in episode 5

is a suspend.

Episode 5 was suspended to perform the patch in episode 6,

presumably because of constraints 6 and 7. This assumption is

reasonable since constraint 7 has been observed to influence problem

solving in all of the protocols.

Having made the patch though, she decides to verify her actions in

episode 7 by investigating the consequences of the change. She

generates three constraints, all of which have the implication of

interfacing with other parts.

The problem solving in these three episodes demonstrates that S1

rearranges her goal stack when needed to satisfy a constraint. S1 is

flexible enough to abandon present performance to address other goals

triggered by that performance. After making a relatively radical change

in her design, she reviews her effort to verify that there are no

constraint violations.
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EPISODE 8

"And that part will look like--let's see, without the nickel plating

(makes new sketch of contact) *** would look similar to this"

EPS8

(4:20-4:48) doc-overall shape of contact

dra(contacting surface)

cre[consll:dimensioning would be best from back side]!

acc[consll]

dra(back view of prop8)

Much of Sl's performance for the rest of this task is similar to

performance already described. So for the sake of brevity, the listings

of episodes and operators will be presented and only unique cases will

be discussed.

EPISODE 9

"and the dimension from there to there (center of contact point to

center) * (5:00) is given (looks back at problem statement) to .530 *

plus or minus 4 thousandths."

EPS9

(4:48-5:22) spec-dimension between contact points

sel[prop9:distance between contact points in drawing]

sel[prop10:center distance between batteries is .530 +/-

.004]
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cal[consl2:contacting points should contact centers of

batteries]

com[prop9 TO prop10 ST consl2]

ref[prop9 > propll:distance between contact points is .530

+/-.004]

acc[propll]

S1 says "the dimension from there to there is given" but it really

is not. The dimension between the centers of the batteries is all that

is given so she must infer a constraint--inferred here as constraint 12-

-in order to use the .530 dimension.

EPISODE 10

"The dimension from there to there, (depth of contact) (>11) the maximum

would be half the diameter of the battery plus .017. which is .228, plus

.017 or .245. (<11) * "

EPS10

(5:22-6:00) spec-height of contact

sel[propl2:height of contact in drawing]

dra(reference lines)

EPS11

(5:28-5:40) assim-constraints needed for height

cre[propl3:half dia of battery is .228]

sel[propl4:clearance from battery to back wall of

envelope is .017]
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cal[consl3:height can be less than propl3 +propl4]

acc[cons13]

com[propl2 TO consl3]

ref[propl2 > propl5:height of contact is .245]

acc[prop15]

dra(propl5)

The operator that generates proposal 13 is create rather than

select. During episode 11, S1 looked at part 6c of Figure 5.6 to

assimilate constraints. The entire diameter is on the figure not half

of the diameter, thus the operator must be create.

EPISODE 12

"(6:00) The distance... those are probably the only set distances. * "

EPS12

(6:00-6:12) plan-what to do next

sel[propl6:another set dimension]!

cre[consl4:there are no more set dimensions]

cal[stral:specify dimensions that are not set]!

acc[stral]

The generation of proposal 16 is inferred from the video which

shows S1 moving her pencil around to draw in some dimensioning lines but

stops, stating constraint 14. The calculation of strategy 1 is inferred

according to her next action.
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The "set" dimensions are those dimensions that are constrained by

the space restrictions of the envelope. In actuality, the thickness is

a set dimension (see episode 14) but the thickness was not visible on

the paper since the sketch was of a side view of the contact (see part

7b of Figure 5.5).

EPISODE 13

"That radius, .02, or half that is the diameter, which is .010 radius.

(dimensions radius) So if we made this whole part the same thickness,

(width) * 020."

EPS13

(6:12-6:55) spec-width of contact

sel[prop5]

dra(prop5)

sel[propl7:width of contact in drawing]

cre[consl5:diameter and width can be the same size]!

com[propl7 TO prop5 ST cons15]

ref[propl7 > propl8:width of contact is .020]

acc[propl8]

EPISODE 14

"and this (7:00) nickel plate, just those two areas, and the rest of the

material would be made out of, say copper alloy, which is a good

electrical conductor. * A beryllium copper is commonly used for springs,

but you don't really need a spring force on these, so it's not really a
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question, if we just use good copper for its conducting properties. One

thing I'd have to check is, if we can nickel plate to a copper alloy, so

that I can use it."

EPS14

(6:55-7:52) spec-materials for contact

sel[prop5]

sel[propl9:prop5 is made of nickel]

sel[prop20:material of contact except for plated surface is

unknown]

sel[consl6:conductance of the contacts must be good]

cre[consl7:copper is a good conductor]

com[prop20 TO consl7]

ref[prop20 > prop2l:material of contact except for plated

surface is copper]

cre[prop22:material of contact is beryllium copper]

cre[consl8:beryllium copper is commonly used for springs]

cal[consl9:contact does not need spring force]

rej[prop22]

cre[cons20:plating must adhere to contact material]

cal[stra2:check later if nickel will adhere to copper]

acc[stra2]

acc[prop2l]
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EPISODE 15

"So, the thickness of this, (8:00) if you look at it from the side,

would be pretty narrow. We don't have much room, anyway. We have 025

and 22 1/2 for the thickness of the plastic, plus the contact. So if

you made that ** (looking back through figures and finds Figure 5.6) * I

have that 020 (9:00) thickness there for the wall, probably have to be

smaller than that, considering we'll need, we'll need to make * that

would leave 0025 left for the contacts. But this was made out of a thin

sheet of copper. I'll have to check sizes to see what that stock size

is, so I'll guess that that would come between

E: What sizes are you thinking of?

S: It would have to be around .005 thousandths. I don't know if that's

a standard size or not.

E: Take it as if it were a standard size.(9:58)"

EPS15

(7:52-9:58) spec-thickness of contact

sel[prop23:thickness of contact in drawing]

dra(prop23)

sel[cons21:not much space available for contact]

EPS16

(8:17-9:21) assim-information on available space

sel[prop24:thickness of envelope and contact is .0225]

sel[prop25:thickness of envelope is .020]

cal[cons22:thickness of contact must be < .0025]

acc[cons22]
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cre[cons23:use only standard-size materials]

cre[cons24:a standard size is .005]

com[prop23 TO cons22-24]

ref[prop23 > prop26:contact thickness is .005]

acc[prop26]

The end of episode 15 demonstrates a bit of confusion on the part

of Si. In episode 16, she calculates constraint 22--the thickness of

contact must be less than .0025--yet eventually specifies the thickness

as 0.005. She then specified the thickness of the other contacts as

0.005 too and the error went undetected for the duration of the design

session.

5.2.3 Detail component design for S2

The third example follows S2 as he solves the "battery-contacts"

problem. The product he designed is first explained to aid in

understanding the section that follows.

Figure 5.7 presents three assembly views of the product designed

by subject S2. Note that he has the same components as S1--four

contacts and two envelope halves--although only the number of envelope

parts are required by the problem statement. All three batteries are

positioned with the same orientation--with the negative contact surface

pointing up--which is in contrast to Si, who alternated the contact

orientation. The contacts are made of the same material as those of Si-

-beryllium copper--but the envelope is made of ABS plastic instead of

glass polyester. The contacts perform the function of supplying power
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to the circuit board and the envelope provides an insulative shell to

hold the batteries and contacts together.

During this particular design task, S2 performed a detailed

component design of the far-left contact and documented the information

in Figure 5.8. This drawing is the final drawing for the contact and

completely specifies all dimensions, tolerances and material

specifications. During this task, S2 had a good idea of what he wanted,

as most of the dimensions were previously determined. Besides

completing the specification of the contact, a parallel goal during this

task was to produce the drawing in Figure 5.8.

EPISODE 1

"(>2) Well, I'm going to put ink on what I intend to go down, this is

just so I get my construction while it's going, maybe I can save some

time, by er, dimensioning this part in the isometric, er, I'm a little

farther down my learning curve now so I know more of what er I'm

expected to do. Now see if if I draw it that way then I, I have a

hidden view, so I'm going to turn this spring all the way around and um,

these are just to, to get me started. (<2) (1:00) * (sketching outline

of spring) All right, then um, make that spring down like that, a slight

wall on the edge, and this spring, is going to bend up...and contact

the circuit board. How nice, I'm very pleased with that, and, (2:00)

what I was talking about, oh, (>3) yes. We need this area, let's see

now, need an area, a suction cup...up here, (<3) all right. I feel a

little better about this, oops, (>4) I need ears, *** (3:00) (sketches

lances on contact) If you want to see what I'm doing here, I'm, well,
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let's let's wait 'til I, I actually get this, um, in ink, **, ok, (<4)

all right. *** (inking over the penciled sketch) *** *** *** (4:00) ***

E: So you're just outlining the lines right now, right?

S: Yes, I'm outlining um, er, and um, using the phantom line to show the

er, where this bends, er, all over the place, (5:00) and er, here we

have it, so I can er, ...doesn't look like I erased at all, that looks

good, I'll probably run out of eraser here; who cares."

EPS1

(0:00-5:25) doc-overall shape of contact

sel[propl:overall shape of contact]

dra(propl in pencil)

EPS2

(0:00-0:51) plan-how to configure the drawing

cre[stral:draw in pencil and go over in ink]

acc[stral]

cre[consl:be efficient with time]

cre[stra2:make drawing in the isometric]

cre[cons2:it is best not to dimension to a hidden

view]!

com[stra2 TO cons2]

pat[stra2>stra3:make drawing in the isometric from the

reverse direction]

acc[stra3]

pat[propl>prop2:overall shape of contact from the reverse

direction]
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acc[prop2]

dra(begin new drawing of prop2 from the reverse direction)

EPS3

(2:05-2:31) rep-flat of contact to interface with robot

end-effector

sel[cons3:contacts must be assembled by robot end-effector of

1/4"]

sel[prop3:flat of contact in drawing]

com[prop3 TO cons3]

pat[prop3 >prop4:flat of contact is bigger]

acc[prop4]

dra(prop4)

EPS4

(2:41-3:29) rep-vertical of contact to hold contact in place

sel[prop5:vertical of contact]

sel[cons4:contact must be held in place]!

com[prop5 TO cons4]

pat[prop5> prop6:vertical of contact with "lances"

sticking out]

acc[prop6]

dra(prop6)

dra(everything in ink)

cre[stra4:draw bends in contact with phantom lines]

acc[stra4]

dra(bends in contact with phantom lines)
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In episode 1, S2 is verbalizing his plan about how to configure

the drawing and starting the drawing in Figure 5.8 at the same time, so

both episodes, plan and document, begin at time zero. The goal of this

task is to make a detailed drawing of the far-left contact which he

believes is fairly well specified by this time. This section of

protocol reflects S2's given goal, since his planning does not concern

specifying the contact but rather configuring the drawing itself. He

begins to draw the overall shape of the contact in order to document its

dimensions, and he verbalizes his desire to draw in pencil and then go

over it in ink. He desires to be efficient with his time and based on

that constraint, decides to make the drawing in an isometric view rather

than the traditional orthographic projections.

Midway, he decides to draw the contact from the reverse direction

because he says, "if I draw it that way then I, I have a hidden view."

So constraint 2 must be inferred to account for the patch on strategy 3.

Note that the operator is a patch since strategy 2 is only being altered

to view the contact from a different direction. Had S2 decided to draw

the contact for example at a 35° angle, the operator would be a refine.

S2 begins a new drawing from the reverse direction. There is nothing

new being specified; he is simply recalling from memory the shape of the

contact and drawing.

When he gets to the flat of the contact, he realizes a problem

with his design in episode 3. The problem statement says the contacts

must be designed to be assembled by a suction type robot end-effector of

1/4" diameter. So he patches the flat by making it larger to

accommodate the end-effector. He then continues with the drawing and
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realizes he does not have the lances on the vertical part of the

contact. Another constraint is inferred which triggers this patch. S2

then finishes his drawing of the overall shape and as planned, outlines

the shape in ink. During this time there was a long pause of silence

(recall an asterisk represents a five second period of silence) while he

was going over the drawing in ink but there does not seem to be any

unspoken problem solving taking place. He draws the bends of the

contact with phantom lines and episode 1 is complete.

EPISODE 5

"Now rather than go through an orthographic detail, and have to project

lines and pretty much do it by hand, er, I'd like to, if it's all right

with you, rely on an isometric sketch, for dimensioning.

E: That's ok.

S: ...and I think, er, it'd be a little bit more efficient. I don't

want to take you through next weekend...(erases) Hmm, (6:00) and I

might go back and do this on all the parts, (make isometric detail

sketch)"

EPS5

(5:25-6:06) ver-strategy to keep drawing in the isometric

view

cre[cons5:drawing must be acceptable to the examiner]

com[stra3 TO consl,5]

acc[stra3]

-opp-
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cre[stra5:go back and make details of all the parts in the

isometric]

acc[stra5]

-opp-

In this episode, he repeats his intentions to use an isometric

view of the contact in the drawing instead of the traditional

orthographic view. Since nothing new is taking place and he is

repeating the previous strategy, this episode is a verify type. He

verbalizes two reasons verifying his plan, constraint 1, to be efficient

with his time, is a repeat, but this episode of verify may be due to

constraint 5, is this plan acceptable to the examiner. There may also

be some renewed confidence from looking at his drawing, which he did not

have when he originally made his plan, but there is not enough evidence

from the protocol to infer it. Strategy 5 and its acceptance can be

inferred, however, since he does indeed make detailed drawings of other

components in the isometric view.

EPISODE 6

this is (>7) the, (<7)negative to ECB contact. Ok. All right.

EPS6

(6:06-6:30) doc-title of drawing

EPS7

(6:06-6:12) spec-title of drawing

sel[cons5a:detail drawings need a title]!
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sel[cons5b:titles should be descriptive of part]!

cal[prop7:title of drawing is negative to ECB

(electrical circuit board) contact]

acc[prop7]

dra(prop7)

The problem solving in episodes 6 and 7 is not as trivial as the

brevity of the text makes it appear. In this section of protocol, S2

documents the title of his drawing. But in doing so, he stops, lifts

his head and stares into space for a brief moment before writing the

title down. (The head motions can be seen on the video tape.) There

are two possible explanations, either he is simply trying to recall the

title or he has to reason about a title before he can write it down.

The latter explanation is assumed since he never mentioned a title

previously in the protocol. Constraints 5a and 5b are inferred based on

the investigator's design knowledge, and since S2 is not simply

recalling information, this second explanation--developing a title- -

requires a specify sub-episode.

EPISODE 8

"(starting to add dimension lines) (7:00) I did have a deflection in

mind on that * .056, and we've been lying on ... (8:00) (>9) now I can

allow myself a bit of luxury and um, dimensioning off the flat, taking

it easy on myself, presuming various small angles aren't going to change

lengths all that much (<9) and er, put .230, .220, .020, (dimensioning

length of contact) I'll kind of give it a .010 here. Tool maker will
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come back and tell me he can't do that; good for him. (9:00) aaah,

That's 150 typical. (>10) This little guy's going to stick out, ***

well (sigh) (<10) **** (>11) * (10:00) ok, here's the pad to pick it up

and move it around with, right here, 300 by 300. (<11) There's a

dimension I, don't know the answer to yet, umm, this one, it's going to

stick out ..080 * and I don't know the overall height yet here, ok."

EPS8

(6:30-11:10) doc-known dimensions

dra(known dimensions on the drawing)

EPS9

(8:05-8:22) plan-how to record dimension on the drawing

sel[cons6:the base and hypotenuse of a triangle are

about the same length if the included angle is

small]!

cal[stra6:dimensioning off the flat is accurate enough]

acc[stra6]

dra(known dimensions on the drawing)

EPS10

(9:12-9:32) spec-outward location of lance

sel[prop8:location of lance that attaches contact to envelope]

sus[maybe not enough information to deal with at this

time]

dra(known information)

EPS11

(9:45-9:58) spec-dimension of flat

sel[prop4]
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sel[cons3]

com[prop4 TO cons3]

ref[prop4>prop9:flat is .300 X .300]

acc[prop9]

dra(prop9)

dra(known information)

EPS12

(10:36-10:46) spec-outward location of lance

cre[prop9a:location is .080]

acc[prop9a]

dra(known dimensions)

.During episode 8, S2 is primarily documenting known dimensions

onto the drawing in Figure 5.8. During times when no problem solving is

taking place--when S2 is simply recalling information and writing it

down--no operators are reported. It could be argued that a select

operator is being applied since the subject must select information by

recall from memory before writing it down. But for simplicity, no

operators are listed.

The sub-episodes 9 and 11 are fairly typical of past episodes

and will not be explained. In episode 10, S2 focuses his attention on

specifying the dimension from the vertical part of the contact to the

outward edge of the lance (see Figure 5.8). He draws reference lines

and arrows and says "This little guy's going to stick out...", pauses

about 15 seconds while drumming the table, then sighs and moves on to

documenting other information. He obviously starts to perform a
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specify episode but does not have enough information to continue. He

may have performed some problem solving--thought through some ideas

and rejected them--but we do not know for certain. In any event, the

dimension he starts to specify is not recorded, and this performance

is identified with the suspend operator, since the episode is

terminated without progress.

He continues drawing other reference lines, specifies the

dimensions of the flat in episode 11, and mentions another dimension

that he does not know yet. Then he comes back to the problem of

locating the lance and says "Umm, this one, its going to stick out

.080 *," and then writes the dimension down. The subject does not

verbalize enough information to infer any problem solving during this

episode. The inability to identify operators for this episode is not

a failure of the model, but a failure of the subject to "think aloud".

EPISODE 13

"S: All right. .006 beryllium copper full hard, (documenting sketch)

finish .0003 nickel.

EPS13

(11:10-12:22) doc-material notes

cre[prop10:finish of .0003 nickel plating]

acc[prop10]

dra(material type and finish note)
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In this episode, S4 documents the type of material and finish on

the drawing, Figure 5.8. The 0.006 thickness, beryllium and full-hard

characteristics of the copper were previously determined, simply

recalled from memory and written down. The three tenths of a mill

nickel finish has never appeared in the protocol and no constraint is

known that would cause him to calculate this thickness; so nothing can

be inferred, and the information is introduced to the problem with the

create operator.

EPISODE 14

"**** All right. * And...(13:00) **** Ok. We'll make this .230 like the

others, .220, saves me from a lot of repeat calculations,"

EPS14

(12:22-13:20) doc-known dimensions

dra(known dimensions)

Again in this episode, S2 is simply recalling information from

memory and writing it down. The long pauses indicate no verbalization

for nearly 40 seconds. It is impossible to infer performance during

this time. The last phrase may appear to represent some problem

solving, but in actuality he is merely commenting on recalled

information--congratulating himself on using the same dimensions.
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EPISODE 15

"aah but the height. (>16) Now. Instead of .056 here it is, and that

old 35 thousands. Somewhere back here did the calculation, once and for

all. Oh, we're going to have the same deflection force here I assume

(14:00) on the ECB as we do at the button cells, right? So that's .019

in addition to the height of the circuit board, if I recall is .240 no

that's the distance in, height is 50, + or - 14, 50 + 19 .069 (<16)

All right,"

EPS15

(13:20-14:40) doc-height of ECB part of contact

EPS16

(13:25-14:28) spec-height of ECB part of contact

sel[cons4:deflection forces at the PC board and

batteries must both be between 0.1 and 1 pounds]

sel[propll:height of ECB part of contact in drawing]

sel[cons5:required deflection for battery portion is

.019"]

sel[cons6:height of circuit board is .240]

sel[cons7:drawing from problem statement]

com[cons6 TO cons7]

rej[cons6]

sel[cons8:height of circuit board is .050 +/- .014]

sel[cons9:height must be great enough to clear

obstacles]
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com[propll TO cons5,7,8,9]

ref[propll > propl2:height of ECB part of contact is

.069"]

acc[prop12]

dra(propl2)

S2 starts to document the dimension of the height of the ECB part

of the contact but can't recall the dimension and searches through some

papers trying to find it. After looking a while, he then realizes

constraint 4, abandons his search and begins generating the constraint

necessary to make a dimensional build-up of the height. He recalls from

memory constraints 5 and 6, but upon looking at the problem statement,

constraint 7, he realizes his mistake and immediately selects constraint

8 from the problem statement. Notice that constraint 8 did not come

about as the result of a patch on constraint 6. The patch operator

implies a modification, and constraint 6 was not modified. Constraint 6

was the distance from the envelope to the contact point on the PC board;

he simply rejected constraint 6 because it was obviously wrong and

selected the proper distance, constraint 8. Based on the generated

constraints, he calculates a distance of .069 and obviously accepts

propll since he writes it down.

Much of the problem solving for the rest of the task is rather

repetitious; for the sake of brevity, many of the episodes and operators

are listed without explanation.
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EPISODE 17

"aah, (>18) the height over the top 258 + 60 that's 2 times 320. (15:00)

Make this about 325 (<18) there, that's 325

EPS17

(14:40-15:15) doc-height of vertical part of contact

EPS18

(14:50-15:06) spec-height of vertical part of contact

sel[propl3:height of vertical part of contact in

drawing]

sel[propl3a:height of vertical envelope wall is .258]

sel[propl3b:envelope wall thickness is .060]

sel[consll:round off to a round number]

cal[consl2:propl3 must be greater than .320]

cre[consl3:allow 0.005 clearance]

com[propl3 TO propl3a,13b ST consll -13)

ref[propl3 > propl4:height of vertical is .325)

acc[propl4]

dra(propl4)

EPISODE 19

"this little lance comes out, (>20) 80 by.. we'll make this one er, it's

going to do all kinds of funny things when I jam it in there, but er,

make it er, .040.(<20) *"
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EPS19

(15:15-15:53) doc-width of lance

dra(reference for dimension)

EPS20

(15:30-15:45) spec-width of lance

sel[propl5:width of lance in drawing]

sel[consl4:prop8 will affect the bending strength]!

cre[cons??]

cre[consl5:lance will deflect when envelope is

assembled]

sim[prop6,15 ST cons14,15,??]

com[prop6,15 ST cons14,15,??]

ref[prop15 propl6:width of lance is .040]

acc[prop16]

dra(propl6)

This episode represents another case where the subject fails to

verbalize enough information to reasonably infer the operators needed to

perform the episode (recall episode 12). S2 begins this episode by

adding reference lines and arrows to Figure 5.8 and then selecting

proposal 15, the width to be specified. Notice that the location of

lance, proposal 8 of episode 12, now serves as a constraint to

determining the width of the lance in constraint 14. Constraint 15, the

simulate and compare are inferred from the words "...its going to do all

kinds of funny things when I jam it in there...." The question marks

are included in the simulate and compare operators because the subject
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does not verbalize enough information to infer additional constraints

which are needed to make the refinement.

EPISODE 21

"And the height that was 325, (16:00) *** (>22) just trying some mental

arithmetic. If I make the lance 200, that leaves me 125, better make

this lance about er 150, (<22) high,"

EPS21

(15:53-16:44) doc-height of lance

sel[consl5:height should be consistent with prop16]!

sel[propl7:height of lance in drawing]

dra(reference information)

EPS22

(16:15-16:40) spec-height of lance

sel[conl6:lance must be shorter than the vertical

height of contact to be assembled properly]!

sim[propl7 ST cons15,16]

com[propl7 TO cons15,16]!

ref[propl7 -> propl8:height of lance is .200]

cal[consl7:resulting clearance is .150]

com[propl8 TO consl7, ? ?]

rej[prop18]

ref[prop17 -> propl9:height of lance is .150]

acc[prop19]

dra(propl9)
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EPISODE 23

"(>24) starting from um, *** (17:00) well I could start all the way at

the bottom, I'll make it up just a little bit, .060 (<24) up from the

bottom... might give it a little bit of guiding."

EPS23

(16:44-17:17) doc-vertical location of lance

EPS24

(16:44-17:05) spec-vertical location of lance

sel[prop20:vertical location of lance in drawing]

cre[cons??]

cre[consl9:the material under the lance could provide

some guidance during assembly]!

com[prop20 TO consl9, ? ?]!

ref[prop20 > prop2l:vertical location of lance is

.060]

acc[prop21]

dra (prop2l)

5.2.4 Catalog selection of S5

The forth example is taken from the protocol of S5, designing the

flipper-dipper. The mechanism he designed is first explained to aid the

reader's understanding of what follows.

A side view of the flipper-dipper designed by S5 is shown in

Figure 5.9 with the cover cut-away to reveal the power-train inside.

Only one chair-gripper subassembly is shown on the drawing, but a total
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of three are attached to the ferris-wheel in order to handle three

plates at once. The machine dips the plates one at a time as the wheel

slowly rotates. Motion is provided by the shaft which is supported by

two pillow blocks and turned via a sprocket and chain arrangement

attached to a motor. The entire power-train is housed in an aluminum

cover to protect the components from the corrosive effects of the water

bath.

In this catalog selection task, S5 is selecting the electric motor

that turns the ferris wheel. The subject has already decided that he

needs a motor ". . . that I'm going to be able to start and stop very

quickly, yet not have real high speed. So it'll have to have a gear

reduced on it." and is only looking to pick the right one.

EPISODE 1

"One thing I was concerned about was whether I could get

er...er...small, reasonably sized motor, gear unit, that has a built-in

brake. And so I want to do a little bit of looking in my catalogs here

and see what might be available... because if I can't get a motor and

brake unit then I might have to design to put a brake on it, or convince

myself that the motor will stop fast enough that the unit won't coast

on...and...cause the operator difficulty. Look at Dayton (type of

motor) let's see, I've got a Granger catalog here (picks up catalog,

turns to the index, and reads)"
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EPS1

(0:00-0:50)plan-how to select a motor

sel[propl:motor with gear reducer and built in brake]

cre[consl:motor must fit within housing]!

cre[stral:look in catalogs to see what is available]

acc[stral]

-opp- plan alternate strategy on selecting a motor

cre[cons2:can only use motor if available]

cre[cons3:motor must stop reliably]!

cal[stra2:may have to design a brake to put on motor]

acc[stra2]!

cal[stra3:may have to convince myself that motor w/o brake

will satisfy cons3]

acc[stra3]!

-opp-

cre[prop2:Dayton motor]

cre[stra4:look in Granger cat]

acc[stra4]

In episode 1, S5 makes four decisions, he decides: to pursue

strategy 1, to plan an alternate strategy, to look specifically for a

Dayton motor, and to look for the motor in a Granger's catalog.

Strategy 1 is a strategy often used by mechanical designer when

selecting a component off-the-shelf. The development of strategies 2

and 3 are seen as opportunistic. He depicts a scenario of "what if"

strategy 1 does not work, then he will have a back-up plan, but this
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plan does not aid in accomplishing the task. The operator for

strategies 2 and 3 is calculate because the strategies are new

information inferred by the subject from constraints 2 and 3.

EPISODE 2

"'Motors, special application... (1:00) AC-DC', (>3) aah, now there's

an idea..I might, I could use a DC motor...and use maybe a reverser to

stop it. That's a possibility; get me out of the brake business. (<3)

'Direct drive...condenser (reading list of motors from index)...farm

duty...gear motors...pump motors'"

EPS2

(0:50-1:47) plan-where to look for information about gear motors

sel[cons4:info on special application motors is available]

com[cons4 TO prop2J

sel[cons5:info on AC-DC motors is available]

EPS3 -opp

(1:05-1:21) spec-motor

com[propl TO cons2,3,5]

ref[propl > prop3:DC motor with a reverser]

acc[prop3]

com[cons5 TO cons4 ST prop3]

sel[cons6:info on direct drive motors is available]

com[cons6 TO cons4,5 ST prop3]

sel[cons7:info on farm duty motors is available]

com[cons7 TO cons4-6 ST prop3]
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sel[cons8:info on gear motors is available]

com[cons8 TO cons4-7 ST prop3]

sel[cons9:info on pump motors is available]

com[cons9 TO cons4-8 ST prop3]

com[stra4 TO cons4-9 ST prop3]!

ref[stra4 > stra5:look under gear motors]

acc[stra5]

S5 begins to develop a strategy and again becomes opportunistic.

Having decided to search through a Granger's catalog in the last

episode, he picks up the catalog and thumbs through the table of

contents. His goal in this episode is to plan where to look for

information on a Dayton motor with a built in brake that meets the

requirements of constraint 1-3. Reading "AC-DC motors" in the table of

contents triggers the opportunistic episode of specifying the motor.

The episode is opportunistic because it does not help accomplish his

immediate goal. This episode demonstrates that even though his

immediate goal is to plan where to look for information in the catalog

he also maintains another goal, to specify the motor, and seizes the

opportunity to adjust his agenda momentarily and address this goal. S5

then completes episode 3 by reading the rest of the motor types and

deciding to look under gear motors.

The last two operators represent a decrease in the level of

abstraction of his strategy of where to look for information about

motors. He begins episode 2 with strategy 4, to look in Grangers, and

knowing what is available in constraints 4-9 and the subject matter,
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proposal 3, refines his strategy to look specifically under gear motors.

It could be just as likely that S5 evaluated his strategy after each

constraint but there is not enough detail in the protocol to infer this

type of comparison, so the most general description is used.

EPISODE 4

"I'm going to look under gear motors and see what I've got. 157 (turns

to pg 157) (2:00) Permanent magnet 90 volt DC gear motors... Hmmm...

Spendy. (referring to cost) 'Permanent magnet.' Aaah, ok, here's an

inexpensive one...let's see...'3.2 to 89 RPM DC right angle gear motors.

Continuous duty.' (3:00) Ah...here I've got a quite a wide selection of

a...of gear ratios and ...speeds, aah...'Nominal full load RPM 3.2 RPM.'

I'm needing something in the...well, let's see, I can use my sprocket

and drive chain can give me a reduction ratio so if I had a 3 to 1 I

could use this one. And I would require a DC input, a DC power supply.

(turns pages and start searching) So let's see if I can get an AC-DC

one, or I won't have to have a...some kind of a ...power supply. A

universal type motor that I could put a speed control on (4:00) would be

nice."

EPS4

(1:47-4:02)spec-type of motor to use

sel[prop4:permanent magnet, 90 volt DC gear motors]

sel[cons10:cost must be minimized]

com[prop4 TO cons10]

rej[prop4]
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sel[prop5: 3.2-89 rpm DC right angle gear motor]

sel[prop6:speed is 3.2 rpm at full load]

cre[prop7:sprocket and drive chain of the mechanism give

gear reduction]

sel[consll:plate needs to be dipped and flipped every 40

seconds]!

sel[cons12:calculations are best made on the conservative

side]!

com[prop7 TO cons11,12]

ref[prop7 > prop8:sprocket and drive chain can give 3:1

gear ratio]

cal[cons13:the motor which is selected needs at least a 3:1

gear ratio ST consll]!

com[prop6 TO consl3]

acc[prop5]

cre[cons14:this motor would need a DC power supply]

sel[consl5:use as few parts as possible]!

com[prop5 TO consll -14]

rej[prop5]

cre[prop9:AC-DC motor that doesn't require a power supply]

acc[prop9]

cre[stra6:find universal AC-DC motor with speed control]

acc[stra6]

In this episode, S5 selects two motors from the catalog and

rejects both: proposal 4 is rejected due to it's high cost and proposal
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5 is rejected because it would require too many parts. But in the

process, he infers a new motor, but one who's description is by

necessity at a higher level of abstraction--an AC-DC type--than

proposals 4 and 5. This is the only occurrence found in the protocols

where the subject increases instead of decreases the level of

abstraction. The reason may be that in catalog selection, unlike the

other design tasks, the catalog forces the designer tentatively into a

specific well-defined component description before he is ready to

commit. The designer must then back-track through the evidence to see

if this commitment should be less tentative and more absolute. S5 then

pursues strategy 6 to find AC-DC motors in the catalog so that he can

select one.

The decision to reject the second motor is rather complicated but

can be represented with only three inferred constraints. S5 begins by

selecting a motor, proposal 5, from the catalog and then reads a

characteristic of the motor, proposal 6:speed is 3.2 rpm at full load.

Focusing on the speed, he reasons that the sprocket and chain of his

mechanism could be sized to provide a gear reduction if needed, proposal

7. Assuming that he uses constraint 11 from the problem statement and

the global constraint 12, he refines proposal 7 and calculates

constraint 13. Then based on constraint 13, he accepts the motor. But

then he introduces a new constraint, that the motor needs a DC power

supply and assuming constraint 15, the subject rejects the motor.
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EPISODE 5

"Here we go, (found one) AC-DC right-angle gear motors are even less

expensive. (than straight DC) 'Single and double shaft models.' What

I'm, what I'm thinking about is, I might, might build the unit without a

brake and get a double shaft motor, and if I had to I could stick a

brake on as a...retrofit, if it proved that it coasted too much. And

I've got speed controls for AC and DC series DC motors right here,

(referring to page in the catalog) very reasonable."

EPS5

(4:02-5:00) spec-AC-DC gear motors

sel[prop9]

sel[prop10:cost of prop9]!

sel[propll:cost of prop5]!

com[prop10 TO propll ST cons10]

acc[prop9]

sel[consl6:double shaft models are available]

sel[cons3]!

com[prop9 TO cons3,16]

pat[prop9 > propl2:AC -DC right angle double shaft gear

motor suitable for a brake]

acc[prop12]

sel[prop13:speed controllers]

sel[propl4:cost of speed controllers]!

com[propl4 TO cons10]

acc[propl3]
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Turning to the correct page in the catalog, S5 finds the section

on AC-DC motors and comments that they are even less expensive than

straight DC motors. This comment implies that he compared proposals 10

and 11, the costs of the motors, to the constraint to minimize costs and

accepted the AC-DC motor. This decision represents how two components,

the AC-DC motor and the DC only motor, are compared based on a common

characteristic, cost, subject to a constraint, minimize costs.

The performance for the rest of the task is similar to past

performance which has already been described. Therefore, the rest of

the episodes and operators will be listed without comment except for

unique cases.

EPISODE 6

"Aaah ok, let's see, I'll use my numbered...pages...ok. (referring to

scratch sheets given to subject by examiner) (>7) Let's see if this

motor will package, how big is it? It's reasonable, '4 and a quarter

inch wide', ok. (<7) 7-10-86, motor (labeling scratch sheet). (>8) Since

I can slow the motor down, I may go with this...a (6:00) 'full-load RPM

2.' that's almost 3. If I went with a 2 to 1 gear ratio, that would

give me a ...'full load RPM of 1.4 RPM', and I want about .6. Let's

see, oh, no, I want about 1 RPM, because I've got er...2 cycles ...to

complete three plates...so that's approximately 120 seconds for three

plates or 40 seconds per plate. (calculating in his head) So 1 RPM

would be close. I'm going to...'2.4' would be 1.4 at full load...so I'd

be running (7:00) at about half load...half speed. (<8) (>9) And the
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amperage...let's see if it's listed here...yes, 'full load is 1 Amp'.

And the speed controller is '5 Amps'; so that would work. (<9) So I'm

going to say ...er...motor is a Dayton 2Z797 part number at $59.78

(copying down on paper)...and speed control...is, er...4X796 (8:00) at

each ...$12.57 and catalog, (catalog number) the number is 365."

EPS6

(5:00-8:28) document-information about selection to bill of materials

(gets a new sheet of paper)

EPS7(5:15-5:24) verify-motor will meet space

restrictions

sel[consl7:components under cover must be less than

18"]

sel[propl4 :motor is 4.25" wide]

com[propl4 TO consl7]

acc[propl2]

dra(propl2 to bill of materials)

EPS8

(5:52-7:05) spec-a motor based on speed characteristics

sel[cons12]

EPS9

(6:00-6:35) assim-motor speed requirements

sel[consl7a:full load rpm is 2.8 of available

motors]

sel[consl2]

com[consl7a TO cons12]
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pat[consl7a > consl7b:full load rpm is 3 of

available motors]

cre[consl7c: 1.4 rpm motor is available]

cal[consl8:speed must be .6 rpm]

rej[cons18]

cal[consl9:speed must be 1 rpm]

acc[cons19]

EPS10

(6:35-6:57) ver-motor speed requirement

sel[cons20:machine must flip and dip plates]

sel[propl7:machine coats 3 plates in each cycle]

sel[consll]

cal[propl8:each cycle is 120 seconds]

cal[cons2l:speed requirement is about 1 rpm]

com[consl9 TO cons2l]

acc[cons19]

sel[propl9: 2.4 rpm AC-DC double shaft gear motor]

sel[prop20: speed is 1.4 at full load]

cre[prop2l:operation of motor will be at half load]

cre[cons??]

com[prop20 TO prop2l ST cons??]

acc[propl9]!

EPS11

(7:05-7:15) ver-speed controller choice

sel[prop22:amperage of motor is 1 amp]

sel[prop23:speed controller 4X796]
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sel[prop24:amperage of speed controller is 5 amp]

cre[cons22:amperage capability of controller must be

larger than motor]!

com[prop22 TO prop24 ST cons22]

acc[prop23]

dra(motor is Dayton 2Z797 at $59.78, speed controller=4X796

at $12.57)]

This last episode-operator listing concludes the presentation of

the four examples and demonstrates the utility of using them to describe

design performance. Is the list of episodes and operators complete?

One way of determining completeness is to measure the number of new

episodes and operators needed when a new task is analyzed. When the

number of additions to the list approaches zero, then the list is

considered complete. The four examples were examined with this

criterion in mind. Every operator occurs at least once within the first

four episodes of the first task (conceptual design for S4), and no new

operators are needed to model performance in the rest of the examples or

the other fifteen tasks presented in Appendix VII. All of the episodes

occur in the first task except assimilation and documentation--these

occur at least once by the fourth episode of the second task (layout

design for S1). Again, no new episodes are needed to model performance

in the rest of the examples or the other fifteen tasks presented in

Appendix VII. So on the basis of this examination, the list is

considered complete for these protocols.
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5.3 Description of Operator Sequences

Having demonstrated how the episode and operator processes are

used to represent problem solving for a designer's performance of a

task, the final step is to investigate the sequences of the operators

which reveal some of the local problem-solving methods employed by the

subjects. Local methods are limited to short segments in the protocol.

They describe how a subject makes individual decisions on rather minor

problems rather than how they approach the entire design problem or

task. This final step, identifying the local methods of problem

solving, is useful for three reasons.

First, identifying the local methods is a way of putting the

operators into context and understanding how the operators are used to

solve problems. A close examination of the four examples presented in

section 5.2 reveals that the application of operators is not a random

process. In general, all three groups of operators--generate, evaluate,

and decide--collectively compose decisions that signify and produce

progress in the design.

Secondly, identification of these local methods explains some of

the duties of the controller of the model (see Figure 5.1), though a

complete description of the duties is beyond the scope of this research.

The controller plans the entire design process (which constraints to

investigate and in what order, which tasks to attend to and how to

perform them--in essence, how to go from a description of constraints to

a description of proposals) not just how to apply a handful of

operators.
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Thirdly, these local methods can be compared to the problem-

solving methods identified by other researchers who have also studied

ill-structured problems in other domains (Akin, 1986).

The cognitive activity demonstrated in the nineteen tasks is

quantified in Table 5.2. The data represent 203.9 minutes, or roughly

3.5 hours of problem-solving performance in which 1120 operators are

applied. With these operators, the subjects use 183 sequences of

operators that end with an accept operator. Each sequence constitutes a

method of problem solving. A method requires at least one generate,

evaluate, and decide type of operator. There may be, and usually are,

several operators from each of these three types used by the subject to

make a decision. Some episodes contain only one method while others may

contain several, depending on how many different methods a subject uses

to accomplish the goal of the episode. Some of the methods are nested

within each other. These methods require an average of 5.5 operators

and roughly one minute to complete. Since periods of silence are rarely

longer than five seconds, most of the methods used during the tasks have

probably been captured in the protocol data. In addition, most

decisions were recorded on the subject's drawings and are therefore easy

to identify, since drawing information is a way of making a commitment

to that information.
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Table 5.2 Measurements of Cognitive Activity in Four Tasks

Task time, operators total
min. sequences

Conceptual 67.5 404 63

Design

Layout 50.6 287 50

Design

Detail 61.8 238 35

Design

Catalog 24.0 191 35

Selection

Totals 203.9 1120 183
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By simply stripping the specific descriptions from the three types

of information--proposals, constraints, and strategies--unique sequences

of operators which constitute the local methods have been identified.

The work of researchers in other domains must now be reviewed in order

to put these sequences into context.

5.3.1 Local methods of problem solving

Mechanical design requires the solving of ill-structured problems,

problems whose structure lacks definition (Simon, 1973). In ill-

structured problems, there is initially no known way to arrive at or

test a proposed solution. Such problems are ill-structured; they

require weak methods for solution such as generate-and-test, heuristic

search, and means-end-analysis (Polikarov, 1985). In contrast, well-

structured problems can be solved with more powerful methods for

solution. For example, many optimization problems can be represented as

continuous functions, solvable by powerful methods such as linear

programming.

Ill-structured problems have been studied by other researchers in

other domains to identify local methods of problem solving. A. Newell

(1970) defines five weak methods for solving ill-structured problems:

generate-and-test, hill climbing, match, heuristic search, and

induction. 0. Akin (1986) describes four methods used in architectural

design: generate-and-test, hill climbing, heuristic search (means-end-

analysis), and induction. He found that such methods were used 94.5% of

the time in his data.
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The nineteen tasks from Table 4.1 reveal that the subjects

utilized many unique sequences of operators, of which 95% can be

characterized as four established, local methods. These methods and

their relative frequency are: generate-and-test (23%), generate-and-

improve (8%), deductive thinking (33%), and means-end-analysis (36%).

Note that these percentages reflect the frequency of the methods and not

the time.

Table 5.3 references the occurrence of the sequences of operators

in the four examples of Section 5.2 that comprise these four local

methods. The capital letters in the table (C, L, D, S) identify the

particular task, and the number refers to the episode within the task.

The number in the lower right of each box gives the number of

occurrences of each method in all nineteen tasks.

Generate-and-test (GAT) is the simplest method of problem solving

with the exception of simply recalling a solution. GAT is the

generation of solutions to a problem and then testing them to see if

they are satisfactory. Knowledge of the desired solution is not used in

GAT, but only the knowledge of being able to tell if a solution works or

not. A use of GAT would be to open a combination lock, if the

combination is unknown, by randomly or systematically dialing all

combinations. The method will work, eventually.

Figure 5.10 shows the group of operators that are associated with

the GAT method. The lines in the figure signify both flow of

information and flow of control. The boxes contain the operators that

process the information. The basic sequence in method A is a generation

of a proposal n and a constraint m. The proposal is compared to the
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Table 5.3 Reference to Local Methods

Local Method

Episode Generate- Generate- Means-Ends- Deductive
Tyne and-Test and-ImDrove Analysis Thinking

Plan *S-2,5,8,11 D-2 C-1;L-12,16
D-9;S-1,1

0 4 1 18

Assimil- L-3,11,16

ation S-9

16 0 4 21

Speci- S-4,4,4,5,7 C-3,4,5,7 C-2,7 D-7

fication S-5,8,11 L-3,6,9,10, L-4,14
13,15; D-1,
11,16,17,20
22,24; S-5

13 9 45 16

Verifi- L-7,7
cation D-5;

S-7

Repair C-6,8

Documen-
tation

10 0 0 2

D-3,4; C-8
2 1 11 1

1

L-1; D-1
0 6 2

* (task) - (episode number within task)
example: D-5 means episode 5 in the component design

task of S2

C-Conceptual Assembly Design of S4
L-Layout Component Design of S1
D-Detail Component Design of S2
S-Catalog Selection Design of S5
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constraint and either accepted or rejected. The diagram in the figure

is shown in its simplest form. In the actual data, other constraints

may be generated for the evaluation. For example, in episode 7 for the

layout task, S2 creates constraint 8 (height of contacting surface must

be greater than the rest of the contact), compares it to proposal 8

(contact is made from one piece), and accepts proposal 8 as a way of

verifying her previous decision. In method B, two proposals are

generated, one of which is a characteristic of the other: proposal s,

speed, is a characteristic of proposal n, a motor. In this method, the

characteristic of a solution is tested against the constraint in order

to accept or reject the solution. For instance, in episode 5, the

catalog selection task for S5, he selects proposal 13, speed

controllers, and then proposal 14, cost of speed controllers, compares

them to a constraint of cost, and then accepts proposal 13.

Generate-and-improve (GAI) is a modification of the generate-and-

test method. This method is a type of hill-climbing, used in

multivariable optimization procedures. In GAI, new positions are

searched for from the base of an imaginary "hill" and the best-so-far is

kept. The GAI method differs from hill-climbing in that new "positions"

on the hill are searched for from some "base" position rather than from

the present position. Thus, the method has two features--the ability to

generate new "positions" starting from the "base," and the distinction

of maintaining the "best-so-far" position. Just how one knows which

proposal is "best" and when the best is good enough, is not understood.

GAI is a method of optimization, in a sense, because there is a search

for a better solution, though not necessarily for the optimum solution.
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Figure 5.11 shows the versions of generate-and-improve identified

in the tasks. Method A closely resembles the definition above.

Beginning from the "base position" of proposal n, new "positions," such

as proposal (n+i), are searched for on the hill with the refine or patch

operators. The first time through the process, the new proposal is

compared against constraint m only. Then more proposals are generated

and compared against each other subject to the constraints. It is not

always clear from the protocols if only the best proposal is kept or if

all are kept and compared. An example of method A comes from episode 3,

in which S4 is investigating various options for flipping the plate.

Beginning with proposal 2 (flip a plate) he makes three different

proposals with the refine operator. Only the third is rejected

outright. Method B is used in the catalog selection task by S5 and

diverges even more than method A from the classical definition of hill

climbing in two other ways. First, new "positions" on the hill are not

made from the base position, but rather by searching the catalog for

another proposal. So in some sense, the "base" is not a proposed

solution but the vendor's catalog. Secondly, once a new proposal is

found, the proposals themselves are not compared, but proposals

(proposal n' and (n+1)' in the diagram) that are characteristics of the

proposals found in the catalog are compared. Problem solving with a

vendor's catalog is uniquely different from the other tasks in

mechanical design. Completely specified detail solutions--i.e., the

items in the catalog--already exist, and require the subject to find the

right item to suit the constraints. In the examples from the protocol,

from which method A is derived, the subjects evaluated the options based
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on very qualitative reasoning (see section 6.6), such as flipping a

notebook around to represent the plate in the episode above. No

specific characteristics of the proposals were singled out, or at least

they were not verbalized. A vendor's catalog lists specific

characteristics such as the speed and cost of a motor. Thus,

characteristics are easily identified and compared, which may explain

why this distinction between catalog selection and the other tasks

exists.

A third method used is deductive thinking. In this method, a

decision is made via reason and inference based on the generated

information. This method assumes that there is a system of logic that

allows a person to deduce new information from established information.

Problem solving in this fashion seems to be in conflict with the search

paradigm used so far in this research. Herbert Simon (1983) addresses

this issue in great detail, contending that problem solving can be

viewed as both search and reasoning. As a search, a space is assumed in

which treasures (states) are hidden. The problem solver searches the

space with operators, moving from one state to the other until a

treasure is uncovered. As reasoning, a system of logic is assumed

whereby a person accumulates more and more information by inference

until the problem is solved. Simon says, "In no sense are the metaphors

(search and reason) mutually exclusive; metaphors seldom are. The same

problem-solving algorithm can be viewed, now as a search, now as

reasoning." Thus, those sequences of operators that emphasize reasoning

more than search are identified as deductive thinking.
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Figure 5.12 presents the three cases used in the four tasks, each

resulting in a new proposal, constraint, or strategy. In all cases,

deductive thinking utilizes the calculate operator, since by definition,

calculate is the inference of new information. An example of this

method occurs in episode 16 in which S1 selects two proposals--the

dimension for the combined thicknesses of the envelope and contact and

then the thickness of the envelope alone. She then infers a new

constraint from this information, that the thickness of the contact must

be less than .0025".

The most frequently used method is another variation on the

generate-and-test method, known as means-end-analysis (MEA). MEA is

actually a type of heuristic search--a method in which a search is

conducted through an exponentially expanding space using heuristics to

narrow the search. The MEA method is characterized by a comparison of

the present state and the desired state followed by a determination of

the proper operators needed--the means--to eliminate the difference.

MEA involves both forward and backward chaining--a search forward to

investigate a possible solution state and then a search back to

determine the steps needed to achieve it.

The MEA method is shown in Figure 5.13. The diagram begins with

the generation of proposal n and constraint m. This information is

evaluated via the compare operator, and then a patch or refine operator

is used to achieve the desired state. The refine and patch operators

are used when a proposal is generated and then modified into a new

proposal--the distinction between refine and patch being whether or not

the level of abstraction changes. A characteristic example occurs in
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episode 13 when S1 starts with proposal 17 (the width of the contact in

the drawing) and applies a refine operator to achieve the desired

proposal; the width of the contact is 0.020". MEA requires the

knowledge of the desired solution in order to determine the means to

achieve it. Yet Sl's knowledge consists of a representation of the

width qualitatively specified in the drawing and a knowledge that she

wants a quantitative number at the other end. In applying the refine

operator, she must use the generated constraints to infer the desired

proposal at the desired level of abstraction. So again, the search

paradigm begins to fail and the reason paradigm is required. This

example emphasizes Simon's contention about the two metaphors: search

and reasoning are in no sense mutually exclusive of one another. In

summary, then, the method in Figure 5.13 demonstrates the heuristic

search method of means-end-analysis with a sort of deductive thinking

method intertwined.

In addition to the 183 sequences listed in Table 5.2, 79 sequences

were identified of the create-accept type. Create immediately followed

by accept is used when the subject probably went through the process of

generating and evaluating information, but the protocol data does not

provide enough details to make reasonable inference about the problem-

solving performance. For example, in episode 7, S4 introduces proposal

21, which is a cross member to support the vertical members, and then

draws this cross member on the sketch, Figure 5.3. It is possible that

a form of this complexity was simply selected straight from memory, but

most likely the subject performed some problem solving to create the

idea which was not verbalized.
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In most cases, what is listed as a create-accept method is

probably deductive thinking. Nearly all of the inferred operators

create constraints, mainly because the subjects do not verbalize

constraints as well as they verbalize proposals. Constraints to

minimize costs or number of parts are never verbalized, but are

obviously employed many times. And since most of the create-accept

methods add proposals to the solutions, the implication is that they are

inferred by the subjects based on non-verbalized constraints. Recall

also that the method of deductive thinking usually involves only 4

operators whereas the average method uses 5.5 operators. The subject

spends much more effort using a search-based method. This is another

indication that the create-accept methods are, in actuality, poorly

verbalized deductive methods. Therefore, deductive thinking may play a

bigger role in problem solving than Table 5.3 leads one to believe.

In this Chapter, a model of mechanical-design performance has been

presented; specifically, the processes that comprise the building blocks

of problem solving are demonstrated in four tasks from the protocols.

Also, four local methods have been presented that are used to solve

problems: generate-and-test, generate-and-improve, deductive thinking,

and means-end-analysis. These methods reveal some of the controls used

to process information and provide for a comparison with the methods

found by other researchers. Most importantly, though, the operators

have been put into context with one another, and the ways in which they

depend on each other to solve problems has been demonstrated.
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6. OBSERVATIONS ON GLOBAL DESIGN PERFORMANCE

This section contains observations of the subject's global

problem-solving methods that reveal some of the duties of the

controller presented in the mechanical IPS model (see Figure 5.1).

The observations are labeled as global because they describe methods

used over the entire design process rather than methods specific to a

few operators in an episode. These observations are identified from

the coarse breakdowns, with support from the fine breakdowns as well.

Included with each observation are representative quotations

from the protocols which, while not as rigorous as evidence for

demonstrating the processes of the model in Chapter 5, do demonstrate

that the observations are characteristic of the five mechanical

designer subjects. The implications of these findings on the

development of future CAD tools and mechanical design methodology are

also discussed.

6.1 Balanced Development

Balanced development describes the effort to keep all the

elements of the design at the same level of abstraction while moving

the design toward completion. In most design theories and software

studies (Adelson and Soloway, 1984; Kant and Newell, 1982), it is

claimed that the designer makes an effort to keep the design balanced.

This research reveals both supporting and opposing evidence for this

claim.

The coarse breakdowns in Appendix V reveal that the subjects

begin the design session by focusing on what they consider to be a

dominant constraint. For example, subject S2, working on the
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"battery-contacts" problem, spent nearly one hour of the first two-

hour design session focusing on a spatial constraint, which proved to

be a bottleneck in this problem, before addressing many other aspects

of the problem, developing that one aspect in great detail before he

continued.

Subject S6, working on the "flipper-dipper" problem, began by

concentrating on the constraint that limited the depth the machine was

allowed to go into the water. After satisfying this constraint, he

developed most of the components of the assembly, beginning with the

clamp that held the plate and ending with the attachment of the

machine to the table. At the end of each pass, he analyzed the

overall design and then returned to the clamp to address each

component again. He did diverge from this strategy, though, to make

minor decisions. Only when S6 had a firm idea of his assembly did he

concentrate on developing the components one at a time.

The episodes for the 19 design tasks in Appendix VII reveal that

the subjects addressed the various dimensions of a component one at a

time, and developed each to roughly the same level of abstraction.

Except for episodes of documentation, sub-episodes did not always

occur and sub-episodes of sub-episodes were even more uncommon. For

example, S1 developed each component one at a time, until most crucial

dimensions were specified, and then returned to detail each component

one at a time. So in general, design was balanced--especially after

the conceptual phase--as subjects decreased the level of abstraction

of components one at a time.

Any departure from balanced development, especially during the

conceptual stages, suggests that future CAD tools should allow the
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designer great flexibility in exploring the design space. A chance to

explore the bottlenecks created by dominant constraints was desired by

all our subjects, and CAD tools that would deny this flexibility would

hamper designers rather than aid them.

6.2 Single solutions

In the protocols, an initial, preliminary design was usually

established very early in the effort. Parallel development of more

than one idea was seldom observed, and if several alternatives were

initially developed, all but one would be eliminated very rapidly.

The one exception was S4, the novice subject working on the "flipper-

dipper" problem. He investigated a few alternatives, though never to

any great detail. Yet his final design looked very much like the

first alternative investigated. In all the protocols, if problems

with the original concept were later uncovered, they were usually

solved by patching the design rather than discarding it and developing

a new approach. The first idea was almost sacred, and sometimes even

highly implausible patches would be applied to make it work.

This single-concept strategy was observed not only for the

overall design, but also during design of individual components, at

all levels of detail. The four tasks in the previous chapter reveal

that even within individual episodes, the subjects pursued only one

idea to any length. S1 simply specified one dimension and then

another--there was no parallel development of competing solutions. S4

may have thought of several ideas in episodes 3-5 of the conceptual

design task, yet all ideas but one were eliminated very quickly. S2

did provide an exception since he entertained two ideas, a side force
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and a rear force version of the middle contacts, while concentrating

on the spatial constraint discussed in section 6.1. It may be that

only one idea is needed when the constraints are not difficult to

satisfy (which is characteristic of most of the constraints in the

protocols) but more ideas are needed when the constraints are

difficult to satisfy, as with the two cases mentioned for S4 and S2.

Still, these two cases hardly supply enough evidence to be conclusive

on this point.

Development of a single design solution is contrary to the

principles espoused for good design practice in the current design

theories (Hubka, 1980; Pahl and Beitz, 1984). However, this single-

concept strategy is quite common in the protocols. It is interesting

to note that the protocol studies of software design have found very

similar performance in their subjects (Adelson and Soloway, 1984; Kant

and Newell, 1982). In virtually all cases, the design developed

around a kernel idea that was successively refined during the design

process.

It is important to resolve this issue--whether development of

only a single solution is sufficient--before constructing AI-based CAD

tools for designers. If the single-concept strategy is appropriate,

it will significantly simplify the development of CAD tools, because

they will not need to store and update multiple alternative designs.

On the other hand, if the single-concept strategy is inferior, it will

be critically important for AI-based CAD tools to support multiple

alternatives and to assist the designer in managing these

alternatives. This will require much more complex software. The

complexity of such systems suggests that human designers may follow
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the single-concept strategy because it is cognitively easier rather

than because it produces superior designs more efficiently.

6.3 Design Notes and Drawings

During the problem solution, the engineers took extensive notes

both mental and written. Most of these notes were in the form of

drawings and sketches. From the protocols, four uses of the act of

drawing and sketching in the design process have been observed. These

are:

1. To document the geometric form and dimensions of the design.

This use is best evidenced by document episodes.

2. To provide a visual simulation of ideas. Often a subject

sketches in an effort to simulate configuration or information flow

(see below in section 6.7).

3. To act as an analysis tool. Often, missing dimensions and

tolerances are calculated directly on the drawing as it is developed.

The subjects sometimes draw constraints, such as those drawn by S6 in

part la in Figure 4.4 (see chapter 4.1).

4. To serve as a completeness checker. As sketches or other

drawings are being made, the details remaining to be designed become

apparent to the designer. This, in effect, helps establish an agenda

of design tasks left to accomplish. This use of drawing is evident in

the layout design task for S1 in section 5.2.2.
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The operator listings in section 5.2 show numerous references to

drawing, designated by the the symbol "dra()." Drawing occurred in

nearly every episode, sometimes almost continuously. Episode 12 shows

an interesting example of how S1 used a side view of the contact in

accordance with the fourth use above. She looked at a side-view

drawing (part 7b, Figure 5.5) of the contact for additional set

dimensions and found none in that view, so she continued to specify

the other dimensions in the view. (Dimensions are "set" if limited by

inflexible constraints, in this case by the requirement to keep the

contacts within the plastic envelope.) It may have been wiser for her

to specify all three set dimensions--the thickness being the third,

since it can be extremely difficult to relax the constraints that

affect set dimensions. But the desire to focus on the other

outstanding dimensions on the side-view drawing precluded the search

for the third set dimension not visible in this view. This third set

dimension was not addressed until she made a bottom view of the

contact (part 7c, Figure 5.5).

The protocols reveal a complex relationship between the

subjects and their drawing as a means to document and receive

information for problem solving. Though the use of drawings has been

noted, the topic has not been explored in any depth and should be

further addressed in future research.

Current mechanical engineering CAD tools only serve the designer

directly on item one (document information) and indirectly on items

two (visual simulation) and three (analysis tool). CAD tools do not

offer any active mechanisms for pointing out missing dimensions or
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assisting in calculations. It is in the development of tools to

better serve the last item (completeness checker) that we may see an

increase in design efficiency.

6.4 Opportunistic Performance

In general, the subjects' performance occurred in a systematic

manner; that is, they pursued tasks in a logical and orderly fashion

from the conceptual to the detail phases. The episodes in Appendix V

demonstrate this systematic method, also, in that the goal of each

episode leads to accomplishing the task. There are exceptions,

though, when the subjects become opportunistic, that is, interrupt

their pursuit of the present goal and take the opportunity to satisfy

another goal.

For example, during episode 11 of the detail component task for

S5, he became opportunistic. In the main episode, he specified the

depth of a threaded hole into which a rod would be screwed. Not

knowing the length of the rod, he shifted his attention to determine

the depth of the rod. While recording the dimensions of the rod onto

the bill of materials, he decided to specify some balancing nuts as

well. The specification of these nuts was not needed to size the

threaded hole, while the specification of the rod was needed.

Therefore, the specification of the nuts is seen as opportunistic

performance, most likely pursued because it was convenient.

Opportunism is sometimes triggered when the subject does not

want to lose a "good idea" by forgetting it. For example, in episode

5 of the catalog selection task, S2 notices information on fillet

radii and says "Oh, here's an interesting note . . Might as well
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copy that down here." Again, this performance is pursued not to

accomplish the task at hand but to grasp a good opportunity.

Opportunistic performance demonstrates that even though the

subject is focused mainly on the goal of the episode at any particular

time, if the opportunity appears to satisfy another goal, it may be

taken. This performance is a good indication that the subjects are

aware of several goals at once, though they address only a few at any

given time.

There is no discussion of this kind of performance by the design

theorists. The design theories are, by definition, systematic

strategies for conducting design, and thus the subjects again diverged

from the current thinking on what makes for a good design process.

Though hardly the norm, 5% of the episodes in Appendix VII are

opportunistic. Therefore, opportunistic performance should be

addressed.

There are two basic implications of this opportunistic

performance for the development of future CAD systems. First, CAD

systems should provide support for opportunism. They should not put

the designer in a methodological straitjacket that prevents him or her

from pursuing important opportunities and problems as they are

discovered. Second, AI-based CAD systems should also assist the

designer by maintaining an agenda of suspended tasks and reminding the

designer of tasks requiring further attention.

6.5 Form and Function Interrelation

Form defines the geometric and topological components of a

mechanism. Each component may be referred to as a form of the
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mechanism. Function characterizes the problem a mechanism must solve

or the purpose of a form. Other aspects such as the mechanism's

movement, ergonomics, power, and cost are also functions of the

mechanism. For example, a typical function designers must often

address is to build a mechanism within some time or cost budget. Two

relationships from the data between form and function differ from

present design theories.

First, designers develop the functional aspects of the design in

stages throughout the problem-solving effort. Some present design

theories (Hubka, 1982; Paul and Beitz, 1984) recommend a systematic

functional development of the entire problem during the initial

problem-solving effort. They require an expansion of the problem and

then a development of functional structures or solution principles to

accomplish the expanded problem. This initial groundwork becomes the

basis for form development. The subjects did not attack their

problems in this fashion. They made shifts between form and function

during the entire problem-solving effort, and the design developed in

stages. Though the subjects did consider functional aspects of the

design during their initial problem solving effort, the amount of time

each subject initially spent considering functions varied from

virtually none to 36 minutes (out of a possible 10 hours of solution

time). After this brief functional development, a conceptual form was

then quickly established, and the subjects became form-oriented; that

is, the problem-solving effort focused on developing each individual

form.

Though the subjects worked on designing individual components

after an initial conceptual design was made, they did shift back to
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the functional requirements of the problem. For example, nearly two

hours into the design, S5 began to concentrate on functions again. He

did this for 22 minutes before developing the forms again. This

shifting continued to occur throughout the problem solving, though

rarely during the detail design phase. This was true of all of the

subjects.

Just what caused this shifting between form and function is not

fully known at this time, though repeatedly, evidence from the data

demonstrated that progress in problem solving tended to have peaks and

valleys of effort. During one of these peaks, the subject would be

working intensely as some particular form took shape and gained proper

proportion. Subjects always documented these changes in a sketch.

Once the sketch was completed, they would "back off," sometimes

literally leaning back in their chairs, and their thoughts became

functional. During this time, they made sure that the form they just

designed would perform the functions they intended it to. Once

satisfied, the subject verbalized new functions relating to another

form and set new goals, possibly re-reading parts of the problem

statement and acquiring a better understanding of the problem. Then

the cycle would repeat as the subject concentrated on developing the

mechanism.

Secondly, functional considerations remain qualitative while

often form considerations become quantitative during the problem-

solving effort. Some design theories (Hubka, 1982; Love, 1980; Paul

and Beitz, 1984) recommend that the designer quantify the problem

functions as much as possible before considering a form. Our subjects

often did not do this but left original functional considerations
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qualitative. For example, when S5 was trying to get the aluminum

plate to enter and leave the water with a lead-in angle, he never

quantified the function, "leave the water bath with one edge leading,"

to determine how much or at what angle, yet he created a detailed

drawing of the form to perform this function. As a way of satisfying

this problem without quantifying the function, he made the form

adjustable. Through this and other examples, we have found that

subjects do not often quantify function.

Future CAD tools need to respond to these form-function

relations. If the theorists are correct that a initial detailed

functional development is beneficial to design (further research is

needed to determine this), then CAD tools are needed to help the

designer develop functional considerations before proceeding to the

form design. Yet if CAD forces the designer to fully develop the

functionality of a problem during the initial effort, he may be

reluctant to use the design tool. If the actual performance of the

subjects proves to result in more efficient design than the methods

recommended by the theorist, then these patterns can be incorporated

into a CAD system that aids the designer in thinking functionally in

stages throughout the entire design process.

6.6 Qualitative and Quantitative Reasoning

To arrive at a design decision, the subjects often evaluated

their ideas based not on quantitative factors such as an analysis of

stress, cost, or manufacturability, but based on very qualitative,

subjective reasoning. One would expect trained engineering subjects

to strive for the most complete and technical reasons practical for
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evaluating ideas, yet they often based decisions on rules-of-thumb and

personal preferences. This finding agrees with those of other

researchers who have concluded that design is both a technical and a

behavioral process (Mitroff, 1967; Waldron, 1987).

The protocols supply an example of such subjective reasoning.

When S2 was deciding on the wall thickness for the plastic envelope

that surrounded the batteries, he found some guidelines in his design

manual which recommended a typical thickness of 60 thousandths but

never the less asserted that thinner walls could be used over smaller

areas. He said: "There's a little bit of Kentucky windage on picking

my, uh, material thickness. I'm going to go around 30 thousandths for

much of that wall." Later, while adding another section to the wall,

he stated: "That's a problem in that, uh, I could face a little bit of

creep, a slight amount of creep here at the front. Rather than go in

and calculate it, what I'll do is, uh, add as much thickness as I can

stand anyway up here." ("Creep" describes the permanent deformation

of the plastic wall over a long period of time.) So rather than size

the thickness of the wall via reasoning based on a quantitative creep

analysis and calculations, he simply sized it based on his experience

or subjective preference.

The generate-and-improve method that S4 used during episodes 3-7

involved comparisons based on qualitative reasoning. During these

episodes, S4 compared different ways for flipping a plate and

different types of actuators, and eventually chose one idea over the

others without evaluating any specific parameters. In general, the

subjects made decisions based on quantitative information if (1) the

parameters for making decisions were already quantitative, as in the
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catalog selection tasks, or (2) the constraints were critical and

difficult to satisfy, as with the spatial constraint in the

"electrical-contacts" problem. Otherwise, the subjects made intuitive

decisions and slightly altered the design if constraints were violated

rather than develop a new design, as in episode 2 for S1 in the layout

design task.

The subjects seemed quite comfortable with this apparently

casual decision making. In practice, designers simply do not have the

time or patience to quantify everything. Apparently, a lot of domain

knowledge that is hard to quantify is essential for design. AI

methods need to be applied to extract this knowledge for future CAD

tools. Tools should be developed that will help the designer use

quick and easy quantitative reasoning as well as tools based on

qualitative reasoning. Methods for qualitative reasoning are

currently under active investigation in the AI field (Bobrow, 1984).

The inclusion of qualitative reasoning is essential for

explaining mechanical design, yet it adds enormous complexity to the

subject of design methodology. A way of defining when qualitative

reasoning is adequate and when the problem needs to be quantified is

essential. This task will be difficult since the qualitative

reasoning identified in our protocols was based, to a large extent, on

the subjects' domain knowledge.

6.7 Simulation

The subjects made three types of simulations: mental, visual,

and physical. Each type refers to the way the simulation was

represented during the problem-solving effort. Simulations were
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defined as occasions when the subject was trying to "visualize" a

particular idea or form, along with trying to grasp how that form

moved, could be manufactured, or configured. Mental simulations

occurred in the subject's mind. Visual simulations were two-

dimensional representations such as sketches on paper that the subject

could see with his or her eyes. Physical simulations were

accomplished with three-dimensional, physical representations that the

subject could feel, hold, and move, such as hands, notebooks, etc.

When the subject was thinking about a particular form, he did

not hold the name of that form in his mind, but rather a mental image

of the form. This was evidenced by S2 when he said: "I'm just

imagining this problem in my head. I know that I've got to have some

kind of, uh, spring finger assembly." Mental simulations were rarely

reported in our protocol data. This could be because the simulations

did in fact not happen often, occurred too quickly to be consistently

reported, or were too abstract or unimportant to verbalize. (It is

assumed that mental simulations do occur, but because any idea worth

pursuing can quickly overload one's mind, they are often abandoned in

favor of a visual representation.)

Visual simulations occurred often when a form was represented as

a sketch on paper. These visual simulations were not for making a

dimensioned drawing, but for helping the subject "get a feel" for the

situation. This was evidenced by S6's statement: "So, basically, I'm

going to just sketch mechanically how the piece might be handled."

Physical simulations occurred when a form was represented by

some three dimensional, physical object in space. These objects were

usually the subject's hands, or a nearby book or pencil used to
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represent a particular form. One subject made paper cut-outs of some

components. An example of physical simulation occurred when S5, while

performing a physical simulation with a paper cut-out, said: "I'm

really hung out as far as...how far off center to put it, because I

don't know, what, how much that film is going to float this up on the

water...I can see as it's coming by it's gonna, it's gonna pick up the

edge and kiss the film and then flatten out on the surface as it comes

back up again, but the angle is going to be determined by the amount

of, amount I have this off center." He used this physical simulation

to provide a less abstract insight into his problem than his previous

visual simulation had.

Simulations are a critical part of the evaluation process, the

assumption being that the subjects may perform simulations in order to

represent information in such a way that a comparison can be made or

new information can be inferred.

Indirectly related to this simulation strategy were the

subjects' desires to make full-scale drawings when problem solving

progressed far enough for them to put in details. The subjects

solving the "flipper-dipper" problem complained that the standard-size

paper they were given was too small and the mechanism too big, so they

had to use quarter-scale. One subject brought in his own drafting

paper so he could at least draw half-scale. The subjects solving the

"battery-contacts" problem complained that their mechanism was too

small, that the double- or triple-scale drawings were deceiving, and

that they couldn't get a good feel for what was happening.

This finding emphasizes that there is a need for real time

simulation in CAD. Unfortunately, present CAD tools are too rigid to
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be useful during the early stages of design when many of the

simulations occur. CAD systems need to be highly versatile with

respect to making changes, sketching forms in three dimensions,

connecting them, and moving them around on the screen in real time.

Also implied in this finding was that the subjects often looked for a

more true-to-life representation, often progressing from mental to

visual and then to physical simulations. The subjects also wanted to

make more true-to-life or full-scale drawings. Present CAD systems

can only aid the designer in making visual simulations on a computer

monitor. CAD could be a great aid to the designer if he could, or at

least could appear to, reach into the computer monitor with his hands

and create three-dimensional forms and manipulate them. In this way,

CAD could help perform the physical simulations our subjects were

seeking.

6.8 Satisfactory versus Optimal Solutions

Present theories on mechanical design stress the importance of

optimizing the problem-solving process at all levels of design. Love

(1980) states: "An amateur designer is satisfied with anything that

works. The professional designer not only wants to get the best under

the possible circumstances but knows how to do it." Optimization may

be defined as achieving the best design with the time, technology, and

other resources available to the designer. In the protocols, the

subjects, even the experienced ones, did not often strive for optimal

solutions. Instead, they looked for solutions that worked or simply

satisfied the requirements. This approach was used not only during

the layout and detail stages of individual components, but during
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times of conceptual design as well. This finding supports that of

Ramstrom and Rhenman (1965) who found that "a solution is accepted

when it is considered 'good enough' or 'satisfactory' even if it does

not represent an optimal result."

If a subject were to look for an optimal solution, one would at

least expect to see in the protocols possibly two or more solutions to

a problem introduced and then a comparison between them. Or possibly

the subject working with only one solution but iterating on it until

the solution became the best design practical. But these performances

were rarely observed. For example, S6 had his first conceptual design

sketched out within the first 15 minutes of his six-hour total effort.

He never introduced another idea for the overall operation of his

design. He simply altered his first design, adding and changing as

necessary, until he satisfied the design requirements. At a more

detailed level, S5 generated two possible solutions to a particular

problem. He picked the first over the second, not because it was

better or more optimal, but because he wasn't sure how to calculate a

required dimension in the second solution. He wasn't too enthusiastic

about his choice and said: "Might look ugly but it'll probably work."

Yet he did not try to determine the required dimension in the second

solution but stayed with his choice, since it satisfied the problem.

More often than not, the subject would generate only one idea

and use it or alter it only until it worked, not to make it work

better. The hill climbing method (see section 5.3) is sometimes

viewed as a type of optimization procedure, yet this method was

infrequently used by the subjects and when it was, the various options

were not compared in any depth.
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There are many possible explanations for this type of

performance, though none are conclusive. Too little time could have

been a factor, but the subjects were not pressured and worked at their

own pace. Maybe their everyday work environment is such that time

always is a factor and therefore they naturally pressure themselves so

that they rarely can take the time to optimize. It is possible that

our subjects did not optimize because the design was never to be

built. However, this is unlikely because the subjects were also aware

that they were being video-taped and thus recorded for all time. This

would have encouraged them to take the experiment seriously. Perhaps

in some cases, looking for an optimal solution is not always

necessary, and the first satisfactory idea is all that is needed to

produce a good design.

If optimization should be pursued, then CAD tools need to be

developed to encourage the user to optimize. Since the subjects were

reluctant to optimize, these tools must be flexible, easy to use, and

fast. If optimization is not always appropriate, then CAD should know

the limits and steer the designer towards finding a satisfactory

solution only.

A coordinated approach to optimization needs to be incorporated

into a design methodology. If it is assumed that finding optimal

solutions is critical to the design process, then the lack of

optimization in our protocols could signal a widespread problem. It

may also be true that in many circumstances, solutions that are only

satisfactory are sufficient. In that case, design methods need to

distinguish when optimal or satisfactory solutions are most useful.
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6.9 The Role of Knowledge in Design

Three ways have been identified in which the subject's knowledge

played a key role in the problem-solving process. First, the

designer's knowledge influences the generation of ideas for problem

solutions. Our designers did not employ a domain-independent

procedure to generate ideas, such as solution principles to satisfy

functional constraints (Paul and Beitz, 1984). Rather, the

designer's knowledge controlled the generation of ideas, and they

would base ideas on past experience. For example, all subjects were

given a practice problem that required the design of a flush mechanism

for a toilet in a restricted space. After reading the problem

statement, one of them immediately said, "Well the first thing that

jumps into my head, is that when traveling in Europe I saw where they

had the tank up very high so they got a good, a good head." And

another said, "Let's put a tank in the ceiling, why not. It's not a

new idea, they used to do that back in the old Victorian times." They

immediately became fixed on ideas that were familiar to them. Waldron

and Waldron (1987) also found that knowledge influenced the generation

of ideas.

Second, the designer's knowledge influences how ideas are

evaluated. The subjects did not evaluate ideas in a consistent

manner, because they evaluated ideas based on their knowledge. An

interesting comparison concerned the attachment of spring contacts to

the plastic envelope in the battery-contacts problem. S1 decided

early in the session to glue the contacts to the plastic envelope and

said: "Probably just glue it on...and then just have them glued on in

the assembly of the envelopes." Then later, a lack of knowledge was
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stated when S1 said: "Okay, I don't know much about adhesives, so I'm

going to have to read most of this." When faced with the same problem

of attaching the contacts to the plastic envelope, S2 said: "...I

want to design this so that it's automated and so that it goes

together in a very predictable way and uh I'm going to choose to

approach my design so that no glue will be required either uh, uh an

adhesive type glue or a solvent type glue." When explaining why he

said "... I'm going to simply prejudice my approach from the beginning

uh, from a background of experience...adhesive is not predictable in,

with respect to several things...," S1 accepted the glue idea, S2

rejected it, deciding to snap the contacts into place instead. Each

subject's knowledge, not his or her problem solving methods, led him

or her to evaluate the idea differently.

Third, the designer's level of knowledge influences the problem-

solving methods used. When subjects possessed little knowledge in a

particular domain, they often thumbed through catalogs to find what

was available off-the-shelf, to check the properties of some form, or

simply to spark some ideas. S2 needed to pick a material for the

envelope. He picked up a catalog and said:"I'm looking (pages

turning) ...I'm going to look through the material ...and just look,

look over some of the characteristics (pages still turning) of, uh,

what's available." After picking ABS plastic, he decided to look up

information on minimum wall thickness, since he was considering this

earlier in his design, and said: "They don't talk about minimum wall

thickness (pages turning). I have to go hunting... I'm just going

hunting for a while. You have to do that." While searching for this

information he turned a page and said: "Oh, here's an interesting note
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here giving me a guideline of, uh, one- fourth of the material

thickness or 15 thousandths as being the fillet radius to use

throughout. Might as well copy that down here." In this case, his

level of knowledge was great enough to recognize that he could use the

information on fillet radius; thus his strategy became opportunistic

(see section 6.7).

The use of domain knowledge to control the generation and

evaluation of ideas, along with the problem-solving process itself,

points to many CAD concepts. In generating ideas, future CAD systems

can be developed to help designers by presenting them with a catalog

of designs organized by function. These catalogs do exist in text

form, but only in specific domains such as kinematics. Another concern

for future CAD tools is how to keep the tools flexible enough to

accommodate each designer while being cognizant of their level of

knowledge . CAD will need substantial amounts of domain knowledge

(including knowledge of past designs) in order to be able to help

generate and evaluate potential design ideas. Therefore, it is

essential that a knowledge-based system approach be used to build

future CAD tools.

One of the essentials of a design method is that "it must be

applicable to every type of design activity, no matter in what

specialist field" (Paul and Beitz, 1984). Yet our subjects made

little distinction between a procedural knowledge and domain knowledge

in the way they solved problems (i.e., the example of opportunistic

strategy). This topic must be researched further in order to
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understand what role knowledge should play, if any, in a methodology

of design.
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7. A COMPARISON WITH PAST RESEARCH IN MECHANICAL DESIGN

This chapter compares the studies reviewed in Chapter 2 with the

present research. Chapter 2 contains five studies about the process

of mechanical design based on empirical evidence rather than personal

opinion or experience. This chapter is written to satisfy the third

objective--to compare the present research to past studies and

assemble coordinated statements about the process of mechanical design

(see Chapter 1.1). This chapter is divided into three sections.

First, differences between all the studies are listed. Next, the

present research is compared to Lewis's (1980) work concerning an IPS

model of the process of design. And finally, the present research is

compared to all five studies in order to assimilate observations of

global design performance into four coordinated statements.

7.1 Differences Between the Studies

A comparison of the studies is meaningless without first

identifying the differences between them to form a realistic

perspective for making comparisons. Seven differences between the

studies are identified:

1. The number of designers working together on a single design

project. Some of the studies, like the present study, look at the

design process as performed by a single engineer (Ramstrom and

Rhenman, 1965; Mitroff, 1967; and Lewis) while others look at the

design done by several different engineers working together on the

same project (Marples, 1961 and Waldron and Waldron, 1987).
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2. Of those working on the project, the number used to report

information. Evidence for each study is reported by a different

number of individual people. Some studies gather evidence from two or

more individuals (Marples, Ramstrom and Rhenman, and Mitroff) while

some, like the present research, gather evidence from only a single

individual (Lewis and Waldron and Waldron) for each study. Note that

Waldrons' study involves several engineers but the data come from a

retrospective report from the chief engineer.

3. The number of cases upon which the study is based. All of the

studies rely on a single case study except two, the present research

and Marples. Marples's evidence comes from two case studies, and the

present research is based on five case studies.

4. The attention given to designer interaction with other individuals.

All of the studies address the interactions of the designers with

others such as the client, supervisor, or other engineers on the

design team. In the present study, designers worked on their problems

alone and did not discuss them with their colleagues.

5. The purpose of the design projects. The study of the design

process is of secondary nature to all of the other case studies except

the present research. Most of the design projects had already taken

place before a case study was developed (Marples, Lewis, and Waldron).

Ramstrom-Rhenman and Mitroff were able to find projects that were

about to start and could thus follow them with the design study goals

in mind, yet the need for the design projects was not influenced by

the study of them. In the present research, the design projects were

done for the express purpose of studying the design process.
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Therefore, the design requirements, constraints, and other factors

were relatively well known.

6. The types of data gathered. The evidence for the case studies

exists in many different forms. Most of the data is from

retrospective reports, interviews, design notebooks, and drawings.

Only the present research uses the real-time verbal protocols as data.

While Lewis and Waldron mention this data recording technique, they do

not use it. Lewis states that the data for his IPS model should be

based on verbal protocol data, but he uses a retrospective report,

interviews, and a design notebook instead. He never reports why he

chose this method. The Waldrons include a detailed justification for

their use of the retrospective report (Section 1.3.2). The protocol

method of recording data has gained wide acceptance for studying

problem solving in many fields, and the two most recent studies (Lewis

and Waldron and Waldron) on mechanical design make reference to the

technique.

7. The detail of the d4ta. Due to the nature of the data collection

methods, only the present study is detailed enough to examine all of

the decision variations involved in every sub-problem of the design

process. The other case studies only report the major decisions of

the project.

While these studies may have many differences, they have the

same general purpose--to develop a description of the process of

mechanical design. While past studies have not examined the topic in

as much depth as the present research has, there is surprisingly

little disagreement regarding the general conclusions of these
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studies, and that which does exists is usually due to the differences

mentioned above. There is more disagreement between these studies

(including the present research) and present design theories (Hubka,

1982; Paul and Beitz, 1984). The differences above suggest that some

conclusions may be more representative of actual design activity than

others, rather than that any conclusions are entirely invalid.

7.2 Models of the Process of Mechanical Design

Of the five studies reviewed in Chapter 2, only Lewis developed

an IPS model of design. His model is used to show information flow

for the design of components to transmit mechanical power,

specifically the determination of the diameter of a rock-cutting tool

shaft. Lewis's model contains four IPS operations and five types of

information that are processed in the model, as shown in Figure 7.1.

The "problem-definer" represents the processing of information between

the client and the engineer, translating "what the client wants" into

"what the client needs". Entering the model after the "problem

definer" is the information to be processed: "ICV" (initial

configuration variable), "ISV" (initial state variable), "RV"

(resource variable), "GSV" (goal state variable), and "DV" (design

variable) (in other terminology, ICV, GSV, and DV refer to form, ISV

refers to function and RV refers to materials). Information, in the

form of these five types, is processed through the model beginning as

a brief between the customer and the engineer and concluding with a

specific value for the design variable, DV.

Lewis's IPS model is less desirable than the model in Chapter 5

for describing problem-solving performance for three main reasons.
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First, Lewis's model is too general due to the data used, which is too

informal to accurately reveal problem-solving performance. Lewis

states:
The raw evidence available for analysis
comprised: the consultant's notes of his
initial briefing from the client, the
consultant's detailed report to the client, a
tape recording in which the consultant
described in retrospect how he had tackled the
problem, and a later compilation of this
material in the form of a case history written
. . . by the author.

Therefore, the data has the characteristics discussed in section 1.3.1

that preclude demonstrating detailed problem-solving performance.

Lewis found that the designer's performance "departed from that shown

in his model whenever decisions or selections were made." The most

plausible explanation is that the data and thus the model are too

general to capture detailed performance.

A second distinction is that Lewis's model demonstrates a

mechanical engineer's view of the design rather than a problem-solving

view of the design. That is, he views the process as an evolution of

form, function, and materials rather than as solutions to problems by

methods of search and reasoning. For example, Lewis makes no

provisions to introduce additional constraints during the problem-

solving process, as occurred numerous times in the five protocols used

as a basis for the current study. He recognizes only the initial

constraints of the problem, "initial state variables (ISV)." The

breakdown of information to represent form, function, and materials is

of limited use, helpful only in understanding a taxonomy of design.

Actual performance, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, is largely

independent of this taxonomy--since form, function, and materials are

all limited by constraints in a similar fashion.
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Finally, Lewis's study is more concerned with the design

activity -- determining the client's needs, funding problems, project

reports, etc.--rather than the designer's problem-solving performance

within the design activity. An example of this concern deals with the

relationship between the client and the engineer, explained in Lewis's

model through the use of the "problem definer" in Figure 7.1. Again,

concentrating on the design activity reflects the evolution of

components rather than the performance that develops components. It

is the problem-solving performance that is so critical for

understanding the process of design and that is so often ignored in

the past research--again because the data in past research (including

all five studies) is not detailed enough to adequately reveal

performance.

Only Lewis's study is discussed here, for his is the only other

study to identify processes. All of the studies in Chapter 2 make

observations of a global nature and are discussed in the next section.

7.3 Observations of Global Design Performance

The five studies summarized in Chapter 2 and the present

research led to the formulation of 44 conclusions which describe

global design performance. Table 7.1 lists 27 unique conclusions of

the total 44 that characterize the design process from these five

studies (17 were duplications). The conclusions in Table 7.1 are from

the conclusion section of each published report. In a few papers,

there was no conclusion section and the conclusions are summarized

from the main topics in the papers. Also included in Table 7.1 are

numbers that correspond to the papers that support these conclusions.
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([M], Marples; [R] Ramstrom and Rhenman; [I] Mitroff; [L] Lewis; [W]

Waldrons; [S] the present research.)

Table 7.1 includes such a large number of conclusions because

they cover such a broad range of topics and are too specific to

condense any further without losing the exact meaning. To make the

information in Table 7.1 easier to understand, the conclusions have

been arranged into four groups: items 1-12, 13-15, 16-21, and 22-27.

Each group has some implications about a particular design topic. The

topics are: (1) the algorithmic versus heuristic nature of design,

(2) parallel versus serial development of solutions, (3) the technical

versus behavioral nature of design, and (4) the dependence versus

independence of the design process on domain knowledge. Each of these

topics is discussed below.
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TABLE 7.1. GLOBAL STRATEGIES IN MECHANICAL DESIGN

Conclusion Reference

1. Engineers commonly employ means-end analysis. [R,S]

2. Engineers commonly make a qualitative plan [R]

for designing without specifying the details.

3. The initial focus of the conceptual design is on [W,S]

the critical areas.

4. The design process is multidirectional, and there [W]

is no clear distinction between conceptual,
layout, and detail design phases.

5. Design is sometimes opportunistic [S]

rather than systematic

6. Designers do not always conduct balanced [S]

development, but sometimes pursue a problem
in a depth-first manner.

7. Designers develop the functional aspects of
the design in stages throughout the problem-
solving effort.

8. Designers make decisions based on
qualitative, subjective reasoning.

9. Designers evaluate the solution to a problem by
evaluating their respective sub-problems.

10. Goals are formulated during the problem-solving
process.

[S]

11. The design goals are initially qualitative, but [W]

become quantitative as the design progresses.

12. Designers use functional considerations that [S]

remain qualitative, while often the form
considerations become quantitative.
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13. Problem solutions occur in parallel.

14. Problem solutions occur in series.

15. Engineers commonly accept a solution that is
satisfactory even if it does not represent an
optimal result.

[M,W]

[M,S]

[R,S]

16. Design is both a technical and a behavioral [I]

process.

17. Design is influenced not only by the personal
abilities of the engineer and the client, but also
by how they interact.

[I,L]

18. The type of organization which employs the engineer [I]

and how it operates has an effect on design.

19. Initial premises for concept generation are [W]

often false.

20. Individual designers have favorite solutions.

21. Simulations are made to help evaluate a problem. [M,S]

22. Knowledge from diverse sources and different
individuals is "integrated" and "contribute(s)
to the collective knowledge base used in the
conceptual design."

23. Analogies are used as bases for concepts.

24. Models are used to set mechanical parameters and
make configuration decisions.

25. Designers use notes and drawings for understanding [S]

and analyzing the problem.

26. Designers use their knowledge to influence [W,S]

how ideas are generated and evaluated.

27. Designers use their knowledge to influence [W,S]

their problem-solving methods.
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7.3.1 Algorithmic versus heuristic nature of design

Many researchers make a case for an algorithmic view of

mechanical design--a specific sequence of steps to solve problems

(Hubka, 1982; Pahl and Beitz, 1984). It appears from the empirical

studies presented in this paper that mechanical design is much more

dynamic. If design were algorithmic, it would have a well organized,

overall plan based on logical reasons, which does not always seem to

be the case. Items 2-7 (from Table 7.1) imply that there is no

strategic plan in design. None of these designers followed any set

procedure in the studies. Any procedures that may have been followed

were general (items 2 and 12), and the designer's attention usually

shifted to critical parts of the problem (item 3) or became

opportunistic (item 5). All of these conclusions suggest that

designers follow "rules-of-thumb" to solve problems which are

dependent on the situation at hand.

A term that describes rule-of-thumb problem-solving methods is

"heuristics." An example of a heuristic method is means-end-analysis,

which was found to be common among designers (item 1). Items 9, 10,

and 11 also support the use of the heuristic method of means-end-

analysis.

The intent here is not to disclaim these algorithmic methods of

design; such an approach could possibly improve design. The intent is

to show that items 1-12 point to a heuristic approach to design as it

is actually performed by human designers.
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7.3.2 Parallel versus serial development of solutions

The conclusions (items 13-15) that address this topic contradict

each other. Item 13 states that solutions to problems are

investigated in parallel while item 14 states that solutions are

investigated in series. Marples actually claims that both modes of

solution generation occur, depending on the situation (see conclusions

5 and 6 in Marples's study). He claims that when a problem is

difficult or there is a lack of manpower, solutions are examined in

series. If solutions are pursued in parallel, then decisions can be

made more quickly and without personal prejudice. Items 14 and 15

describe a serial approach. Designers examine a solution to a

problem. If it yields a satisfactory answer, then the problem is

solved; if not, then a new solution is investigated.

The contradiction in these conclusions can be partially

explained through an examination of the studies. Marples and Waldron,

who claim parallel development, both characterize design projects that

involve several designers. Ramstrom and this author, who claim serial

development, consider single designers. It could be that a designer

working alone investigates solutions one at a time, but when working

in a group, the same designer pursues solutions in parallel.

Conclusion 7 in Waldron's report suggests that the parallel nature was

a function of different designers looking at different solutions at

the same time. Their conclusion on the parallel nature of solutions

seems to be more a consequence of the design team's organization than

the designer's problem-solving methods. They never say how one of

their designers functioned while alone, working on his assigned

problem.
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Though it appears the contradiction between parallel and serial

development can be attributed to whether the designer works alone or

in a group, the facts are not conclusive. Possibly Marples's reasons

mentioned earlier--solutions are examined in series when there is a

lack of manpower or the problem is too difficult to develop more than

one solution--are true. This point needs to be specifically addressed

in future research.

7.3.3 Technical versus behavioral nature of design

Design is usually treated as a technical subject by both

theoretically and empirically based researchers. Though design is

technical, one cannot ignore the behavioral (personality) influences

on design. Items 16-21 specifically address the behavioral influences

on design, yet many of the other items demonstrate behavioral

influences as well. Mitroff is most emphatic on this point (item 16).

He does not view each aspect of design as technical or behavioral but

asserts that design is a behavioral and technical process which cannot

be studied as though it were one or the other.

Organizations (item 18) and the individuals in those

organizations (items 17 and 20) are a part of this behavioral aspect

of design. A good example is the previous topic of parallel versus

serial solution development. In the previous section, it was

suggested that a designer might investigate solutions in parallel or

in series depending on whether he is working with other designers or

by himself. This example cannot be explained in purely technical

terms. Some studies noted mistakes or inefficiencies (item 19) which

seem more behavior-related than technical.
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A coordinated study of mechanical design must include its

behavioral aspects. Mitroff stands alone in his claim that every

aspect of design must be both technical and behavioral. The other

studies suggest that design is either technical or may include some

independent behavioral aspects. The extent to which behavior affects

the design process is unknown. Equally unknown is the level of

behavioral understanding required for CAD development.

7.3.4 The dependence versus independence of design on knowledge

The authors of systematic design theories present the process

as independent of the domain knowledge and suggest an object-

independent procedure for solving problems. They believe the design

process to be a rational process which should be practiced as a

completely conscious activity. To do otherwise, claims Hubka (1980),

results in the "common error of 'jumping to conclusions,' without

thoroughly investigating the problem." Hubka advises against relying

on intuitive thought for present-day usage, even though this was the

almost exclusive thought mode in the past. Present day mechanical

design is too complex to rely on the individual techniques of the

past, he claims. Hubka may well be correct, but items 21-27

contradict an object-independent view of the actual design process.

These conclusions show that no one solves problems based on some

procedural knowledge independent of the domain knowledge. The

subjects of the studies solved problems based on the heuristics they

knew, such as in items 23-25. As item 27 makes clear, designers use

their knowledge to influence the problem-solving methods.
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A clear understanding of this topic is critical for developing a

coordinated approach to mechanical design. The theorists' approach of

making the design process object-independent is very appealing in that

one design method can apply to all design projects. But to accurately

represent mechanical problem solving, the influences of the domain

knowledge must be applied to the design process. There must be

options for making models, simulations, and analogies, for example.

An accurate model of mechanical design cannot ignore the individual's

domain knowledge.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

"No single work advances understanding very
far. The aims of a scientific work are
limited by the formal character of the theory,
by the phenomena it encompasses, by the
experimental situations it uses, by the types
of subjects it studies, and by the data it
gathers. Of course, a theory may speak beyond
its initial base--all scientists hope for just
that. But science is a series of successive
approximations. Not all things can be done at
once, and even if one aspires to go far, he
must start somewhere. If one aims at covering
all of human thinking in a single work, the
work will necessarily be superficial. If one
aims at probing in depth, then many aspects of
the subject, however important, will be left
untouched" (Newell and Simon, 1972).

Though not the final word, this research has significantly

increased the understanding of the mechanical-designer's performance

and has begun to solidify what is known about the process of

mechanical design. While the design activity has been investigated in

depth by others to identify how design should be conducted, very

little work exists that identifies how design actually is pursued- -

especially to the detail accomplished in this research.

Three objectives were established at the beginning of this

research (Chapter 1.1). The first objective was to develop a model of

the process of mechanical design, specifically identifying the

processes which describe the mechanical designer's performance.

Though the specific objective was met, the reader should note that the

model is still incomplete, as it lacks a full description of the

controller (Chapter 5.1). Four design tasks were studied for the five

mechanical designer subjects: conceptual assembly design, layout

component design, detail component design, and catalog selection.

These tasks were organized into six segments called episodes, which
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describe the goal structure of the designer while performing the task.

The episodes were identified as: plan, assimilation, specification,

verification, repair, and documentation. The basic building blocks

that designers apply in performing a task are known as operators, of

which ten were identified: select, create, simulate, compare,

calculate, accept, reject, suspend, refine, and patch. The way in

which these operators are applied--operator sequences--comprise four

local methods of problem solving: generate-and-test, generate-and-

improve, deductive thinking, and means-end-analysis. These operators

applied according to these methods constitute local design

performance. Identifying these terms isolates the fundamental

processes in design, provides a vocabulary for describing design, and

identifies which functions need to be performed by intelligent

computer-aided design tools in order to naturally interface with

mechanical designers.

The second objective was to make observations that describe

global design performance, independent of task type. In summary:

(1) Designers did not always conduct balanced development, but

sometimes pursued a problem in a depth-first manner.

(2) Designers often pursued a single conceptual design both at the

level of the overall design problem and at the level of individual

sub-problems.

(3) Designers used notes and drawings for understanding and analyzing

the problem, not just to record final design decisions.

(4) Designers were opportunistic when an appropriate situation

presented itself.
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(5) Designers developed the functional aspects of the design in stages

throughout the problem-solving effort rather than during an initial

functional development stage called for by many design theories.

(6) Designers made decisions based on qualitative, subjective

reasoning at all phases of the design.

(7) Designers performed mental, visual, and physical simulations as an

aid to understanding problems and evaluating solutions.

(8) Designers attempted to find satisfactory rather than optimal

solutions.

(9) Designers use their knowledge to influence how ideas were

generated and evaluated, and to influence their problem-solving

methods.

These observations provide insight as to the flexibility and

level of intelligence actually needed of CAD tools.

The third objective was to compare this work with other studies

in mechanical design in order to solidify what is known or not known

about the process of mechanical design. This information has never

been assimilated into coordinated statements. Four issues were

concluded:

(1) Design cannot be explained as an algorithm, but rather as an

execution of heuristics.

(2) Designers working individually on problems predominantly generate

solutions one at a time; but when they work in a group, they

investigate solutions in parallel.

(3) Design has behavioral as well as technical aspects that influence

the process.
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(4) The design process is influenced by the domain knowledge of the

individual designer.

What is the implication of this research on mechanical design?

Foremost is that design is local. The same operators are used to

achieve the same goals over and over, whether the task is at the

conceptual or the detailed phase. Alternative proposals are rarely

investigated and if they are, not to any great detail. Designers do

not need to make deep or parallel searches to find a solution. (As

evidenced by the relatively small number of sub-episodes in Appendix

VII.) By the end of an episode, a problem is solved and a solution is

found without integrating a detailed analysis of the other parts into

the design. Solutions are found by applying a wealth of knowledge to

isolated problems rather than developing a global procedure to the

problem. How well will designers interface with design methodologies?

If the methods are structured on a global scale, then probably not too

well. If the methodology loosely structures the tasks and allows for

dynamics such as opportunism, then maybe pretty well. How beneficial

will design methodologies be to designers? Before that question can

be answered there must be some way of objectively evaluating the

products that designers produce. Then the products designed with and

without the aids can be objectively compared.

The development of digital computers opened new doors for the

mechanical designer. Once limited to problems with closed form

solutions, designers are now able to investigate--through numerical

analysis techniques--a new world of possibilities. Digital computers,

through such languages as Fortran, Basic, and Pascal, have been used

to perform finite-element analysis, curve fits, heat-transfer finite-
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difference simulations, and a whole host of other tasks which

previously were unsolvable. Several years ago, a new era emerged in

the age of computing: symbolic languages using logic programming.

Once restricted to numerical manipulation, computers are now able to

manipulate textual information through new languages such as Lisp,

Prolog, and Ops 5. The implications of this new technology on

mechanical design are still unfolding. By applying techniques of

artificial intelligence to future CAD tools, computer assistance to

engineers may enable them to handle problems in ways never previously

thought possible. Understanding the problem-solving performance of

human designers is an important part of future intelligent CAD tool

development (Chapter 1.1).

In addition, the problem-solving performance of mechanical

designers is an issue that has never been understood and consequently

only treated vaguely in design theories. The next step is to complete

the model presented in Chapter 5 and incorporate it into a model of

the design activity in order to aid the designers in both planning the

design project and in individual problem solving.
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Appendix I. Comparison of Retrospective and Protocol Data

At the beginning of day 2 of the protocol experiment for subject

2, he was asked to give a retrospective report of what he did the

previous day. He mentioned the following accomplishments:

1."I had determined two configurations that my positive to negative

spring clips could be made in..."

2."(I made) some cursory calculations ... comparing a material

thickness at a required force ... and I came up with some very high

stresses."

3.(after further prompting he said) "I reduced it (envelope) down to a

per battery cell unit ...(looking at work sheets from previous day)

sixteenth of an inch is the space I have to have the spring, its

deflection and a separating wall to the next battery case."

Comparing this retrospective report to the protocol report

reveals the following omitted events and design decisions on these

three topics:

1. The two configurations were specifically: (1) positioned between

adjacent batteries and (2) between the batteries and the wall. He

failed to mention another configuration that he abandoned. He also

failed to mention several permutations on these two configurations.

2. The stresses were 100 ksi and 204 ksi respectively on the two

configurations.

3. He had to be prompted to reveal this event and then looked back to

the papers from the previous protocol session to identify the one-

sixteenth inch spacing.
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In total, he failed to report over 23 design decisions besides

the three he mentioned, and this report was made only 24 hours after

the fact. Had this report been made a week later or a year later, the

lack of detail that could have been even more dramatic.
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Appendix II. Protocol Design Problems

II.1 Design Problem 1: The Flipper-Dipper

Our manufacturing company needs a machine to coat thin, aluminum

"plates." A thin chemical layer will be cast on the surface of a water

bath for coating the plates. The machine needs to dip both sides of

the plates into this chemical bath. We need you to design three of

these machines. There is a large machine shop on the premises for

building these machines in-house.

Specifically, the process for coating the plates will be as

follows:

A worker loads the machine with a .063 X 10 X 10 inch aluminum plate

(see figure 1). Since the worker needs to load and unload these

plates all day from a standing position, fatigue should be kept to a

minimum.

The worker visually insures that the surface of the water is

clean and then uses a syringe to inject a pre-measured amount of

chemical in solvent solution on the surface of the water. The

chemical solution spreads as an oil slick over the surface. When the

solvent evaporates (just a few seconds) the 500 Angstrom thick

chemical layer is ready to be applied to the surface of the plate.

The chemical is nontoxic and safe to handle.

The chemical is applied to the surface of the plate by gently

lowering the plate onto the water where surface tension will cause

bonding instantly. The plate should not go in more than half of its

thickness. Once the plate is coated, it is moved away from the

surface and the process is finished for that side of the plate. The
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excess chemical left on the surface of the water is cleared from the

bath manually by the worker (the layer is very thin and sticky).

The process must be repeated to coat the other side of the

plate. After coating both sides, the plate is then presented to the

worker for unloading. The entire process should take a maximum of 40

seconds.

There are a few constraints on the problem, namely:

(1) The plates can only be edge handled. Only the edge 1/4" around

the periphery of the plate can be touched by either the worker or the

machine at any time, see figure 1.

(2) The water must be kept clean, as any impurities can affect the

integrity of the chemical. This is especially true of organic

materials.

(3) Parts of the machine that hold the plate can enter the water,

outside the periphery of the plate, to a depth of up to 1/2" as shown

in figure 1.

(4) It is anticipated that the machine will mount on the table surface

in the areas shown in figure 2. The machines cannot extend within

1.5" of the edge of the table.

(5) The water bath level is automatically maintained 0.5 inches below

the surface of the table, plus or minus 0.01".
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11.2 Design Problem 2: The Battery-Contacts

A high-tech electronics company is manufacturing a new portable

computer. As part of the overall design, three batteries are needed to

power a time clock. The company needs you to design the electrical

contacts for holding these batteries and connecting them to a printed

circuit board.

The specific design requirements are

1. Batteries. 3 required connected in series, type LR44, see figure

1 for specifications.

2. Envelope. The components must fit within the plastic case walls,

see figure 2. The walls may have slots for contacts and locating

features, etc.

-The envelope has five walls. The sixth side (where the batteries go

in) must remain open. Another component, designed by someone else,

will butt up against your envelope and keep the batteries from falling

out.

-The dimensions given are for the interior of the envelope, wall

thickness and inside shape are up to you, but the thickness should not

exceed 60 thousandths of an inch.

3. Contacts. The contact force shall be 0.1 lb. minimum and 1 lb.

maximum at the printed circuit board and at the batteries.

-The contact plating shall be nickel.

-The printed circuit board contacting area has a diameter of .100 +/-

.005

-The contact locations are shown in figure 2.

-Any contact locations for X1 and X2 will be compatible on the printed
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circuit board. (the design of this board has not been finalized)

-The contacts cannot extend below the bottom of the envelope.

4. Assembly -The computers will be assembled by robots, so the

contacts will be handled and fit into place by a robotic end-effector

(yet to be selected, but probably 1/4 inch suction type). The

envelope has an upper and lower half. During assembly, the lower half

will already be in place. After the electrical contacts are in place

(the part you are designing), the printed circuit board and the top

half of the envelope will be set in place.

5. Quantity. 50,000 units will be assembled per month for three

years.
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Model No. JIS

LR621H LR60

LR626H 1.50 19(1.2) 0.05 . 1

LR726 LR59 1.50 21(1.2) 0.05 , 1

LR41 LR41 LR41 1 50 24(1.2) 5 0.10 1

LR41H LR41 LR41 1.50 35(1.2) 5 0.10 1

LR920 1.50 24)1.2) 0.05 1

LR927 LR57 1 50 35(1.2) 0.10 1

LR1120 LR1120 LR55 1 50 23(1.2) 5 0.10 1

LR1130 LR1130 LR54 1 50 44(12) 10 0.10 1

LR43 LR43 LR43 1.50 70(1.2) 15 0.10 3

LR44 547 LR44 LR44 1.50 105(1.2) 50 010 5

LR44H LR44 LR44 1 50 145(1.2) 20 0.10 5

LR9 LR9 1 50 190(0.9) 50 5.00 10

LA50 LR50 1.50 580(0.9) 100 10.00

PX825 LR53 1.50 300(0.9) 50 5.00 15

PX-24 2LR50 3.00 580(1.8) 100 10.00 25

PX-30 2LR53 3.00 300(.8) 50 5.00 15

PX19 3LR50 4.50 580(2.7) 100 10.00 , 25

PX-21 3LR50 4.50 580(2.7) 100 10.00 25

7K31 4.50 105(2.4) 50 5.00 , 5

4LR44 4LR44 6.00 105(3.0) 50 3.00 5

I.E.0
Nominal !

I !
Nominal ; Recommended Drain

Voltage !Carmody! High Standard! LowIV) (mAh)
i (mA) (mA) . loA)

1.50 14(1.21, 0.05 1

1.50 17(1.2) 0.05 , 1

25
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Dimensions

Diameter
(mm)

6.8

6.8

6.8

7.9

79

7.9

9.5

95

11 6

11.6

11.6

11.6

11.6

15.7

16.4

, 23.1

16.9

24.0

, 16.9

16.9

.(11.5X172)

2.60 0.4 1

2.60 0.5 !

3.60 , 0.6 192

3.60 0.7

2.05 0.7

2.70 0.8

2.05 0.8 191, 91A

3.05 1.2 189.89A

4.20 1.6 186, 86A

5.40 2.0 A76. SB-F9
76A

5.40 2.2 SB-F9H

6.10 3.3 ! AM-D

Height
(mm)

Weight
(9)

2.15 0.4

2.60 0.4

16 80 . 10.0 AMP

Others

13.0 LR44H

Note *Nominal capacity shown above is based on standard when battery is used till the end voltage indicated in parenthesis
Some items require special order manufacture, sO be sure to confirm the delivery date, etc., in advance.
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Appendix III. Protocol Instructions for Subjects

In this study, I will present you with a design problem, and I

want you to solve it the way you would ordinarily solve any other

design problem. The only difference is that I want you to THINK ALOUD

as you work on the problem. Say what you are thinking about at each

point. I want you to talk aloud constantly from the time I present

the problem until you are done. I don't want you to plan out what you

are going to say or even explain to me your thoughts. Simply act as

if you were alone talking to yourself.

There will of course, be times when you are thinking about

something non-verbal. In those cases, just say something like "I'm

visualizing" or "I'm imagining how it will work" or "I'm rotating it

in my mind." I will not interrupt you at all, except to remind you to

think aloud.

When you are working on the design problem, please feel free to

consult any catalogs or reference books. I want to see how you

actually go about solving design problems. If there are any questions

about the problem, please ask me. Also, it may be that, in the

process of solving a problem, you would normally make a phone call to

some vendor or colleague. In such cases, you should instead ask me

the questions that you would ask them.

Remember, please think aloud. Say everything that comes to

mind. Also, please take your time in solving the problem. Due to the

verbalization, your solution will take longer than if you were silent:

don't let this bother you. I am interested in how you go about

solving the problem, not in the speed or feasibility of your solution.

Try to work as you normally would, but remember...THINK ALOUD!
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Appendix IV. Practice Problem: A New Tank Design

Our company, which manufactures mobile homes, has a space problem in

the bathrooms of one of our new models. The bowl of the toilets must

mount within two inches of the wall, therefore standard toilets can

not be installed due to the size of their tanks. A company has been

found who can supply a fiberglass bowl without a tank.

We need you to design a tank that fits in the available space,

see figures.

The following constraints apply:

1) The bowl has a two inch inlet hole for the flush water.

2) Nine gallons of water is needed for each flush.

3) Supply water to the mobile home will be available at 20 psi.

4) The company anticipates manufacturing four-thousand units over the

next several years.
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Appendix V. Coarse Breakdowns For Protocols

Appendix V.1 Coarse Breakdown for S1



I
1

I I

FL Contact
1

M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Cover

®5.07 need to connect batteries in series
®5.06 need to connect batteries to printed circuit board (PC board)

005.14 put outer two batteries right side up and middle two upside down

©5.15 put contact from top to top and then bottom to bottom
® 5.21 determine how much inside room is

available for batteries

©6.01 0.046 wall thickness bor envelope

©6.05 use thin plastic sheet for battery *operator

®6.09 reviews what needs to be designed

C)7.10 double checks battery height

00 7.15 locate contacts or envelope

@7.19 contact batteries on bottom

@7.20 contact batteries on side

00 7.21 choose bottom

®8.04 reviews how current flows

®8.15 decides to postpone analysis on how current flows

(D9.06 need to decide what kind of contacts are needed and whets available

(1)9.09 looks at electric books to find reedy made contacts
(1)9.28 begin to design envelope

0 10.10 make envelopes by injection molding



I
I

1FL Contact
1

M Contact FR Contact Bottom Coy i Top Cover
_ 1

1 O 10.20 use a hook system to connect top and
bottom of envelopes

O 11.01 make out of plastic

0 11.15 make walls .020 thick
O 12.05 separation between

batteries is .074

© 12.22 calculate max. wall
thickness of .009

0 13.09 wall only needs to
be thin at one place

015.05 need to physically
seperate batteries

© 15.13 use a piece of
plastic with a couple
ridges for separator

©15.21 align the halves with slots
O 18.04 need 4 walls

© 18.05 begin scotching
envelope

0 18.14 contacts can go
around or through ports

018.27 need to latch on
the back side

@17.09 will It. be stiff
enough 1



FL Contact M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov._
11

Top Cover

17.16 need contact force
of 0.1 lb.

® 17.18 need bottom half
smaller than top half

QO 17.21 another option is
to snap supports on
bottom also

© 18.18 just push into
place assembly

0 18.21 need some kind
of alignment device

® 18.23 look to determine wall thickness for supports

019.28 .114 for back wall
0 20.05 outside well is limiting factor

20.11 could taper wall

® 20.16 look how contacts came out of envelope and connect to PCB

© 20.25 mount to back of bottom envelope
21.03 bottom have 4 screws

© 21.10 use #2 or #4 screw

0 21.24 screw diameter must
be .094

© 21.28 could use snapins



FL Contact M Contact l FR Contact
II

Bottom Cov. I Top Cover

CD 22.08 how long should snap parts be ?

® 22.13 how high can snap be ?

3 22.21 how far before hitting battery ?

zam calculate height

® 23.25 check result

® 23. 28 number can't be right

24.01 recalculates max width of book on
support te .129

® 25.08 need to find
available room for hook
in the back

® 28.01 double check calculation

© 28.18 calculates .088 width
of latch mechanism in back
part of envelope

0 28.28 how can snap in part be manufactured ?

0 27.04 make the snapins
part of the top cover

0 27.12 put them on the side

0 27.19 need top half to be stable on bottom half

OO 28.05 put a groove in the top and bottom parts

© 28.09 put groove in back wall



1

FL Contact M Contact
1 1

FR Contact Bottom Coy. Top Cover

(032.13 need to figure where contacts hit PCB so they don't interfer with
supports

®33.01 review design to this point and read problem statement

034.18 best to snap contacts into place

© 28.15 try groove depth of .030 first

0 29.07 calculate a groove depth of .135

© 29.14 need to keep top cover from moving out the
back

QO 29.18 use another groove

0 29.28 could use pins
C) 30.13 could make holes for the pins

31.04 could use a hook system instead of pins

0 31.07 wouldn't work to well

© 31.19 need a way to clean the contact from the
top position

0 32.07 don't need a pin, whole thing will snap
together

© 34.28 look at groove in the back wall

© 35.08 redrawing top and bottom views

QU 38.08 change thickness
of supports



FL Contact M Contact
1

FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Cover

"sEND OF DAY ONE

042.27 begin working on contacts

043.10 review problem statement

©43.18 look into contact locations
043.28 need 3 contacts on bottom and 3 contacts on top

©44.05 tryong to conceptualize what contacts look like

044.15 contacts will be metal with wire conections

©44.29 part can be stamped out
045.08 solid material i3 better than soldering wire to metal contacts

0 38.19 support height
approximately .020

© 38.21 need to determine how long and thick
plastic parts are

0 37.24 .035 will be smallest point

© 38.01 bottom latch must be strong enough to
latch

© 38.18 check to see if top support is stong enough

0 39.09 support about
same height as cover

® 39.21 small things are
hard to conceptualize



FL Contact i M Contact
1

FR Contact Bottom Coy. Top Cover

©48.04 how to attach contacts to envelope

1048.07 glue contacts to envelope

® 48.15 sketch contact

®48.28 sketch contact

047.10 determine length
of contact

047.18 determine oberall
contact and battery height

048.01 dimension not
given between battery
and contact wall

@48.20 dimension is .505

®48.24 reread problem
statement

©49.15 glue contact to
top half and change
assembly order to assemble
PCB after top half

© 48.12 add a groove to
back wall of .017

(D 49.17 size the next contact

© 49.18 should ye very similar
to the other one

© 40.26 height is .0276

0 49.28 no, that won't work

© 50.01 make both middle
contacts the same



I 1

1

I I

FL Contact
1

M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Coveri
0 50.03 need slots in the

envelopes for the contacts

©50.008 use a material that is used for springs and can be aickle plated

© 50.13 begin to dimension
contact

© 51.01 could make contact
out of one piece of metal

0 51.07 sketch new shape

0 51.14 made part uniform
thickness

® 52.11 determine the best
kind of copper from
reference book

0 52.17 studying beryllium
copper

0 52.28 BC ok for other
contacts but not needed
for these

0 53.09 look up cost of
coppers in catalog

0 54.08 just use shim stock

@ 54.28 make .20 width
® 54.28 begin detailing

other 2 contacts
1 0 64.29 sketch top and
i side views



FL Contact J M Contact
1

FR Contact Bottom Cov. 1 Top Cover

057.28 dimension this
contact now

©58.03 copy dimensions
from FR contact

r

068.08 calculate deflection
in same manner as for
FR contact

© 65.08 put nick]. on the
ends

55.13 need n force applied
on the contacts

© 55.19 available space for
contact Is .55

© 65.21 need to make contact
strong enough to provide
contact force

0 55.22 search through
catalog to get info on
berrythum copper

® 68.04 calculate deflect of
cantilever beam for min and
max force

© 67.17 calculates a small
deflection

© 57.24 add midrange deflection
to available space for a
contact height of .185



JFL Contact M Contact FR Contact _1
Bottom Cov. Top Cover

(D58.23 dimension drawing
of contact

®58,29 also check that
contact will fit around
battery

END of DAY 2

0 58.28 investigate how to revise envelopes to attach
the contacts

(6) 59.04 review previous work on envelopes
(9) 59.09 begin sketching

side view

0 59.14 add a groove to
the back wail

(D 59.29 with slots, rigidity
shouldn't be a problem

O 80.01 sketch top view

® 80.20 sketch in contacts

(D 80.25 extend supports

0 82.01 begin looking at
top half

0 82.02 review changes that
have been made

a 82.11 sketch side view

® 82.20 sketch bottom view

(0 83.10 discusses envelope
assembly



IFL Contact
1

M Contact 1 FR Contact Bottom Coy. IL Top Cover

"" BEGIN DAY 3 ""
® 88.25 begin detail drawing

of middle contact

® 89.02 double chock contact
surfaoe diameter

© 89.05 detail all diminutions

0 89.17 detail side view

089.22 begin detail drawing
of FL contact

@70.03 correct radius on
this drawing and that of
middle contact

@70.10 detail, a staircase
shaped side view (layout
design wasn't so extreme)

070.28 check for dimensional
completeness

1071.13 considers manufacturing

1

0 71.18 detail drawing of
FR contact

0 72.08 use same material
notes as other contacts

i

® 72.25 look at envelope detail

® 72.28 review layout drawing



FL Contact
1

M Contact

® 84.01 double shack
.245 dimension

FR Contact , Bottom Cov.
©74.10 .017 max side

'weal thickness

©74.23 increase back well
thickness

@ 78.18 add grooves
©77.21 add mounting hole

for mounting to base
fixture

® 78.08 look up screw types
in reference

©78.23 pick #0 flathead
screw

**** END of DAY 3 **

0 79.05 dimension hook
mechanism

® 81.08 conpletely done
with bottom

Top Cover

® 81,20 look at top detail
81.01 most dimensions will
be the same as the bottom
half

@ 83.27 length of center
support is .37

©84.18 length of center
support la .35

0 84.19 detail back view
0 85.16 hook height of .218

to provide enough contact
force on battery

©85.18 detail clossup views
of hook and groove



FL Contact
1 1

M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Cover

1

® 84.01 double check
.245 dimension

END of DAY 3

0 74.10 .017 max aide
wall thickness

© 74.23 increase back wall
thickness
78.16 add grooves
77.21 add mounting hole
for mounting to bap.
fixture

CI 78.08 look up screw types
in reference

© 78.23 pick #0 flathead
screw

0 79.05 dimension hook
mechanism

0 81.06 conpletely done
with bottom 0 81.20 look at top detail

® 81.01 most dimensions will
be the same as the bottom
half

0 83.27 length of center
support LP .37

© 84.16 length of center
support is .35
84.19 detail back view

0 85.16 hook height of .216
to provide enough contaot
force on battery
85.18 detail close up views
of hook and groove



Adhesive Material 1 Assembly

Begining of Day 4

® 87.07 need to look at envelope materials, glue types. and assembly drawings

0)87.23 don't know much about
adhesives 1

1

©88.09 desire something non I I

conductive

©90.04 pick cyanoacrylate adhesive ® 90.16 look at catalog to see what
is available in plastics

(1) 90.24 write down types for comparison

® 91.22 need good dimeslonal stability

® 92.20 needs information on dialectic
strength

® 95.07 check injection molding

(I) 97.05 check polyester

® 98.21 need to compare costs

© 102.04 compare costs

© 102.07 pick polyester

© 100.25 need to look at assembly
where to locate contacts and how
they fit onto the PC board

© 102.22 draw top view of bottom half
assembly

® 108.08 draw back view of assembly



Adhesive Material Assembly

mg' End of Protocol

0 108.29 look at top half of envelope
assembly

0 107.13 check for completeness In
drawings

0 107.24 make parts list
0 108.02 make list of assembly notes

0 108.15 design complete (last part
of protocol is examiners cretique
of subjects design and possible
changes that could be made)
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Appendix V.2 Coarse Breakdown for S2



I I I

FL Contact I M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Cover
I 1

I

I- I

I I I

0 7.01 Examines HP calculator to see past design similar to his..

0 7.18 Finish reading problem and begin problem solving.

0 7.18 Spring finger assembly

0 7.19 Batteries in same position.
® 7.20 Maybe make one I I

battery backwards
i

0 8.01 Spring fingers make their own pressure against PCB.

0 8. 08 Assembly is automated, predictable, no glue

0 9.01 Covers should snap together.

0 9.27 Arrange batteries in series.

CI 10.23 Studies batteries.

011.02 Imagining how spring contacts work in series.

011.04 Minimize number of pieces.

012.11 Spring contacts will hold battery in place.

012.12 Just design a contact first.

0 12.17 Spring contact !

extending slightly I

past center.
i

I

013.12 Decide space and shape constraints for contacts



I I

FL Contact M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. It Top Cover
l I

I 1 r ---1-

O 14.05 Retain in top cover or bottom cover I

0 14.09 Robot can put contacts in place (read from problem statement) I

0 14.14 Put contacts in bottom cover
I

O 14.19 Need gap size between batteries

0 15.17 0.517 spacing
between batteries (this'
is for wall and spring)

I

1

0 18.07 Wall will be very thin.

© 16.09 Wall must insulate

0 16.14 Batteries emit corrosives

O 18,19 Must separate batteries

CI 16.23 Maybe batteries don't need separation.

0 18.24 Batteries can short out.

© 18.26 More space
behind batteries 1

O 16.27 Put contacts
behind batteries (mora
room for spring).

O 17.22 Put more deflec4
tion into spring if
possible.



i
I

FL Contact
1

M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Cover

O 17.26 Getting a feel
for how much force a
cantilever spring can
take.

0 18.09 Spring material of nickel plated beryllium copper
0 19.04 Spring contacts

are 0.15" wide.

0 19.05 Models contact
as simple beam and
analyzes stress to size
beam.

CI 22.21 Spring contact
0.5 long, 0.15 wide at
0.5 lb. force.

0 23.28 Decides on two
approaches, side
contact and rear
contact.

O 24.16 Contact thickness
of 0.0035.

0 24.22 Calculates the
stream for a given
force to size contact.

O 25.23 NET IDEA hard
contacts and flexible
covers rejects.

i

1

T



1

1FL Contact
i

M Contact FR Contact 1

i
Bottom Cov. I Top Cover

1

O 29.04 100,000 psi stress
for side contact and
200 ksi for rear
contact

i

END OF DAY ONE

® 32.27 Analyses deflectionl
versus thickness for
6,7,6.9 mil materiaL

® 39.10 Contacts 0.006
thick.

® 33.15 Assumes 70 Ind
allowable stress.

0 94.02 yaks isometric
sketch (figure 5).

® 35.02 Completes sketch
of rear and side force
versions.

WO

® 35.05 Begins sketch of
contact.

I

0 35.09 Leaning toward side force version.
® 95.19 Chocks his

component design with
assembly in figure 2. 1



I IFL Contact M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Cover
I

0 38.03 Draws wide and
end force versions.

0 38.08 Sketches contact.
0 38.22 Begin to sketch layout of entire assembly

0 39.16 Need surface area for 1/4. suction cup.

© 39.23 Mentions and dismisses a third approach.

0 41.02 Add feature for i

retaining contacts. I

© 41.08 Change contact
I

location.

© 41.11 Examines connecting
point on PC board.

0 42.28 Finish., sketching
contact

© 42.27 Changes contact
design whore it meets
PC board.

© 4.3.05 Makes same
change as 42.27.

0 43.14 Begins sketching front view of assembly
® 4.3.21 Sketch*, section of

contact that was just
changed.

I

I © 44.02 Thinking how
cover might go on
bottom.

I



FL Contact M Contact FR Contact Bottom Coy. Top Cover

© 44.11 Add posts and then heat stake together
CI 44.26 Need to decide

how many posts are
needed.

46.05 Cover should be
unstressed.

46.12 Looks for some way to connect besides
posts.

© 45.15 Mentions various ways of snapping together.

0 46.01 Could slide halves together instead of
snapping.

QS 47.01 Begin isometric
sketch (right side wall
only).

(:4) 47.05 Sketch right side
wall

47.16 Shows how halves go together

OO 46.23 Add post and hole for post

0 49.10 Sketch finished.

(§) 49.11 Add side view to figure 7 (previous assembly
sketch).

0 49.25 Review figure 7 to determine if he can
dimension parts.



FL Contact M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Cover

0 50.01 Retain clip by
punching a lance that
will hook into plastic.

0 50.07 Postpone how to
retain until tomorrow.

0 50.11 Considers whether to dimension contacts or envelopes.

0 50.12 Dimension first
and then make contacts
fit in.

0 50.18 Begin detail sketch.

CI 60.22 Begin side view.

0 51.24 Emphasises side
poles.

0 52.09 Add tolerance for
battery cavity.

CI 52.16 Wants wall thin.
but worried about creep.

0 5305 Needs to determine
effect of tolerances on
contact force.

0 53.13 Solve for contact force for different deflections.

0 53.27 Searches through catalog to find spring tolerance

0 54.04 Since he can't find tolerance. determines how sensitive contact force
is to tolerance changes.

0 54.20 Change battery dimension to be nominal dimension.



FL Contact M Contact 1 FR Contact Bottom Cov. L Top Cover

0 55.08 Calculate space left between battery and walL

0 59.06 Calculate height
of spring bend.

80.01 Now knows detaiLvi
of spring.

0 60.07 Changes figure 5
for side force version.

0 80.20 Considers another,
way to lance.

0 80.24 Changes figure 5

81.08 Restrain contact
with top cover.

so lance is on side.

0 55.19 Wall can't be more
than 0.050.

0 55.19 Need to think of
materiaL

® 57.11 Searches for
minimum wall thickness.

0 58.11 Finds information
on minimum wall
thickness.

0 58.25 Cavity width of
0.485.

0 60.14 Need to dimension
feature for receiving
lance of contact.



IFL Contact FR ContactM Contact Bottom Coy. I Fop Cover

0 61.14 Need to know
force on top.

0 62.01 Model spring as
a tapered cantilever
beam and solve for
force.

0 63.26 Calculate width
of 0.271.

0 64.11 Considers effects
of robot assembly and
round up width to
0.350.

0 64.16 Calculates
deflection

0 64.20 Design not strong
enough, need to change.

CI 65.12 Recalculate to see
if a mistake was made.

© 65.21 Realizes spring
can be simple beam
like middle contact.

0 66.07 May not be
enough space but will
decide tomorrow.

END OF DAY 2 "

-1-



,

i I

FL Contact i M Contact FR Contact Bottom Coy. Top Cover
1 _L

0 68.23 Looked up information on contact material

0 89.08 Looked up information on nick% plating.

0 89.28 Itodifies top part
of contact to be simple
beam like FL contact.

0 71.06 Calculates height
with tolerances.

0 72.17 Dimensions height

0 73.02 Radius the bends.

0 79.22 Begin detail sketch
of contact.

0 78.25 Add diameter for
interfacing with robot

0 78.05 Add lance to
sketch.

!

0 72.28 Documenting
dimensions on figure 2.

0 79.10 Add feature to
prevent side force of
middle contact.

0 79.05 Dimension
distance from wall to
retaining feature.

I



FL Contact M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. Top Cover
7 -T.

0 79.13 Discusses draft.

® 81.08 Add parting line, I

0 81.22 Realizes part may
not be manufacturable.

0 82.24 Need to design
feature for springs to
pass through walls.

0 83.02 Return to spring design. FL contact looks okay, but not sure about
FR contact

0 83.13 Contact will go
straight out the back.

0 83.21 Extend top of I

contact across battery.

© 84.08 Not sure how to
retain contact in
envelope.

85.01 Begin sketching
detail.

85.17 Add area for
robot

0 84.23 Add feature to
hold FL contact

0 81.27 Add feature to
top instead.



FL Contact

® 88.09 Begins to add
dimensions after
sketching contact

88.08 End details
sketch.

M Contact FR Contact Bottom Cov. I Top Cover
r

® 90.05 Begins detail
sketch.

0 92.05 Expresses concern
for manufacturing.

0 92.18 Add feature to
retain middle contact_

0 92.25 Can't mold
feature.

0 93.07 Modify feature.

94.08 Begin to dimension.

0 98.28 Concerned about
angle dimension.

0 97.14 Checks for
dimensional complete-
ness.

O 97.18 Corrects overall
envelope dimension.

® 98.08 Sketch complete.
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Appendix V.3 Coarse Breakdown for S4



1

Operation
I I

Power Ergonomics Plate/Film Cost
1 I

Manufacture General

0 4.25 Considers a
manual or
automated machine.

(I) 5.19 Begins
establishing an
input/output drawing.

0 7.9 Assumes 1/4"
perimeter of plate
is only area that
plate can be handled
at any time during
operation.

0 9.5 Considers
optional button for
clamping plate.

® 9.11 Arm for dipping
plate.

0 9.00 Clamps to hold
plate.

1

C4 6.9 Considers
the effect of
chemical
coating on
operators
health.

0 5.1 Assumes
sticky ohe mic al
coating is dry

C) 7.20 Calculates
plate of weight



I I

Operation I Power Ergonomics
1_

Plate/Film Cost.
I I

Manufacture General

0 9.12 Hydraulic
actuators on
clamps.

0 9.13 Considers the
impact of using
a manual versus
automatic machine.

0 9.18 Gears to
actuate clamps.

0 9.21 Use
hydraulic
actuators on
arms.

0 0.24 Considers
difficulties in
getting plate
to leave bath
with leading
edge.

010.13 Considers
how plate is
presented to
operator.

011.2 Considers
adding
constraint to
prevent
operator from
grabbing any
part of plate
other than 1/4".



Operation 1 Power
I-

Ergonomics 1 Plate/Film

013.18 Use foot
switch for
machine
activation of
clamping of
plate.

01118 Aimunte
operator will use
both hands to
handle plates.

013.19 Considers I
manual
operation of I

plate holder.
01123 Considers

toggle clamps I

to hold plate.
@14. 5 Looks at

fatigue relative
to table surface.

O14.8 Decided
ergo information
should be
oheoked in book
(reference) in
future.

015.18 Simulates
operation
emphasizing
operator motion.

018.5 Considers
making the
machine
adjustable.

i

1

Cost
I 1

Manufacture General



-e- -43-

1

Operation Power Ergonomics
I I

Plate/Film Cost Manufacture General

®17.2 Reviews
possible
permutations of
axis to flip
plate around.

®17.20 Establishes
flipping axis
through center.

017.21 Establishes
clamping
locations.

0 17.24 Considers
using stepper
motors for
flipping Plats-

®18.1 Considers using a cam for
flipping

018.1 Considers
the problem of
the gears for
flipping
penetrating the
water bath.

0 18.20 Decides to
draw first out
sketch of
overall mechanism
to 'see what it
looks like.

® 18.7 Query about
abrasive chemicals.



Operation Power Ergonomics , Plate/Film Cost Manufacture General

®18.12 At point
where plate
clamps interface
with lifting
arms, he
considers
bushings (teflon
polymer).

@19.8 Simulates
operation of
first cut
mechanism.

®19.15 Incorporates
sprocket and
chain to interface
stepper motor
and plate for
flipping operation.

019.20 Considers
problem of
getting plate to
leave bath with
leading edge
first

® 20.1 Considers
using some kind
of track and
rollers to guide
path of plate.



Operation I Power
1_____

I I

Ergonomics Plate/Film Cost
1

[

Manufacture
1

General

0 20.8 Draws first
out example of
cam to guide
plats path and
reviews capability
of adjustable
travel as a
result of moving
the cams pivot
point.

@21.10 Draws
track and plate
support
apparatus.

@22.1 Simulates
operation of
track type
plate quids.

@22.15 Draws
slightly more
detailed side
view of track.
Includes motor
and chain to
flip plate.

@221.9 Assumes
weight of plats
will keep plate
supports
vertical and
plate
horizontal.

Boat leak

0 20.21 Cost of
track could be
expensive.



Operation 1 Power
-1---

0 28.1 Considers air
motor for plate
flipping-

028.4 Expresses wish to make all
operation power the same Le.,
hydraulic, air, etc.

0 28.3 Compares
hydraulic versus
air power and
electric power.

0 28.20 Decides to
use hydraulic
because of
personal pref-
erence.

0 29.12 Considers
stepper motors,

1 but decides
I hydraulics will be

sufficient

®29.21 Decides to
I

give more con-
sideration to hydraulic motor
speeds.

1

Ergonomics
I I I

Plate/Film Cost Manufacture General

®28.8 Air is cheap.

®29.3 Reviews
fact that he
has not
decided to
make manual
or automatic
machine.
Decides to
ootxtinue work
on both.



Operation 1

1

1

Power Ergonomics If Plate/Film
I I 1

Cost Manufacture General

® 30.25 Considers
different mater
lab for bushings
that will penet
rate water bath.

0 35.18 Considers
a mechanism
that is half
manual and halt
automatic.

0 38.3 Considers
clamping plate
at one point at
rear of plate.

0 38.8 Considers
alternative
drawing (pg. 7).

0 98.10 Chain drive
or gear drive
with stepper
motor to lift and
flip.

1

® 30.19 Looks at
corrosiveness of

I chemical bath.

32.18 Considers
amount of
effort actually
required by
operator for
an automatic
versus a
manual operation.



Operation Power
I I

Ergonomics Plate/Film Cost IManufacture General

0 37.21 Decides to
use hydraulic
cylinder arm for
vertical travel

0 38.17 Considers
using suction
cups for hold
ing plate.

® 39.9 Decides to
pursue manual
design.

Side View

® 39.14 Considers
advantages of

Ichain
over gear

drives.

0 39.25 Considers
flipping about
axis other than
principle axis.

0 39.27 Considers
handling two
plates
simultaneously.

0 38. 8 Considers
money and level
of complexity

I of machine.

0 38. 25 Compare
existing first
cut designs.



Operation

0 40.5 Simulates
operation of
two plate
mechanism.

Power Ergonomics I Plate/Film
--1 -I

0 40.5 Simulates
operation of two
plate mechanism.

0 40.10 Begins new sketch of plate mechanism.

® 41.19 Considers
using a detent
pin to position
plats away from
water bath for
bath cleaning.

0 41.25 Considers
using a manual
lever to
release plate
holder/arm to
dip plate.

042.06

0 41.19 Considers
using a detent pin
to position plate
away from water
bath for bath
cleaning.

0 41.25 Considers
using a manual
lever to release
plate holder/arm
to dip plate.

Simulates operation of two plats mechanism-1

Cost Manufacture I General



Operation I Power
1

0 42.18 Considers using air motors
to flip plates simultaneously
via a chain /sprocket.

0 43.3 Considers
using lights or
counter to
indicate comp
leted plate
dipping cycle.

Ergonomics Plate/Film Cost Manufacture General

0 43.3 Considers
using lights or
counter to
indicate comp
leted plate
dipping cycle.

® 43.19 Considers alternative designs to this point relative to manual, automated and semi automated.

044.7 Draws side view of ferris wheel/carousel mechanism alternative

0 44.29 Considers
corrosion and
bushings.

I

0 44.23 Considers
corrosion and
bushings.

0 45.08 Compare use of a manual crank or air motor
for flipping plates relative to positioning plates
for removaL

® 48.24 Contem
plates making
process
continuous
without stopping
at water bath I

1 1
1
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Appendix V.4 Coarse Breakdown for S5



I I I I I Material I Environment
I-0 of Machine Handling Manufacture Power Cost

1
I I

I Characteristics

1

0 9.14 coat both sides
at once I

I

I

03.10 no specialty
tooling allowed in
manufacture

UO 9.15 load on one side
and then the other

0 9.21 something to sweep
the surface of the water

Di 8.22 machine must coat plates in 40 sec.
8 hours a day

@7.01 review operation or simulate steps

07.14 provide interval for film ingection

@7.20 load and dip
from one side and
load and dip from
the other 07.22 use pate to clear

water surface

07.24 use air to clear
water surface

07.27 use mechanical
system to clear water
surface

@ 4.06 hand
operated

® 5.09 considers
cost

06.25 machine
powered instead
of manual

®5.25 considers membrane
characteristics



II-0 of Machine
I

Handling 1
I I

Manufacture Power Cost
I

I Material I Environment
1 Characteristics I

(g) 8.03 rack and =weak
plate

® 8.06 thin, sticky membrane
will clog up mechanical
clearing part quickly

© 8.11 types of nob for
holding plates

© 8.18 drying time for
film ?

© 9.06 plate sides may
be caoted in any order

©9.10 simulates ma terial
flow, ooat one aide of
rack of plates, then
flip rack and coat the
other side of plates

©9.26 establishes 30,000 parts per day

©9.27 how many plates can a person handle
in a rack

©10.01 parts no very heavy

©10.03 maybe person can handle 20 parts
at a time

©10.08 two injection of chemical at once
(5)11.09 examiner points out math error

©11.22 720 plates to be coated per day

r

011.24 hand operated
lever type thing

© 8.18 machine potect
tion from external
environment

© 8.20 workers environ.
looks OK



1-0 of Machine I Handling

r

i

1

I I I

Manufacture Power Cost
1 1 1

I Characteristics I
I Material I Environment

012.02 hand operated
is easier to
construct

012.05 material toughness of chemical effects
rate of plates

©12.25 ferris wheel affair

@

®
®

®

©13.25 operator needs
to install and rotate
plates

014.05 cam and follower
and drive

®12.02 hand operated
Is easier to
construct

® 12.26 reasonable 012.26 easy to
to fabricate drive and
(ferris wheel) control

1304 ferris wheel would
have to articulate as it
approaches the water
surface

13.06 cam and roller

13.10 stop ferris wheel
so worker can clean
water in between plates

13.12 ferris wheel can
handle three plates

®14.25 simulates operation with ferris whited
and foot pedal

®15.18 wants to make a scale model to work

I

1

1

I

out proportions

014.06 operator
could actuate
machine with a
foot pedal

1

1

0 12.05 material toughness
of chemical effects rats
of plates



I-0 of Machine 1 Handling I Manufacture i Power
1

Cost I Material I Environment
I Characteristics I

12.25 two plates or
e plates ?

018.03 use a conveyor)

08.04 conveyor to
complicated

g8.18 !orris wheel
sia is simplest

(13)18.11 bring plate up
er chemical layer

018.18 would normally brainstorm for more ideas

017.20 2 minutes for
three plates

017.22 review entire operation again
7.24 clear 'surface

water with air

8.22 ferris wheel
ea would be easy

to manufacture parts

ofl

017.27 clear surface
water with water spray

0018.05 hold edge of plate
with a spring clamp

@18.12 hold plate from
one edge

018.13 simplifies ferris
wheel, mount, cam

018.24 need to keep mount
horizontal as it nears water

0@19.01 how does a
ferris wheel work ?

©17.13 worried about
operator being able to
load and unload fast
enough

018.18 operator must
release cam so he can
rotate plates



Gripper Chair Ferris Wheel

t19.03 bang below center of gravity
keep them aligned

QO 19.06 makes 1st concept design with
detent pin, and spring clip (see Y1g. 3b)

QO 19.21 assemble mount slightly off
center to get leading angle T20.09 person is going to have to

wist & reach to load & unload plates

10 20.27 wants to get drafting tools to make full scale visual simulation

022.06 rereads problems statement
0 23.03 place machismo at center of

his

23.11 don't want worker to reach to
h to load machine

23.17 can plate enter more than
@ 24.11 maybe float mount and plate T/2 inch?

across surface of water

(tio 24.24 mita out oardboarb plate and moves around on page physical simulation

® 25.13 moves cardboard model of plate on page

(1) 26.25 thinks his idea will work

Gripper Chair

31.08 begins layout
design of gripper

ID 31.14 looks at
ruler to size part

@ 31.21 screw for stop
131.23 add spring clip

hold plat

Ca27.17 can shim machine up and down
get plate to enter at proper

elevation

© 27.28 use r radius for plate path
on fig. 3C

g 28.09 visualize simulation of plates
dipping into water

OO 28.18 try r radius for plate path

OO 28.20 makes wheel in triangular shape
with a mount at each corner

0.10 wheel doesn't need to be
triangle could be disk

g 31.06 snakes paper wheel model

284



285

Gripper i Chair i Ferris Wheel

(;)32.10 need to allow
or clearanoe

0 32.20 use .375 stock
C233. 02 what is service

(1)33.11 bo bigger, say
/2 inch square 0 33.16 need to make chair

large enough to contain
detent pin I

© 33.23 make chair square'
for easier fabrication

I34.11 cute chair out of paper
go with other cutouts

0 38.02 attach chair to wheel off center to get laadin
wails

0 35.13 visual simulation of plate rotating and touching water

0 35.25 worried that plate might splash when it hits the water

© 36.05 use Dayton fractional motor to power mechanism

0 36.13 thinks mechanism will work
0 36.21 worker puts greater loading on mechanism than cycle

0 36.23 need to over design mechanism

0 37.01 working height of mechanism O.X.

0 37.10 physical simulation of working height for evaluation

0 37.22 what kind of float to
keep gripper on top of water

(2)38.08 something analogous
a fishing bobber

® 38.12 concerned about tuning mechanism and how much is allowed
0 39.14 going to need bracketry and support to hold mechanism, how to clear

water 7

0 39.16 discussing options for sweeping excess chemical from water bath

0 41.12 concerned about effects of caked on chemical after multiple uses

0 41.23 mechanism must start and stop to give operator time to clean film

0 42.02 critical that
plate doesn't droop

( .1.. 42.05 bearing that goes!
between chair and wheel
must prevent Upping

I

0 42.1.1 parts must be substantial to prevent flimsy machine

0 42.14 how wide can machine be 7



I I I I

Gripper 1 Chair I
Wheel f

Mount 1 Power System Frame

0 42.28 start to sketch a side view of mechanism

0 43.28 what kind of
mount can be used

® 43.10 one like a
blacksmith arbor

© 43.13 need a way
to index the wheel.
start and stop it

I

43.18 maybe an
(2,ctric break

® 43.23 connect threaded
shaft to wheel

(143.28 use arbor in here
w oh has two pillow blocks,
bearings, shaft

ic44.07 couple of
uminum

0 44.13 attach with
screws and shim to
level

IQ45.02 add a chain drive
a packaged gear reducer

and motor with brake

E45.15 is there a simpler way to drive
wheel?

© 46.06 add sheet
metal to cover power
system and driver

0 45.18 can start and stop machine with operator



Gripper Chair Wheel
I I I

I
Mount I Power System 1 Frame

® 45.21 what advantages does this machine have over the present operation

0 48.03 reviews ergonomics with this machine
CI 46.21 start to detail

mount

© 46.22 need thrust control

10 48.23 add a tube to
control thrust

© 46.06 does machine need to be steralized

CD 48.09 go back and size
the wheel

0 48.10 had e radius
previously

0 48.27 considers corrosion
problems

0 50.15 the chairs are going to have to be very
free to rotate

@ 50.18 should I use bushing or ball bearing to
connect chair to wheel?

0 50.20 using a bushing means I need more
wheel base

© 50.22 use 1/2" plate

0 50.26 use 9 radius

0 51.22 calculates space

0 52.05 use Thompson nylon bushing



Gripper j Chair Wheel I Mount Power System 1 Frame

0 52.10 sketches side view of connection

®80.24 reviews questions he had earlier in the design
® 61.26 look in catalog. to

see what motor, brake and
gearbox assembly is available

0 62.07 could use DC and than
not need a brake

OD 62.10 locates DC motor in
Granger's catalog

© 62.23 use AC/DC motor, double
shaft, add brake later 11 necessary

(5) 63.17 picks Dayton 22 797 motor,
4X796 speed control

® 64.03 looks at Boston gear to
find sprockets and chain

() 65.03 picks a motor sprocket
and wheel sprocket

0 85.14 check motor to see if
sprockets will fit shaft

0 65.21 look Into flanges

® 65.27 better pick pillow
blocks first

© 85.17 picks Boston pillow
block BP75



I I

Gripper i Chair L
Wheel Mount

1

Power System 1 Frame

® 69.01 make a side view drawing to scale

0 88.26 sine* pillow blocks
have set screws, the tubes
aren't needed to maintain
clearances

074.11 use 3/8 X 18
hexhead screws with
flat washers to hold
pillow blocks

® 74.12 sketch in 1/2 shaft

® 87.26 looking for
arohiteotual shape of
angles for flanges

© 68.12 e x e is largest
angle shown

0 68.20 weld bar section
to flange that can be
drilled and tapped for
pillow blocks

© 70.01 bolt flanges to
table instead of weld
ing flanges together

0 70.06 sketch in flanges
0 71.18 use 1 1/2 inch

square bar
0 72.01 connect with

fillet weld

® 72.07 sketch in pillow
blocks

®74.20 measure room for
motor from sketch



Gripper Chair Wheel Mount
I I

1 Power System 1 Frame

0 77.18 sketches in
1/2 inch thick disk

0 77.20 sketches in jam
nut

I

0 78.25 sketches in chair
0 79.23 chocks to see if

material is available

® 80.05 can't find any
but decides to continue

0 80.24 decides to make
separate detailed drawings
of gripper and chair

0 80.27 makes a front view sketch before doing 80.24

I

I

© 76.05 put motor mount
in available space

0 75.20 sketch In motor's
canter line

078.04 how to adjust
chain tension 4

© 78.15 picks sprocket
at motor

© 78.09 need to figure how
chain can be adjusted

® 78.19 skip the problem
for now

© 81.04 makes flanges as
wide as wheel

0 81.27 sketch front view
of cover



I

Gripper i Chair Wheel
I

I
Mount

I I

1 Power System 1 Frame

0 82.12 sun concerned
about chain adjustment

0 8119 locate motor
0 84.05 might need a nut

plate on the bottom

0 84.06 still bothered
about chain adjustment

® 84.22 sketch in shafts
and chain

10 84.27 check to see if
motor is universal

CI 85.04 check motor life

0 85.24 make note that
motor must be seviced
every two months

0 88.11 discuss ways
cooling motor

0 88.05 sketch gripper
on side view

0 88.18 add fastener to
hold plate in gripper

© 88.22 need to use full
1/4 boundary on plate

0 89.25 how heavy is plate?

0 86.07 sketch sheet
metal cover

of

0 87.09 will cover rattle?

0 87.24 put fasteners on



Gripper
I I I I

Chair I
Wheel I Mount 1 Power System 1 Frame

© 90.11 plate weighs
less than 3/4 lbs.

0 90.14 sketch side
view of gripper

0 90.18 reread part of
problem statement

@ 90.28 need 4$)
chamfer on gripper

© 91.03 can't thread
spring pin through

® 91.08 need a bigger
sketch. begin fig. #3

© 91.12 add a roll pin
to prevent plate from
entering gripper to far

© 91.19 add spring plunger

© 92.05 how will operator
release plate ?

© 92.10 add roll pin at
the ends

© 92.27 reviews ergonomics
with plate and gripper

© 93.05 put roll pins
on both ends 1

1

© 93.07 how far off oenter
to put plate so that front
edge of plate dips



Gripper
I

Chair 1 Wheel Mount
I

Power System 1 Frame

O 93.21 don't need to use
a float for plate

© 94.01 use 6-32 screws
and washers for slight
off balance

© 94.26 wrong end is down
when plate is flipped

© 95.07 induce friction
to cause tilt

O 95.20 put chair off
center to cause flipping

() 96.11 put nuts off canter
on a fastner on chair
to achieve tilt

® 96.15 make 'ketch of
balance mechanism

O 98.17 need a switch that the operator can bump or lean against to power the machine

O 98.25 footrwitch to innate a puff of air to clean the water

(BEGIN DAY 3)

® 101.24 work on details of gripper, chair and wheel only, ignore root of machine as much as possible

-I-



Chair

® 104.06 look at chair find
0105.09 need to think of how a machinist can make a part; will work on detail drawing

©105.24 which view will show the most information ?

@ ioes.oe make a front. side. top and rear view of piece

1
1

1

Top Front
1

Side
1

Rear

® 106.25 sketch overall 'hape of each view

® 107.17 make chair from aluminum

©110.08 add lubrication hole

©108.01 locate holes for
detent pins

©108.15 add hole for pivoting
mapper

© 108.20 add a hole for pivoting
chair, Siva clearance for
Thompson nyliner

©109.10 picks 81.5 1/2-T
Thompson nyliner bushing

©109.21 add 1/4-20 screw
hole for balancing weights

@ 110.04 add lubrication hole
® 110.19 need 10-92 relief and

top hole in detent pin hole
©110.16 draw 10-92 relief and

top hole in detent pin hole



Chair
Top I

Front Side Rear

0 110.27 what are tolerances
on flanges of Thompson
nyliner

0 110.05 sketch hole for
Thompson nyliner

0 111.10 carry over hole
for detent pins

0111.15 add 1/4- clearance
hole for chair pivoting
hole 0 111.19 make this view a

breakout view

(D 111.23 add holes for
balancing rod

® 112.07 add balancing rode
to bill of materials

@ 112.24 add lubrication hole
1

0 119.10 don't have enough
room for nyliners (D 115.07 mill oft burr, bore

in gripper hole

I 0 115.21 add bore in gripper

I

hole

of materials
I

I

® 115.25 add shaft to bill

0 115.10 add bore in gripper
hole



Chair
1

1 1

Top I
Front I

Side
I

Rear

© 117.07 thinks how machinist will handle part

0 117.17 aadd overall
reference dimension

0 117.22 add other reference dimensions

©119.10 add genreal machining notes

0 119.16 add leader lines where dimensions haven't been shown yet

®120.11 tighter on tolerances since only a view are being made

0 120.17 add all other tolerances

© 121.09 look up dimensions for detent pins

0 122.05 add tolerance to detent
pin holes

©122.11 look up dimensions for Thompson nyliners

©122.15 add tolerance to hole

Gripper

®122.23 start to sketch gripper

0 122.25 need top view and end view

0129.03 sketch outside edges

©123.07 sketch in pins
(follow' same procedure for gripper as did for chair END of PROTOCOL "")
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Appendix V.5 Coarse Breakdown for S6



Operation
1

L
Power

I ft
...0L_ Environment

®3.24 Plate only has to touch water to
bond.

®3.25 Repeat operation every 40 seconds.

®3.39 Grip edges of plate and flip.

®3.45 Sketch how piece might be handled.

®3.47 Not thinking of anything except 1/2"
limitation on depth into water by
machine.

®4.13 Some kind of mechanism enters 1/4"
or just touches.

®4.25 0.4" allowable on grippers.

®4.29 Little grippers.

04.33 Loaded by hand.

®4.40 Go in flat and not

0 3.35 Not much power required.

exceed 1/4" depth]

® 5.11 Manually powered.

0 3.11 Not concerned with chemicals or water
level.

11

13

15

17



Horseshoe!
Clamp Hoops

Flipping
Frame Pivot

1

I Pivot
Knobs Arms Spring

I I

Support Stops

® 5.29 Little
fingers.

08.33 Rod and hoops
0 5.99 Arms.

05.49 Four
extension
hoops.

0 8.5 Some
1-1111110r3.

C) 8.7 One
runner.

08.13 Review ergonomics 1

0 8.27 Review quantity of plates
08.44 Review time requirements
08.25 Decide' on a manually operated system.

® 9.45 Thinking
about
gripping
plate, easy,
foolproof.

010.3 Couple
of spring
clips.

®10.5 Nylon
grooved
channel



Horseshoe I

Clamp Hoops
Flipping
Frame

(ID 10.7 Horseshoe
shaped.

Pivot
Pivot 11 I Arms Spring

@10.15 A parson
could
pivot it.

@10.24 Small
axle.

@10.34 Person
has to
reorient
trams.

@11.32 Simple
pivot point
won't work,
need to be
parallel to
water.

010.37 Put axle
back.

®11.40 Need to keep plate parallel to water.

the

@10.33 Add arm.

Support Stops

0 10.39 So it
does not go
into the
water but
so far.

0 10.37 Stops.

@ Add support.

010.4.3 Torsional
spring.

@ 10.43 Tension
spring.



Horseshoe 1 Flipping
Clamp I Hoops Frame

I®11.39 Defaults.

010.43 Parallel
ogram.

0 12.19 Need to keep plate
level

®12.15 Some
thing on
small axle.

®12.17 Guides
that oatoh
tank edge.

(6)12.37 Doughnut)
' ohs/3.W guide.

014.9 Thin
horseshoe so
as not to
exceed 1/2..

®14.25 Alum.
channeL

013.19 Light
weight due
to flipping.

®14.1 Review
tank
dimensions.

i

®14.33 1/11" eirs.1

®14.37 Square
shape. 1

I
I Pivot I I I

Pivot Knobs Arms Spring Support Stops

015.25 Consider handling purposes. I



Horseshoe I Flipping I I I Pivot
Clamp Hoops Frame Pivot I Knobs Arms Spring Support Stops

017.19 Needs to
be rigid for
loading

@17.21 1/4"
allowable
around plate.

017.27 use 3/18"
or 1/4"
material.

0 10. 29 Couple
of round
things.

015.33 Thumbs to roll

1

1

@18.1 Doesn't
need to be
much deeper
than 10".

018.25 Make
dimension of
frame 11". 1

0 17.43 Best not to move more than necessary

0 17.45 Some
kind of
lever arm.

017.47 Spring I

loaded
lever arm. i

1

I
1

I

I I I

@18.35 Altitude of 8" to clear and rotate plate..

018.45 Discuss operation of mechanism again.



Horseshoe Flipping
Clamp Hoops Frame

Pivot
Pivot Knobs Arms

0 19.9 Need to
rotate.

C) 19.9 Add
knob.

Spring Support Stops

@19.19 lr left
to end of
table.

10 20.1 8-1/2°
from pivot
to front of
water.

020.9 Make
maximum use
of table.

0020.11 Go to
the back of
the table
for length
of pivot arm.

20.11 Comp-
ression
spring.

® 20.13 Mount.

oU 20.31 Need to raise it 5-1/2° above water to rotate....

0 20.39 Tension
spring.

Qo 20.39 Stop
to limit
travel 0=A..



Horseshoe I I Flipping I I
I Pivot

Clamp I Hoops I Frame Pivot I Knobs Arms I Spring
I

Support I Stops

0 21.45 Design is conceptually done. Begin layout for figure dimensions

®22.39 10.5"
frame.

®22.43 Hoops
should be
within an
inch of
corners.

®22.47 1/4" in
on both
sides.

®23.1 Comfort-
able knob.

®23.2 1" knob.

®29.1 1-1/2"
knob.

023.10 Hood to
get your
hands
underneath.

®23.11 4" frame.

®23.21 Extend
wire hoops.

029.31 Frame
will be above.

®23.33 1" frame.



Horseshoe
Clamp Hoops

I I I I I I

Flipping Pivot
Frame I Pivot I Knobs 1 Arms I Spring I Support I Stops

0 ES45 Arbitrarily 1 I I 1 1

put the pivot ,

point is e to fri I I I I

024.5 Flipping frame meads to rotate and clear edge of tank.

024.7 Rai,* flipping frame 6" above sitar

024.19 Pivot
arm is 1"
tubing.

024.29 ?food
something to
take twisting
load.

024.31 Add
cross member.

O24.25 Stop
would limit
how far
pivot arm
goes up.

024.23 An
adjustable
stop.

(3)24.27 Pedestal'
ss-' with a base

on each sided

024.35 Reread some Instructions.

@24.49 Certain areas off limits



Horseshoe
Clamp

I Flipping I I I Pivot
Hoops Frame I Pivot I Knobs I Arms I Spring I Support i Stops

0 25.3 Surd to
move stop in.

0 25.19 Both ends of table need to be trim for staking.
® 26.21 Frame needs to be high enough to agar water.

0 25.25 Make
pivot point
higher.

0 27.1 Make
arms so that
flip frame is
1" from -water.

® 27.1 So it is
easy to
handle.

® 27.20 Need
something that
will hold plate.
allow operator
to load and
unload.

® 27.15 Tension
side of clamp.

0 27.17 Add fingers.

® 27.10 Something
else.

0 26.35 Move
support 6"
in from back
of table.



Horseshoe I 1 Flipping 1 1

Clamp I Hoops 1 Frame I Pivot I Knobs
Pivot
Arms

1

Spring I Support Stops

0 28.e1 Keep him. as light as possible.

1

®28.37 Hring
frame back
to register
off table.

1
I I I I

®28.45 Trams
already
registers on
side.

®29.1 Eliminate
back member.

0
han29.7

Need tole

torsion load.

®29.5 Keep
back member.

®29.20 Operator
might damage
machine.

®29.21 Use only
one knob.

029.49 1" knob
(war 1-1/r
before).

(j30.13 Frame will register on edge of table.

030.15 Prams
must be > 1"
.becaruse knob

1



Horseshoe
Clamp

1

Hoops
IFlipping I

Frame Pivot 1 Knobs

1 Pivot
Arms

I I I

Spring Support Stops

031.16 Frame
Low to
rack.

0 31.20 Torque
tube.

@31.21 Best to
be Wage to
ends.

®31.26 Put
diagonally
from one end
to the other.

032.6 Don't
want frame to
ever enter
water.

0 32.7 Bring
tubes beyond
edge of tank.

10 32.13 Bring
rear tubes
back beyond
edges of
tank also.

034.11 Frame
will hit front
of tank.

I

®30.17 Knob
r, same as

I

frame.

1



Horseshoe
Clamp

1

®34.39 Make
clamp 3/4"
thick

I Flipping
Hoops 1 Frame I Pivot

034.23 Need
to decrease
width of
frame.

@35.07 Weight I
in the back
will keep it
from
balancing.

Knobs
Pivot
Arms Spring Support Stops

(D95.09 Move
pivot back
to center
of flipping
frame.

1

(j35.17 Shorten
pivot arm.

0 35.21 Changes height that mechanism will lift plate.
®36.5 Screw "ears" down to

I I I the table top.

II I
036.15 Want the machine

rigidly mounted to table.

I I

i 0 36.19 Clamp to table. I

I I

®36.111 Elhninates
torque tube I

(31.20).

II C)96.23 Frame

I I

might rack. I

I I
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Clamp Hoops Frame Pivot

0 37.1 Begin bill of materials.

® 38.19 Sketch some of the

(-_,) 38.25 Sketch
side view of
clamp.

®38.43 Sketch
top view.

® 39.27 Dimensions
inside
diameter.

C139.41 Checks
constraints.

@ 40.17 Lots of
clearance room.

@ 40.29 Weld
after hole.
are drilled.

@ 40.45 Add leaf
spring.

@ 41.06 Spring
load whole
thing.

parts.

I Pivot
Knobs I Arms

@ 38.23 Puts
tube back
in and add.
diagonal
tubes.

Spring Support Stops



Horseshoe
Clamp

Flipping
Hoops Frame Pivot

I Pivot
Knobs Arms

I I I

Spring Support Stops

C) 41.27 Tighten
dimensions.

0 42.01 Considers
manufacture.

0 42.21 Dimensions
holes.

C) 43.15 Design
done.

0 49.29 Start
Dipping frame
design.

0 49. 43 Sets
overall
dimensions.

0 49.47 Selects
materials.

44.17 Begins
end view.

® 44.32 Sets
overall
dinisnsion.

® 48. 01 Locate
pivot point
on trams.

0 46.09 Add
block to frame.

® 45.36 Use
shoulder bolts
and bushings.



Horseshoe I

Clamp I Hoops
Flipping Pivot
Frame I Pivot Knobs I Arms Spring I Support Stops

® 46.43 Determines
dimensions for
hoops.

O 46.09 Decides
not to detail I

hoops yet

a), 46.19 Establish I

hoop height.

® 48.21 Simulates operation of dipping.
® 46.41 Changes

frame depth.

® 47.11 Mirror
image for top
of hoop.

0 47.39 Calculates
detail
dimension.

® 48.05 Mount s o they cant twist . . .

0 48.11 Considers alternate mounting.

0 48.27 Considers using stainless clip

0 48.35 Discusses other types.

O 49.01 Returns to aluminum block idea.

® 49.19 Sketches enlarged view of
slot.

0 49.26 Changes location of slot.

I I
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Clamp 1 Hoops 1 Frame I Pivot I Knobs 1 Arms I Spring I Support Stops

@sass Detail sketch of block that
holds hoops.

0 51.7 Design looks too complicated.

06L02 Considers holding hoops with
loctite.

® 51.35 Decides to use loathe

I I

1 I

I I

I I

052.07 Sums up progress for the day
®53.17 Reviews design up to this point.

0 54.10 Design could be simpler.

0 55.40 Begins
design again.

1

1

I

1

®58.31 Changes
slot dimension.

0 58.05 Desires
some friction
on the bearings.

@w.10 Could use
wave washer.

0 58.25 Add to
bill of materials.

0 57.03 Comments I
on maintenance.

0 57.13 Decides where blocks will go. I

0 58.05 Adds to I

front view.

I I I



Horseshoe
Clamp

I Flipping
Hoops i Frame

0 58.18 Adds to
front view.

1

Pivot

0 59.19 Begins
top view.

0 60.01 Calculates
block height

0 80.15 Changes
block height

O 60.49 Mentions
unbalanced
problem.

® 58.37 Decides
to weld block
rather than
use adhesive.

Pivot I

Knobs Arms I Spring Support Stops

0 61.15 Begins side view of entire mechanism.

0 61.45 Refers to previous notes.
0 62.01 Arbitrarily

I

locates pivot
point

0 62.15 Evaluates
the choice of
location.

0 62.49 Comments
that stop may
need to be
higher.

0 6101 Mounts
stop on
support



Horseshoe
Clamp

I I

Hoops
Flipping'
Frame [ Pivot

I I

Knobs

1

0 63.19 Considers
worse case and
stays with
previous
location.

0 63. 33 Use
Z' x 1" tubing
for pivot.

0 63.38 Considers
alternate
material

1

1

1

1

1

® 65.23 Use
thread
adhesives.

1

Pivot
Arms 1 Spring

ro)ssea Yount
between
pivot arm
and support.

I I

Support Stops

0 64.05 Considers
how to attach I

spring.

0 64. 31 Use
bearing
at pivot

I
point to
support.

0 66.19 Knurl I
knob.

0 65.25 Evaluates
strength of
shoulder bolt.

® 64. 25 Wald
port.

stop to sup-

I I

1 1

I I

I

I I

I I
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Horseshoe I Flipping Pivot 1

Clamp I Hoops I Frame I Pivot Knobs I Arms Spring I Support I StopsII ® 85.29 Adds
brace.

I@ 88.13 Fastens
base with

I four screws.

0 88.17 Begins top view
066.23 Considers

about location
relation to
arms.

0 69.27 Starts top view sketch.

070.16 Discovers
conflict with
two past
designs.

0 70.25 Uses old
Idea of tubing
instead of
shoulder bolt.

I

I

0 88.23 Considers
about location

1

arennaLlation to

0 66.01 /valuate
IOCIPIWIiindlOEL

0 68.45 Square
off top of
support

@ 89.01 Considers
force
characteristics.



Horseshoe
Clamp Hoops

Flipping
Frame

I Pivot I I

Pivot_ Knobs j Arms Spring Support

®70.33 Adds
diagonal
cross member.

0 71.21 Adds
nylon bushing.

®7L31 Calculate
location

I change.

072.09 Adds
another
gusset and
uses two
screws

Iinstead of
OILS.

Stops

(j)72.15 Draws
'detail view.

073.41 Draws detail (and final) top view of entire mechanism. fig. 14.

1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

I I 1 I I I 1 I

I I I I I 1 1 I

I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I

I I 1 I I 1 1 1
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Appendix VI. Four Types of Design Tasks in Protocols

1st Conceptual Mechanism Design

Si: 5:07-9:06 (14 min.)

S2: 7.16-14.04 (21 min. but with some irrelevant protocol)

S4: 4.25-16.5

S5: 11.22-16.23 (14 min.)

S6: 3.43-6.27 (8 min.)

Layout Component Design

Si: 50.13-52.06 middle contact

S2: 62.05-66.08 far left contact

S4: bushing housing- -

S5: 33.15-35.26 front of chair

S6: 48.03-51.47 blocks for hoops

Detail Component Design

Si:

* 68.25 middle contact
69.22 far left contact
71.18 far right contact
72.25 bottom envelope (too long)
81.20 top envelope (too long)

S2:

73.22-78.07 middle contact
* 85.01-88.06 far left contact

50.18-82.24 bottom envelope (too long and scattered)
90.05-98.08 top envelope

S4:

76.03 clamping frame
105.24 side view with bearings and support plate

* 120.26 bushing housing (new choice)
* 122.01 shaft (choice discarded, layout too disjointed)

124.21 bushing
128.07 plate for dipping collar to bearing housing
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S5:

106.25 chair
top

* front (14 min.)
side
rear

122.23 gripper

S6:

38.25 horseshoe clamp
43.23 flipping frame

* 57.13 blocks for hoops
59.19 top view of flipping frame
61.15 side view of frame and support
69.27 top view of frame and support

Catalog Selection

Sl:

9.09 looks for contacts
52.11 material for contacts
78.08 screw

* 87.07 adhesive
90.15 envelope material

S2:

55.19 material for envelope
* 57.11 minimum wall thickness

S4:

* 61.15 sprockets for flipping
76.16 clamps
83.27 material for metal frame
102.12 bearing for flipping axis bar
103.20 machined bars
133.09 machined bars

S5:

* 61.26 motor
64.03 sprocket
65.27 pillow block
67.26 flange
109.10 Thompson nyliner bushing

S6:

none

* selected tasks
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Appendix VII. Episode Breakdown for Design Tasks

SUBJECT: S1

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY:conceptual assembly design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:lst sketch of the assembly

BACKGROUND:Before this time, the subject read the problem statement
and looked at the figures, noted the battery was like a watch battery,
decided that she must design a top and bottom half, and a separation.
From the protocol, it appears that she thought the separation needed
to be an actual physical barrier.

LOCATION:Line 5.07-9.06, VHS# 1, 0:27:10-0:41:40. Elapsed time
(14:30)

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-0:58) plan-what to do next
sel[consl: connect batteries in series]
sel[cons2: connect batteries to pc board]
cre[cons3: batteries must be in bottom half of envelopes
sel[propl: electrical contact]!
cal[stral: design propl to connect from the bottom to top of
batteries]
acc[stral]

EPS2
(0:58-1:48) spec-hour to arrange batteries and contacts
cre[prop2: configure outer batteries right-side-up and middle battery

upside down]
acc[prop2]
ref[propl>prop3: four contacts from board to config in prop2]
acc[prop3]

EPS3
(1:48-2:08) plan-what to do next
cre[stra2: determine envelope space constraint]
acc[stra2]
cre[stra3: determine where contacts will go]
acc[stra3]

EPS4
(2:08-4:24) assim-information on space constraint
sel[cons4: outside height must be .25847-.006]
sel[prop4: battery height is .213]
cal[cons5: 0.046 available for wall thickness and separator]

acc[cons5]

EPS5
(4:24-5:14) spec-ideas for envelope wall and separator
sel[prop5: wall thickness]
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sel[prop6: separator]
com[prop5,6 TO cons5]
ref[prop5>prop7: pretty thin wall thickness]
ref[prop6>prop8: pretty thin separator]
sel[cons6: need to hold batteries in place]
com[prop5,6 TO cons5,6]
ref[prop6>prop9: put holes in separator to hold batteries]
sus(no choice made between both ideas)

EPS6
(5:14-6:38) assim-information on problem requirements
cre[cons7: it is optional whether or not there exist a bottom
envelope]
cre[cons8: only X1 and X2 dimensions on pc board can be altered]
acc[cons7,8]

EPS7
(6:38-7:26) ver-space constraint (note: cons10 and cons5 differ by
.001

but goal is still to verify)
sel[prop4]
sel[cons9: use round numbers]!
cal[cons10: 0.045 available for wall thickness]
acc[consl0]

EPS8
(7:26-9:00) spec-location of contacts
sel[prop10: location of contacts]
sel[cons11:??]
com[prop10 TO consll]
ref[prop10>propll! contacts are located on bottom envelope]
pat[propll >propl2: contacts are located on bottom envelope and to the
bottom

of batteries]
pat[propll >propl3! contacts are located on side of envelope]
sel[consl2: info in problem statement]
acc[prop12]

EPS9
(9:00-9:20) plan-how to specify types of contacts
sel[prop3]
sel[consl3: use off-the-shelf items if possible]!
cal[stra4: look in electrical catalog for contacts]
acc[stra4]

EPS10
(9:20-13:12) spec-the connection points for contacts
sel[prop3]

EPS11
(9:40-10:15) spec-battery arrangement
sel[prop2]
sel[consl]
com[prop2 TO consl]
acc[prop2]
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dra(prop2)
sel[consl]

EPS12
(10:35-11:53) assim-information on how current flows
sel[consl4: current flows from plus to minus]
sel[consl5: electrons flow from minus to plus]
sus[need more info]
EPS13
(11:53-12:17) plan-how to deal with lack of knowledge
cre[stra5: look up information later and continue for now]
acc[stra5]

sel[prop2]
sel[consl4] (assumes this is correct for now)
com[prop3 TO cons1,14]
ref[prop3 >propl3: contacts in fig.1, + on pc board to (-) top of

FL battery, (+) bottom FL battery to (-) top of middle battery,
(+) bottom of middle battery to (-) top of FR battery,
(+) bottom of FR battery to (-) on PC board]

acc[prop13]
dra(propl3)

EPS13
(13:12-15:15) plan what to do next
cre[stra6: check if consl4 is correct]
sel[stra4]

EPS14
(13:45-14:13) assim-constraints on contact force
sel[consl5: contact force is .1 to 1.0 lbs.]
cre[consl6: contacts may be mounted to envelope]
cal[consl7:contact force can be achieved by snapping envelope
together]
acc[cons17]
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SUBJECT: S1

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY: detail component design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK: detail design of middle contact

BACKGROUND: The subject has not done any work on the middle contact
since the first layout stage, but the part is still well specified.
The examiner has told her to produce a drawing suitable to give to
manufacturing, hence this is her main focus of attention.

LOCATION: Line 68.18 VHS #4 (0:07:45) elapsed time (9:44)
Figure 10

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-2:02) doc-top view of contact
sel[propl: overall shape (top view) of contact designed previously,

(see FB1-50)]
dra(propl)

EPS2
(2:02-3:11) doc-known dimensions
sel[prop2: height is 0.245]
sel[prop3: width across top is 0.20]
dra(prop2&3)
cal[prop4: gap between contact points and material is .045]
sim[prop4,propl]
cal[stral: double check diameter]
acc[prop3]
cal[stra2: make a new sketch]
acc[stra2]

EPS3
(3:11-4:06) doc-another top view of contact with same dimensions
sel[propl]
sel[prop2]
sel[prop3]
dra(propl,2,3)

EPS4
(4:06-5:12) doc-other known dimensions
sel[prop4: width at sides is 0.20]
dra(prop4)
sel[prop5: center to center is 0.530 +/- .004]
dra(prop5)

EPS5
(5:12-7:05) doc-unknown dimensions of radii on sides
sel[prop6: outside radius in fig. 10]
sel[prop7: inside radius in fig. 10]
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EPS6
(5:38-6:49) spec-radii on sides
cre[consl: radius must be larger than from midpoint contacting

point to surface to be given radius]
sel[cons2: use round numbers]!
com[prop6 TO consl,2]
ref[prop6>prop8: outside radius is 0.15]
acc[prop8]

dra(prop8)
cre[cons3: inside radius must be smaller than outside radius]
com[prop7 TO cons1,2,3]
ref[prop7>prop9: inside radius 0.75]
acc[prop9]

dra(prop9)

EPS7
(7:05-8:00) doc-drawing notes
sel[prop10: manufacturing notes]
dra(prop10)

EPS8
(8:00-8:13) doc-side view of contacts
sel[propll: overall shape (side view) of contact designed previously

(see FB1-50)]
dra(propll)

EPS9
(8:13-9:05) doc-known dimensions
sel[propl2: thickness of contact is 0.005]
sel[propl3: thickness of nickle plating is 0.0025]
dra(prop12,13)

EPS10
(9:05-9:16) doc-bottom view of contact
sel[propl4: overall shape (bottom view) of contact]
dra(propl4)

EPS11
(9:16-9:42) doc-known dimensions
sel[propl5: radius of nickel plating is 0.20]
dra(propl5)
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SUBJECT: S1

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY:detail component design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:catalog selection of an adhesive

BACKGROUND:S1 needs an adhesive to fasten the contacts to the
envelope. She knows very little about adhesives and must search for
information in the catalog.

LOCATION:line #87.22, VHS #5 00:02:09

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-0:10) plan-what to do
sel[consl: subject knows very little about adhesives]
sel[consla: adhesive for connecting contact to envelope]
cal[stral: read info in cat.]
acc[stral]

EPS2
(0:10-3:45) assim-information about the types of adhesives
sel[cons2: loads on contacts]
sel[cons3: insertion of batteries produce small loads]
com[cons2 TO cons 3]
rej[cons2] (loads unimportant)

sel[cons4: need non-conductive adhesive]
sel[prop2: envelope is plastic]
sel[cons5: plastic is non-conductive]!
com[cons4 TO cons5]
rej[cons4]

sel[cons6: application should be easy]
cal[cons7: best to have no mixing at all]
acc[cons7]

sel[cons8: tapes available]
sel[cons9: very little space in envelope]!
com[cons8 TO con9]
rej[cons8]

sel[cons10: adhesive can be sprayed on]
sel[consll: contact surface must not be insulated]
com[consl0 TO consll]
rej[cons10]

sel[consl2: curing must use heat for some mixes]
sel[cons6]!
cal[consl3: adhesive must cure at room temp.]
acc[cons13]
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EPS3
(3:45-5:30) spec-the best adhesive between cyanoacrylate and anaerobic
sel[prop3: adhesives in catalog]
sel[cons7]
com[prop3 TO cons7]
ref[prop3>prop4: cyanoacrylate adhesive]
ref[prop3>prop5: anaerobic adhesive]
acc[prop4,5]

EPS4
(3:57-5:20) spec-cyanoacrylate characteristics
sel[consl4: cyanoacrylate is fast curing]
sel[consl5: cyanoacrylate can only be applied w/press]
sel[consl6: anaerobic has no press limits]
sel[cons17: both store at room temp.]
sel[consl8: both have high strength]
sel[consl9: cyanoacrylate bonds to metals and plastics]
sel[cons20: anaerobic bonds to metals and some plastics]
sel[consla]!
com[prop4 TO consl4 -20]
acc[prop4]
rej(prop5)

EPS5
(5:30-6:53) ver-choice of cyanoacrylate
sel[cons2l: various limits in catalog]!
com[prop4 TO cons21]
acc[prop4]

EPS6
(6:53-7:20) doc-choice onto bill of materials
sel[prop4]
dra(prop4)

EPS7
(7:20-7:31) plan-how to double-check this choice
sel[cons22: materials must be available]
sel[cons6]
cal[stra2: double check w/someone else to make sure cons6,17 are met]
acc[stra2]



SUBJECT: S2

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY:conceptual assembly design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:lst conceptual assembly design

BACKGROUND:The subject just finished reading the problem statement.

LOCATION:line#7.15, VHS#1, 0:31:10, elapsed time (20:58)

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-0:57)spec-assembly
sel[consl: connect batteries in series]
cre[cons2: configure batteries in same direction]
cre[cons3: configure one battery down and other two up]
sel[cons4: contact force required from .1 to 1.0 pounds]!
sel[propl: contacts]!
com[propl TO consl -4]
ref[prop>prop2: spring finger assembly]
acc[prop2]

EPS2
(0:57-1:06)plan-what to do next
cre[stral: design contacts between batteries independent of contacts

to the pc board]
acc[stral]

EPS3
(1:06-4:19
cre[cons5:
acc[cons5]
cre[cons6:
cre[cons7:
sel[cons8:
cre[prop3:
com[prop3
rej[cons3]
cre[prop4:
com[prop4
acc[prop4]
cre[prop5:
com[prop5
rej[prop5]
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)spec-function of assembly
spring finger assembly will make it's own contacting force]

manufacture is automated]
manufacture must be predictable]
manufacture must be economical]
glue joint for envelope halves]

TO cons7,8]

snap joint for envelope halves]
TO cons7,8]

screw joint for envelope halves]
TO cons7,8]

EPS4
(4:19-4:31)plan-what to do next
cre[stra2: design a snap joint, if that doesn't work, try something

else]

acc[stra2]
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EPS5
(5:17-5:47)assim-constraints on contacts
sel[cons9: bottom of battery is positive]
sel[consl0: top of battery is negative]
sel[consl]
cal[consll: contacts must connect (+) on board to FR battery, each

battery, and from FL battery to (-) on board]
dra(consll)
acc[consll]

EPS6
(6:24-6:39)assim-constraints on retaining battery
sel[consl2: batteries must be retained]
sus[(put off until later?)]

EPS7
(6:39-9:41)assim-information on battery dimensions
sel[prop6: battery dimensions]
dia(prop6)

EPS8
(9:41-10:44)assim-information on number of pieces
sel[consl]
sel[prop2]
sel[consll]
sel[consl3: minimize number of pieces]
sim[prop2,cons1,11,13]
sel[consl4: need to manufacture 50,000 units per year for 3 years]
cal[consl5: need to manufacture 1,800,000 pieces total]
dra(consl5)
acc[consl5]

EPS9
(10:44-12:46)assim-constraints due to manufacturing
sel[prop2]
sel[consl5]
cal[consl6: contacts can have any manufactural shape]
acc[consl6]
cal[consl7: contacts should be identical if more than one needed]
acc[consl7]

EPS10
(13:50)plan-what to do next
sel[prop2]
sel[cons12]
sel[consll]
cal[stra3: design contacts to hold battery in place
rej[stra3]
cal[stra4: design to connect in series only first and how to hold

last]

acc[stra4]
dra(batteries)

EPS11
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(13:50-15:00)spec-FL contacts
dia(FL contacts)
sel[prop2]
sel[consll]!
sel[consl6]!
sel[cons17]!
com[prop2 TO cons11,16,17]
ref[prop2>prop7: contacts in fig. 2]
acc[prop7]
dra(prop7)

EPS12
(15:40-16:00)spec-middle contact
dra(M contact)
sel[prop2]
sel[cons11,12,16,17]!
com[prop2 TO cons11,12,16,17]!
ref[prop2>prop8: middle contact in fig. 2]
acc[prop8]
dra(prop8)

EPS13
(15:55-17:06)assim-constraint of battery retention
sel[consl2]
cal[cons18: batteries should not pop-out due to spring force]
acc[cons18]
cal[consl9: batteries should not be hard to remove]
acc[cons19]
cal[stra5: get info on coeff. of friction for tomorrow]
acc[stra5]

EPS14
(17:06-20:58)spec-far right contact
dra(contact)
sel[cons11,12,16]

EPS15
(17:26-18:20)assim-info on space constraint
sel[cons20: max. allowable space is unknown]
sel[prop9: envelope height is 0.258 + .006]
ref[cons20>cons21: max. allowable space < .200]
acc[cons21]
EPS16
(18:20-19:00)plan-how to solve problem and what to do next
cal[stra6: determine other constraints before specifying
contacts further]
acc[stra6]

sel[consll]
ref[prop2>propll: far right contact in fig. 2]
acc[propll]
dra(contact)
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SUBJECT: S2

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY:layout component design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:layout design of the far left contact

BACKGROUND:This section uses fig 5 and 10. This is not the first time
he isolated the far left contact. His first layout was in fig 5b, but
the design was still very sketch and very brief (less than 2 minutes).
I've included that section here for information only. 36.05-36.14,
VHS#2 0:20:20
"Now I have an idea in my mind how those might be done and I am going
to the negative terminal, saving the toughest one for last.
******(writing) May not be that bad. * If, uh, battery cell was here,
I could make a simple, uh, beam that pulls down like this (writing) **
that side dimples in and this side dimples out (noise)) circuit board
and then that little, uh, u-bend in it uh, I have a lance punched into
it that, uh, would retain it when it presses in place. So this would
be the negative to ECB terminal."

LOCATION:Line 61.05 - 66.08 , VHS#3 0:01:08

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-1:12)plan-what to do next
sel[propl: far left contact]
sel[consl: contacting force to be 0.1 to 1.0 lbs.]
sel[cons2: restrain contact w/top envelope]
cal[stral: need to determine how to get full force of contacts]
ref[stral>stra2: need to determine what load from top envelopes

does to contact]
acc[stra2]

EPS2
(1:12-4:32)assim-constraints on spring deflection
sel[prop2: length of battery]
cal[prop3: half length of battery]
sel[com3: use round numbers]!
cal[prop4: contact length of 0.260]
acc[prop4]
dra(prop4)

EPS3
(2:16-3:22)doc-the page for performing analysis
dra(new page headings)
cre[cons4: battery loads contact at end]!
cre[prop5: contact is a cantilever beam]
cal[stra3: contact can be modeled as a cantilever beam w/end

load]

acc[stra3]
sel[prop6: contact thickness is 0.006]
sel[prop7: contact has tapered shape from top view]
dra(prop6,7)
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sel[prop8: front width, bl, is 0.250]
sel[prop9: back width, b2, is unknown]
acc[prop5-9]
dra(prop8,9p)

EPS4
(4:32-4:53)plan-how to do analysis
sel[stra3]
sel[stra4: method used for middle contacts]
cal[stra5: solve for limit of force on a tapered cantilever beam as

before]
acc[stra5]

EPS5
(4:53-7:02)spec-stress for contact
sel[propl0: stress at b2]
sel[cons5: MC/I equation]
com[prop10 TO cons5]
ref[prop10>propll:stress .26P(.0063 b2/12)]
acc[propll]
dra(propll)

EPS6
(8:00-9:06)spec-deflection for contact
sel[propl2: deflection at bl]
sel[cons6: PL/AE equation]
com[propl2 TO cons6]
ref[propl2 >propl3:deflection P.26(3Eb23/12)]
acc[propl3]
dra(propl3)

EPS7
(10:00-14:00)spec-width of contact
sel[cons7: allowable stress is 80ksi maximum]
sel[propll]
sel[consl]
cal[propl4: back width, b2, is 0.271]
sel[cons8: contacts must be assembled by robot's 1/4 suction end-

effector]
sel[cons3]
com[propl4 TO cons8,3]
ref[propl4 >propl5: back width, b2, is 0.300]
cre[cons9: robots have accuracy or < +/- .025]
com[propl5 TO cons9]
ref[propl5 >propl6: back width, b2, is 0.350]
acc[propl6]

EPS8
(14:00-17:46)spec-deflection
sel[propl6]
sel[propl3]
cal[propl7: deflection is 0.474P]
rej[prop6]
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cal[consl0: contact must be thicker than 0.006]
acc[cons10]

EPS9
(17:05-17:46)assim-constraint on envelope cavity size
cre[consll: depth space for contact is .070]
acc[cons11]

EPS10
(17:46-19:36)rep-shape of contact
sel[prop4,6,7,8,16]
sel[consl0]
sel[prop5]
cal[propl8: contact is like a quasi-simple, cantilever beam]
acc[propl8]

EPS11
(19:36-21:00)plan-what to do next
cre[stra6: approximate contact flexing diagonally]
rej[stra6]
sel[consl2: don't waste time]!
cre[stra7: presume dimension and solve problem]
acc[stra7]

EPS12
(20:32-20:50)assim-another way to size spring
cre[stra8: physical make a contact through trial and error]
rej[stra8]

EPS13
(21:00-23:15)ver-deflection calculation
sel[propl6]
sel[propl3]
cal[propl9: deflection is .474P]
rej[prop6]

EPS14
(23:15-24:58)spec-contact shape
cal[prop20: contact is like a "simple" beam]
cre[consl3: don't let contacts short]
sel[prop2l: middle contact]
sel[consl4: use similar parts if possible]!
cal[prop22: make this part of FL contact just like middle contact]
acc[prop22]
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SUBJECT: S2

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY:catalog selection

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:catalog selection of wall thickness

BACKGROUND:This section shows the selection of a minimum wall
thickness for the plastic envelope. This section is a bit different
from the others in that he is not selecting a component but a design
parameter. Unfortunately, he doesn't select any components during the
protocol.

LOCATION:line# 57.11, VHS #2, 1:44:27

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-0:21)plan-how to find information
sel[propl: wall thickness is unknown]
cre[stral: randomly search through design book]
acc[stral]

EPS2
(0:21-3:36)assim-information on where to look
cre[stra2: search through design manual]
ace[stra2]
sel[propl: info available for high stress situations]
cre[consl: stresses are low]
com[propl TO consl]
rej[propl]
cre[stra3: search through "Machine Design"]
acc[stra3]

EPS3
(2:52-3:15)assim-information on creep--opportunistic
sel[prop2: info available on creep]
cre[cons2:??]
com[prop2 TO cons2]
rej[prop2] ("I don't want to face that problem")

EPS4
(3:36-5:38)spec-information on minimum wall thickness
sel[cons3: parts range from 60-180 thousandths]
sel[cons4: there is no optimum well thickness]
sel[cons5: may get thinner over short sections]

EPS5
(4:19-4:45)assim-information on fillet radius--opportunistic
sel[cons6: fillet radius to be 15 thousandths]
acc[cons6]

sel[propl]
com[propl TO 3,4,5]
ref[propl>prop2: wall thickness is 0.030]
acc[prop2]
dra(prop2)
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SUBJECT: S4
DESIGN TASK: layout component design
SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:layout of the bushing housing
BACKGROUND:S4 is making a layout sketch of the bearing, housing, and
shaft. The bearing housing is only a small part of this section; most
work actually centers around specifying the bearing that fits inside
the housing.
LOCATION:line# 107.11, VHS#3 1:30:16, figure 20, elapsed time ()

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-0:25) assim-room available for bearing and housing
cre[consl: space available for bearing assembly is unknown]
sel[cons2: mechanism cannot exceed 1/2" below water]
sel[cons3: shaft in 3/8 diameter]
com[consl TO cons2,3]
ref[consl >con4: space available for bearing assembly is 5/16]
acc[cons4]

EPS2
(0:25-0:45) plan-to draw bearing and housing
sel[propl: bearing]
cre[cons5: need 3/8 inside dia. bearing]
cal[stral: look in Berg catalog for 3/8 ID bearing]
acc[stral]

EPS3
(0:45-2:00) assim-bearing constraints
sel[prop2: 5/8 OD bearing]
sel[cons4]
cre[cons6: need space for bearing housing]!
com[prop2 TO cons4,5]
rej[prop2] (violate cons6]
cre[stra2: look for smaller bearing]
sel[prop3: flange of bearing]
cre[cons7: flange can extend a little into the water]
sel[prop4: flange is 1/2]
sel[cons2]
com[prop4 TO cons2,7]
rej[prop4]
cal[cons8: put shaft and plate on center line]
acc[cons8]

EPS4
(2:00-2:09) plan-to draw bearing and housing
cre[stra3: draw up shaft and bearing assembly]
acc[stra3]

EPS5
(2:09-2:32) spec-shaft
sel[prop5: 1/2" shaft]
cre[cons9: bearing could be 1/4" from center line]!
cre[cons10: can machine shaft to any diameter]
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com[prop5 TO cons9,10]
acc[prop5]
dra(prop5)

EPS6
(2:32-3:19) spec-bearing housing
sel[cons2]
cal[prop6: housing OD is 1"]
acc[prop6]
dra(prop6)
sel[consll: 3/8 bearing is 3/4 long]
cal[prop7: housing length is 3/4 long]
acc[prop7]
dra(prop7)
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SUBJECT: S4

DESIGN TASK: detail component design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK: detail design of the bushing housing

LOCATION:line #120.25, VHS#4, (0:30:15), elapsed time (9:53), figure
22

EPISODES

EPS1
(0:00-2:35) doc-shape of outside diameter
sel[propl: 1 inch OD]

EPS2
(0:22-0:55) ver-one inch diameter
sel[consl: 3/16 diameter shaft]
sel[cons2: bearing thickness]
com[propl TO consl,2]
acc[propl]

dra(propl)
sel[prop2: .75 long]
dra(prop2)

EPS3
(2:35-3:48) doc-shape of bore diameter
sel[prop3: .5 ID]

dra(prop3)

EPS4
(3:48-4:12) doc-center lines
sel[prop4: center]
dra(prop4)

EPS5
(4:12-4:32) doc-drawing title
cre[prop5: title is bearing housing]
dra(prop5)

EPS6
(4:32-5:12) doc-length of housing
sel[prop2]
dra(prop2)

EPS7
(5:12-7:26) doc-surface finish

EPS8
(5:12-7:13) spec-surface finish
sel[prop6: surface finish is unknown]

EPS9
(5:37-6:51) assim-constraints on surface finish
sel[cons3: standard finishes available in handbook]
cre[cons4: certain processes can achieve certain

finishes]!
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sel[cons5: inside dia. is made by boring
cal[cons6: 32 finish possible by boring]
acc[cons6]

com[prop6 TO cons6]
ref[prop6>prop7: surface finish is 32]
acc[prop7]

dia(prop7)

EPS10
(7:26-7:32) doc-outside diameter
sel[propl]
dia(propl)

EPS11
(7:32-9:20) doc-bore diameter
sel[prop3]
cre[cons7: assemble w/press .002 fit]
sel[cons8: bearing tolerance .005]
com[prop3 TO com7,8]
ref[prop7>prop8" ID is .500 + .002 - .000]

acc[prop8]
dra(prop8)

EPS12
(9:20-9:43) doc-drawing notes
[prop9: drawing notes : dia. thru and 1:1 scale]
dia(prop9)
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SUBJECT: S4

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY:catalog selection

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:catalog selection of sprocket

BACKGROUND:In this section, S4 is looking to see if there is a
sprocket available in the size range he is interested in. In this

task, he only assimilates information and never specifies the
component, making this catalog selection task somewhat different from
that of the other subjects.

LOCATION:Line # 61.15 - 61.27, VHS #2, 0:58:00

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-0:14)plan-what to do next
cre[stral: search through Berg Catalog]
acc[strain]

EPS2
(0:14-0:58)assim-information for pitch diameter
cre[stra2: let's look at pitch diameter]
sel[propl: 1" pitch diameter]
cre[consl: can only use sizes in the catalog]*
com[propl TO consl]
acc[propl]

EPS3
(0:58-1:10)assim-information for bore diameter
cre[cons2: bore diameter must be reasonable]
com[cons2 TO consl]
sel[cons3: bore diameters are only available in 1/8"]
com[cons2 TO cons3]*
ref[cons2>cons4: inside diameter must be 1/8"]
acc[cons4) -cons4 is reasonable

EPS4
(1:10-2:07)assim-information for bore diameter for other types of

sprockets
sel[cons5: bore diameters are only available in 3/16-1/4"]
com[cons2 TO cons5]
acc[cons5] - cons5 is larger than expected
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SUBJECT: S5

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY: first conceptual assembly design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK: conceptual design of a ferris-wheel type
mechanism

BACKGROUND: The subject just mad a calculation and discovered that the
mechanism needs to handle 720 plates per day instead of 30,000 which
he originally calculated.

LOCATION: line 11.22, VHS#1 43:50

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-0:36) assim-methods for powering mechanism]
cre[propl: hand operated mechanism]
pat[propl>prop2: operated mechanism w/ a lever]
sel[consl: must process 720 plates a day]
com[prop2 TO consl]
sus[(borderline if the operator can do it)]
cre[prop3: motor operated mechanism]
sel[cons2: minimize costs]
sel[cons3: keep design simple to manufacture]
com[prop 3 TO cons2,3,]!
sus[no decision]

EPS2
(0:36-1:40) assim-constraints pertaining to power problem
cre[prop4: speed of film application]
cre[cons4: film cannot break during application]!
cal[stral: experiment if a person can apply film per cons4]
sus[stral]
cre[sons5: reduce worker fatigue]
acc[cons5]

EPS3
(1:40-2:48) spec-ferris-wheel type mechanism
sel[prop3]
com[prop3 TO cons5]
ref[prop3>prop5: ferris-wheel type mechanism]
sel[cons3]
cre[cons6: mechanism should be easy to drive]
cre[cons7: mechanism should be easy to speed control]
com[prop5 TO cons6,7]
acc[prop5]
sel[cons8: plate must enter w/ one edge leading]!
cal[cons9: plate must articulate on water surface
acc[cons9]
dra(cons9)
cre[prop6: cam and roller]
acc[prop6]
dra(prop6)
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EPS4
(2:48-4:03) assim-processing environment for ferris-wheel
sel[consl0: plate must be flipped]
sel[consll: plate can only be edge handled]

EPS5
(2:53-3:13) spec-number of plates to handle at once
sel[consl2: plate must barely touch water bath]
dra(consl2)
sel[consl3: operator must clean surface and apply film]
cal[consl4: ferris-wheel must be capable of intermittent

stopping]
cal[prop7: ferris-wheel w/3 plates]
acc[prop7]

cre[prop8: self cleaning water bath]
dra(prop8)
cre[prop9: drain for water bath]
dra(prop9)
sel[cons3]
sim[prop8,9,cons3,??]
com[prop8,9 TO cons3,??]
acc[prop8,9]
sel[consl5: water level .5 in. below tank surface]
dra(consl5)
com[prop8 TO cons15]
pat[prop8>prop10: self clean water bath w/adjustable dam]
dra(prop10)
acc[prop10]

EPS6
(4:03-7:44)
dra(prop7)
cre[propll:
acc[propll]
cre[cons16:
cre[consl7:
cal[prop12:
acc[prop12]
sim[prop 7,
cre[propl3:
acc[prop13]

spec-ferris-wheel mechanism

ferris-wheel rotates clockwise]

operator installs plate at upper right]
operator flips plate at upper left]
coat both sides w/the same assembly]

11,12,cons16,17]
cam follower and drive]

EPS7
(5:17-7:44) assim-drive mechanism
ref[propl3: foot pedal drive]
sim[prop13,propll,cons16,17]

EPS8
(5:42-6:53) spec-control of water flow
cre[consl8: must start and stop water]
cal[propl4: inject film w/foot control]
acc[propl4]

sim[prop11,13,14,cons16,17]
cal[cons19: could drive ferris-wheel w/same foot control]
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cal[cons20: could drive ferris-wheel w/same programmed cam]
sus[no decision]

EPS9
(7:44-8:00) assim-safety problems
sel[cons2l: operation must be safe]
cal[propl5: fractional hp motor]
acc[propl5]

EPS10
(8:00-10:20) assim-ergonomic constraints
sel[cons22: operation must be ergonomically simple]
sel[prop16: operator motions]
sel[cons13,14,prop7]
sim[cons13,14,22,prop7,16]
cal[cons23: must flip all three plates together]
acc[cons23]

EPS11
(10:20-11:19) plan-method of analysis
cre[stra2: move plate through a cycle on paper]
pat[stra2>stra3: move plate through cycle w/a scale model]
acc[stra3]
sel[cons24: machine cannot enter water more than half inch]

EPS12
(11:19-11:56) spec-number of plates to handle
sel[prop7]
pat[prop7 >propl7: ferris-wheel w/2 plates]
pat[prop7 >propl8: ferris-wheel w/more than 3 plates]
sel[consl3]
com[propl8 TO consl3]
rej[prop18]
com[propl7 TO ??]
rej[prop17]

EPS13
(11:56-12:15) assim-conveyor type mechanism
cre[propl9: conveyor mechanism]
sel[cons3]
com[propl9 TO cons3]
rej[prop19]

EPS14
(12:15-13:23) assim-ways of dipping plates into the water
sel[cons4,12]
cre[prop20: plate enter vertically]
com[prop20 TO cons9,12]
rej[prop20]
cre[prop2l: bring plate under film]
cre[cons25: cannot have water trapped between film and plate]
com[prop2l TO cons25]
rej[prop21]
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EPS15
(13:23-13:48) plan-other things he could do
cre[stra4: should brainstorm w/associate]
acc[stra4]

EPS16
(13:48-14:20) ver-design so far
sel[prop7]
sel[cons3]
com[prop7 TO cons3]
acc[prop7]
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SUBJECT: S5

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY: layout component design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK: layout of chair

BACKGROUND: he has just finished the layout design of the gripper and
now is about to start on the chair. The purpose for working on these
components is because he is performing a physical simulation of the
ferris-wheel assembly and needs to now the shapes of the parts for
this simulation. He is looking at his first sketch of the chair-
gripper assembly and making a half scale sketch of the chair to cut-
out and add to the wheel and plate cut-outs he already has.

LOCATION: line 33.15, VHS#1 1:51:49

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-0:47) assim-constraints by reviewing conc. sketch
sel[propl: chair]
sel[consl: chair must interface w/gripper]
com[propl TO consl]
pat[propl->prop2: chair of increased curved size]
acc[prop2]
dra(prop2)
sel[cons2: chair must hang below connecting point]

EPS2
(0:47-1:21) rep-problem due to fabrication constraints
sel[cons2: parts must be simple to manufacture]
sel[prop2]
com[prop2 TO cons3]
pat[prop2->prop3: square chair]
sel[cons2]
com[prop3 TO cons2]
pat[prop3->prop4: rectangle chair]
sel[cons3]
com[prop4 TO cons3]
acc[prop4]
dra(prop4)

EPS3
(1:21-1:51) spec-center to center height
cre[prop5: height is 2 in. between pivot and gripper interface]
dra(prop5)
acc[prop5]

EPS4
(1:51-2:26) spec-distance from upper center to top
sel[prop6: height from pivot to top is unknown]
cre[prop7: pivot is a quarter-inch fastener]
ref[prop7->prop8: 10-32 screw]
cre[cons4: need clearance for screw]
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com[prop6 TO cons4]
ref[prop6>prop9: height from pivot to top is half inch]
acc[prop9
dra(prop9)

EPS5
(2:26-3:17) spec-distance from lower center to bottom
sel[prop10: height from gripper interface to bottom is unknown]
sel[cons5: width of gripper]
cre[cons6: bottom of gripper and chair should be flush]!
com[prop10 TO cons5,6]
ref[prop10>prop12: height from gripper interface to bottom is 0.187]
acc[propl2]
dra(propl2)

EPS6
(4:09-5:32) spec-width
sel[propl3: width is unknown]
sel[cons3]
com[propl3 TO cons3]
ref[propl3 >propl4: width is same as height, 2 in.]
sel[cons7: space requirements of detent pins]
com[propl4 TO cons7]
pat[propl4 >propl5: width is 3 in.]
acc[prop15]

EPS7
(5:32-5:55)
sel[prop16:
cre[prop17:
cal[prop18:
ref[prop18:
acc[prop19]

spec-number of detent pins
two detent pins]
one detent pin]
one detent pin w/provision for 2]
one 10-32 x 1" pin]

EPS8
(5:55-7:10) spec-location of detent pins
sel[prop20: detent location is unknown]
sel[cons5]
cre[cons8: location should be on center]
com[prop20 TO cons5,8]
ref[prop20>prop21: detent location is 1/2" from bottom]
acc[prop21]
dra(prop2l)

(Layout design of the chair is done and the rest of this on to the
layout of the ferris-wheel assembly.)
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SUBJECT: S5

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY: detail component design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK: detail design of the front view of the chair

BACKGROUND: The subject began the detail design of the chair 20
minutes earlier. This section covers the detail sketch of the front
view. Note, that he already sketched in the overall shape of the
view.

EPISODES

EPS1,2
(0:00-3:03) doc-hole for shaft head
(0:09-2:42) spec-hole for shaft head
cre[propl: shaft from 5/8" stock]

EPS3
(0:09-0:46)rep-stock size for shaft
com[propl TO ??]
pat[propl>prop2: shaft from 3/4" stock]
sel[consl: bushing is 3/4" stock]
com[prop2 to consl]
acc[prop2]
dra(prop2)

EPS4
(0:46-2:42) spec-clearance
sel[prop3: clearance is unknown]
sel[prop4: spot face is unknown]
sel[cons2: bushing tolerance is +/- 1/64th]
sel[cons3: keep manufacturing simple]
sel[cons4: use common numbers]
com[prop3 TO cons2,3,4]
ref[prop3>prop5: clearance is 0.050]
acc[prop5]
dra(prop5)
ref[prop4>prop6: spot is .875 +/- .05]
acc[prop6]
dra(prop6)

EPS5
(3:03-6:33) doc-holes
sel[prop7: set screw]
com[prop7 TO ??]
ref[prop7>prop8: 10-32 set screw]
acc[prop8]
dra(prop8)
cre[prop9: 25 clearance hole]
acc[prop9]
dra(prop9)
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EPS6
(6:33-7:16) plan-agenda items for sketch
cre[stral: show details of hole, spot face, and threaded holes for

balancing rods]
acc[stral]

EPS7
(7:35-8:32) rep-length of hole
sel[cons5: center line of rod hole]
dra(cons5)

EPS8
(7:16-12:46) doc-threaded holes for balancing rods
sel[prop10: rod hole is through hole]
cre[cons6: cannot damage bearing]
com[prop10 TO cons6]
pat[prop10>propll: rod hole is .5 min. thread]
sel[cons7: tap operation needs thread relief]
pat[propll >propl2: rod hole is .8 deep w/ .5 min. thread]
acc[prop12]

dra(propl2)

EPS9
(10:00-10:58) doc-studs on bill of materials

EPS10
(10:18-10:42) spec-length of studs
cre[propl3: 4 in. ready rod]
acc[propl3]

dra(propl3)

EPS11
(10:58-11:42) doc-balancing nuts

EPS12
(10:58-11:42) spec-balancing nuts
cre[propl4: 1/4-20 nuts]
acc[prop14]
dra(propl4)

dra(propl2)

EPS13
(12:46-13:57) doc-top set screw
sel[propl5: top screw set]
dra(propl5)
cre[propl6: 1/4 chamfer]
acc[prop16]
dra(propl6)
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SUBJECT: S6

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY:conceptual design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:first conceptual design of the assembly

BACKGROUND:The subject has just read the problem statement and is
about to sketch his first ideas about the problem.

LOCATION:line 3.43-6.27, VHS#1 13:35-21:37

EPISODES

EPS1
(0:00-0:24) plan-what to do next
cre[stral: sketch how to handle plates]
sel[consl: water level 0.5 below table top]
cal[stra2: sketch constraint 1]
acc[stra2]

EPS2
(0:24-2:40) assim-constraints, fig la
sel[consl]
dra(consl)
com[consl TO cons??]
ref[consl >cons2: water level 0.510-0.490 below table top]
sel[cons2: mechanism can enter water up to 1/2 in.]
cre[cons3: mechanism enters water .25]
com[cons3 TO cons??]
pat[cons3>cons4: mechanism enters water 0.010]
cal[cons5: mechanism can be 0.480 thick]
sel[cons6: calculations should be conservative]
pat[cons6>cons7: mechanism can be 0.400 thick]
acc[cons7]

EPS3
(2:40-4:16) spec-gripper
sel[cons8: plate]
cre[propl: little grippers]
ref[propl>prop2: little pneumatic grippers]
ref[propl>prop3: electro-mechanical grippers]
acc[propl]

EPS4
(4:16-4:34) assim-constraints
sel[cons9: plate is .063 thick]
sel[cons10: machine is hand loaded]
cre[consll: plate must enter water flat]
sel[cons2]
cre[cons12: anything can power mechanism]
acc[cons11,12]
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EPS5
(4:34-5:40) spec-gripping mechanism, fig lc
sel[consl3: water tank]
dra(consl3)
sel[cons8]
sel[propl]
sel[consl3: minimize weight]!
cal[prop4: aluminum mechanism]
acc[prop4]
cre[prop5: rod and hoop]
acc[prop5]
dra(prop5)
sel[cons2]
com[propl,5 TO cons13,8,2]!
pat[prop5>prop6: rod and hoop w/arms]
acc[prop6]
dra(prop6)

EPS6
(5:40-8:02) spec -assembly
sel[consl3]
dra(consl3)
sel[prop6]
dra(prop6)
sel[cons2]
dra(cons2)
cre[prop7: runners]
sel[propl,6]
dra(prop1,7)
sel[cons8]
dra(cons8)
sel[consl4: ergonomics of worker]
sim[cons14,8,2,6,13,prop1,7]
sel[cons2]
com[prop8 TO cons2,8,6,13,14]
acc[prop1,6,7]
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SUBJECT: S6

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY: layout component design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK: conceptual and layout of blocks for mounting
wire hoops

BACKGROUND:He is trying to find a way of mounting the wire hoops. The
layout phase actually starts at episode 9 but I included the parts
that led up to this event because this is one of the few times a
component is developed after the initial conceptual design period.

EPISODES:

EPS1
(0:00-2:23) spec-method for mounting tapes
sel[consl: block]
sel[cons2: 1.3 in. available]
cre[prop2: use extra block next to propl w/4 screws]
dra(propl)
sel[cons3: wire hoop]
cre[prop2: undersized hole]
cre[prop3: a copy of propl,2 underneath]

EPS2
(0:45-1:13) spec-proposals for mounting hoops
sel[cons4: need to prevent twisting]
com[cons3 TO cons4]
pat[cons3>cons5: wire hoop w/dog leg]
acc[cons5]

sel[cons6: keep design simple]!
rej[prop1,2,3]

EPS3
(2:23-3:41) ver-operation of design
cre[stral: pursue other ideas before accepting]
sel[prop1,2,3]
sel[cons6: design should be easy to assemble]
sim[prop1,2,3,cons6]
sel[cons7: mechanism cannot exceed 1/2 in. into water bath]
com[prop1,2,3,cons7]
rej [prop1,2,3]

EPS4
(3:41-5:01) spec-method to mount hoops
sel[propl]
pat[propl>prop4: block w/mounting hole]
dra(prop4)
pat[prop4>prop5: block w/mounting hole and lock-tite]
sel[cons6]
cre[cons8: design must be rigid]
com[prop5 TO cons8,6]
acc[prop5]
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EPS5
(4:26-5:01) rep-method to mount hoops
sel[cons7]
com[prop5 TO cons7]
pat[prop5>prop6: shorter block w/mounting hole and lock-tite]
acc[prop6]
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SUBJECT: S6

DESIGN TASK CATEGORY:detail component design

SPECIFIC DESIGN TASK:detail blocks that mount wire hoops

BACKGROUND:He has just finished assimilating the constraints of his
layout design for the blocks.

EPISODES

EPS1
(0:00-0:24) plan-what to do next
cre[stral: detail the block]
acc[stral]

EPS2
(0:24-2:42) assim-constraints on locating blocks
sel[consl: holes .025 from edge]
sel[cons2: frame 10.75 wide]
sel[cons3: distance between holes is 10.588]
sel[cons4: distance between holes front-to-back 10 in.]

EPS3
(1:38-2:08) rep-one of the above constraints irrelevant protocol
sel[cons5: plates can only be handled 1/4 from edge]
sel[cons6: plate is 10x10 in.]
com[cons4 TO cons5,6]
ref[cons4>cons7: distance between holes front-to-back is 10.25]
acc[cons7]
dra(cons7)

cal[cons8: hole 1/2 from back]
acc[cons8]
dra(cons8)
sel[propl: mounting block]
dra(propl)

EPS4
(3:20-3:58)doc-side view of blocks
sel[propl]
dra(propl)

EPS5
(3:31-3:58) rep-depth of hole in blocks
sel[prop2: depth of hole in block is .200]
sel[cons9: mechanism cannot enter more than .5 into water bath]
com[prop2 TO cons9]
pat[prop2>prop3: depth of hole in block is 1/16]
acc[prop3]

EPS6
(3:58-4:14) plan-to make another sketch(this one was getting messy)
cre[stra2: make another sketch]
acc[stra2]
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EPS7
(4:14-8:11) doc-side view of flipping frame
sel[consl0: flipping frame]
dra(side view to top view)

EPS8
(8:11-9:12) doc-location of blocks on flip-frame
sel[consll: block location]
dra(consll)

EPS9
(9:12-10:38) spec-height of blocks
sel[prop4: height of block is unknown]
sel[consl2: distance of assembled height is 3.6]
com[prop4 TO consl2]
ref[prop4>prop5: height of block of 1.36]
sel[consl3: use round numbers]!
pat[prop5->prop6: height of block is 1 3/8"]
acc[prop6]
dra(prop6)

EPS10
(10:38-10:55) ver-machine will not enter water
sel[cons9]
cal[consl4: assembled height is 3.75]
com[cons9 TO consl4]
acc[prop6]

EPS11
(10:55-13:12) spec-height of holes for hoops
sel[prop7: hole location is unknown]
sel[consl5: hole is 1/16 from edge]
com[prop7 TO con15]
ref[prop7>prop8: hole 1.3 from center line]

EPS12
(11:23-12:10) rep-height of block
sel[consl6: thickness of wire hoops]
sel[consl3]!
com[prop6 TO cons13,16]
pat[prop6>prop9: height of block is 1 7/16]
acc[prop9]

EPS13
(12:10-12:40) ver-machine will not enter too deep
sel[cons9
cal[prop10: mechanism enters w/.050 to spare]
com[prop10 TO cons9]
acc[prop9]

dra(prop8)
acc[prop8]


